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1

SPRAY 3.1 code

This section provides a general description of the code, the underlying physical equations, and the
different inputs and outputs. Further details about the content of this section can be found in the
following chapters.

1.1 General description
The airborne pollutant dispersion can be simulated by mathematical models trying to establish a
relation between the emissions coming from point, area or volume sources and the ambient
concentration fields by them, thus reproducing directly the physical process of dispersion.
According to the adopted framework, mathematical models can be classified as “lagrangian” or
“eulerian”. The first kind of models describe the temporal behavior of the concentration in fixed
spatial points, obtained as solution of partial differential equations, solved numerically on a discrete
grid of points. In lagrangian models instead, the same phenomenon is described using a
coordinate system that follow the atmospheric flow. The emission is subdivided in several parts,
according to an increasing level of accuracy: starting from a minimal one, aiming to describe the
motion of the whole plume’s centre of mass, up to a very refined and detailed one, focusing the
motion of a ‘great’ number of particles, constituting the plume. SPRAY 3.1 is a three-dimensional
lagrangian particle dispersion model developed by Arianet S.r.l. in collaboration with Aria
Technologies SA. This code reproduces the transport, dispersion, dry and wet deposition and
radioactive decay of airborne chemically inert species released in meteorological complex
conditions (low windspeed, flow over complex topography), often marked by spatial and temporal
inhomogeneities of the meteo-diffusive variables (e.g. vertical wind-shear, breeze due to the
presence of terrain discontinuities). In addition, it is also possible to reproduce the dispersion of
particulate emissions, taking into account the gravitational vertical settling phenomenon. SPRAY
3.1 can simulate emissions from point, area or line sources, continuous and discontinuous, as well
as to exploit the available wind and turbulence measurements provided by advanced
meteorological instruments (such as SODAR Doppler and RASS). In a Lagrangian particle
dispersion model the airborne pollutant is simulated by means of certain number of ‘virtual’ or
‘pseudo’ particles, each of them representing a determined pollutant mass; such particles are
supposed to follow the turbulent motion of the air particles in which they are introduced, so that
their spatial distribution at a certain time reveals the concentration of the emitted substance. A
‘particle’ is actually considered as a fluid portion containing the emitted substance, whose
dimensions make it possible to follow the motion of the most little turbulent atmospheric eddies,
and which at the same time contains a number of molecules high enough to disregard their single
effects. Assuming the dispersion due to molecular motion as negligible, if compared to the
turbulent one, it is reasonable to consider these particles as endowed with an own concentration,
kept unchanged during the motion. The dimensions of such particles are but so little compared with
any experimental system that the spatial functions representing their concentration are still
extremely discontinuous. In order to solve this problem it is therefore necessary to divide the whole
mass of the emitted substance contained in a certain volume by the total volume itself; the latter is
supposed to be vast enough to contain a ‘great’ number of particles, though being small if
compared to the dimensions provoking significant variations of the flux.
ARIANET R2013.27
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SPRAY 3.1 can compute mean- and instantaneous concentrations on a three-dimensional grid
defined by the user, differentiating the calculation by “chemical species” or by “source”. The
velocity of the particles is mainly characterised by two components: a mean one, or “transportcomponent”, which is defined by the mean velocity of the local wind, and a stochastic one,
simulating the dispersion and reproducing the atmospheric turbulence. Mean values for windspeed are computed by another model, which is external to the code, and that is able to build
three-dimensional fields taking into account the presence of topography. Wind fields are therefore
not generated by SPRAY 3.1 itself, but need instead to be provided by the user as a model input.
The stochastic fluctuation term otherwise is computed directly by the dispersion code, as solution
of a system of differential stochastic equations reproducing the statistical features of local
atmospheric turbulence. Both the equation system developed by Thomson in 1984 (Thomson,
1984) and the following one modified by Thomson himself in 1987 (Thomson, 1987) have been
implemented on SPRAY 3.1. They can take into account the vertical and horizontal
inhomogeneities of the turbulence, the asymmetries of the vertical velocity distribution in
convective conditions, as well as the cross-correlations between the different components of
velocity. In the model based on “Thomson, 1984” three numerical schemes of different complexity
have been taken as solutions of the equation system. In “Thomson’s 1987” model, different options
are proposed in order to solve the involved equations, such as schemes based on PDF of turbulent
bi-gaussian velocities with different closures or Gram-Charlier series expansions. A detailed
description of all the adopted schemes can be found in the following.

1.2 Overview of the code
The following description refers to the versions of the code starting from 3.1.11.
The block-diagram in Fig. 1.1 gives a comprehensive overlook on the general structure of SPRAY
3.1 code, making it possible to identify a succession of external inputs, a central elaboration body
and some outputs. A ‘particle-oriented code’ is based on a quite simple logic. It is firstly necessary
to define a spatial and temporal computational domain , that is the portion of space used for the
description of the dispersion from given sources and the duration of the simulation. Further
information to be given are:


essential meteorological data such as the mean wind-fields on the aforesaid domain and
variables used to describe the atmospheric turbulence



information about the pollutant sources: spatial location of the regions whose emissions are to
be simulated, their timing and possible subdivision in different species



simulation parameters, allowing to choose between several options of the code, concerning
inputs/outputs control (procedures for the computation of turbulence parameters, definition of
the domain where concentration would be examined, temporal registration of concentration
and/or particles), and the operational decisions (duration of the simulation, time discretisation,
numerical schemes, initial and boundary conditions, and so on).

1.2.1 Description of the block diagram
The code interfaces with the user through some input-files (ASCII or binary format), where the
whole information required for the simulation is defined. This section provides a general description
of those files, a detailed one being available in the following chapters. According to the structure
ARIANET R2013.27
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showed in Fig. 1.1, emissions are described by special files (EMISSIONS). Such files are
supposed to contain information about the sources (location, shape and time sequence), used to
determine the mass of all the computational particles, according to the considered chemical
species.
The specifications for the desired simulation are given in the ‘control file’ containing the runparameters (CALSPRAY FILE). envspray contains the maximal dimension for particle vectors
dynamically allocated by the code. Essential arrays such as those containing meteorological data
on 3D grids or source parameters are automatically allocated by the code using dimensions
derived from both meteorological and emission files. filspray contains a list of the input/output files
to be used during the simulation (together with their paths).
For what concerns the meteorological inputs, three different options are available. All of them
share a common feature: the presence of a binary-format file containing the structure of the
domain defined for the simulation, as well as the mean values for horizontal and vertical windspeed, defined on a horizontally regular and vertically ‘terrain following’ grid (see also paragraph
1.7 for a detailed description). The domain structure is assigned through its horizontal and vertical
dimension, the absolute coordinates of its South-West corner, the number of grid-points in the two
horizontal directions, the number of the vertical levels of the input meteorological grid and the
topography, (the two-dimensional function

z g  x, y

describing the height above a conventional

level, generally the sea-level one, of the terrain). The meteorological binary file, essential for any
simulation, is given of a series of regular time frames covering at least the whole simulation
interval. The necessary input for the particle ‘mean’ transport, which is included in this externally
supplied file, is spatially and temporally interpolated by SPRAY 3.1 at each particle position. The
turbulence input, allowing to simulate the plume dispersion, can be defined in three different ways
corresponding to the three upper blocks in Fig 1.1. In the first mode (right block) the meteorological
binary file directly contains the turbulence variables (generated by an external model) on the same
grid and at the same time intervals of the mean wind: SPRAY 3.1 has just to read them and to
make the necessary interpolations, as done with the mean-wind. This option is selected by setting
the CREA_METEO variable at 0 in the parameters file CALSPRAY, as shown by Fig. 1.1. The
central block shows a second possibility, consisting in the computation inside SPRAY 3.1 of the
values for all the turbulent parameters necessary to the model at every meteorological deadline.
This option makes use of the TURKEY turbulent model, following the procedures that will be
described in the following chapters. In this case SPRAY 3.1 needs the necessary information in
order to activate the model: a binary file (2D LANDUSE), containing the land-use data at each
point of the horizontal grid, and an ASCII file (CROMET FILE), containing some representative
meteorological data concerning the domain of computation for the whole simulation period. The
combined use of these data makes it possible to build three-dimensional turbulence fields on
complex terrain, accounting for horizontal terrain-inhomogeneities (such as land-sea or rural-urban
discontinuities). To activate this option the CREA_METEO variable must be set at 1 in the
CALSPRAY parameters files, as shown by Fig. 1.1. An intermediate solution is finally provided by
a third possibility, represented by the left block. In this case a time series of Surface Layer and
atmospheric Planetary Boundary Layer scale variables must be supplied to the meteorological
binary file: these are defined on a 2D horizontal grid and are generally computed by external
turbulence processors. Such variables are used by TURKEY to calculate the necessary turbulence
variables on the 3D grid of the model. This third option is selected by setting CREA_METEO=2 in
the CALSPRAY parameters files.
ARIANET R2013.27
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SPRAY 3.1
CREA_METEO=2
•
•
•

External Prognostic (or
diagnostic)
WIND+TURBULENCE
generation

CREA_METEO=1

3D -2D ‘bin’ gridded file
3D WIND -TEMPERATURE
2D scaling parameters
(L , u*, w *, h mix)
2D roughness z 0

•

3D ‘bin’ gridded meteo file
(WIND -TEMPERATURE)

•

2D ‘bin’ gridded LANDUSE file
(z0, albedo, Bowen -ratio )

•

1D meteo CROMET file

CREA_METEO=0
•
•

3D ‘bin’ gridded file
3D WIND -TEMPERATURE
3D turbulence fields
(Ux

Uy w

T Lx T Ly T Lz

Skewness)

TURKEY
L, u*, w*, hmix, z0

Ux Uy w TLx TLy TLz Skewness

SPRAY 3.1

EMISSION FILES
• Species

(PEMSPE file )

• Quantities

(PEMTIM file)

• Particles

(PEMPAR file)

Run parameters
CALSPRAY file

Particle vector
dimensions
envspray file

I/O File list
filspray file

LOG File

CONCENTRATION/
DEPOSITION File

PARTICLE File

Checkpoint/
Restart File

Fig. 1.1 block diagram of the SPRAY 3.1 code
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The central body of the block diagram in Fig. 1.1 is the SPRAY code itself, containing the TURKEY
module used to generate turbulence parameters when they are not provided as inputs. The
algorithms included in the dispersion code move the emitted particles according to the present
atmospheric conditions (wind, turbulence, temperature, etc.) at different times, thus generating
outputs files made up of a ‘PARTICLE file’ and a ‘CONCENTRATION/DEPOSITION file’. The first
one stores all the information carried by any single particle lying in the computation domain, such
as spatial coordinates, transported mass, age and source tag. The concentration/deposition file is
instead reserved to store 3D concentration and (eventually) 2D deposition arrays at different time
instants. Such arrays may depend on chemical species and/or emitting sources, according to the
user’s needs specified in the parameters file. SPRAY 3.1 also produces an ASCII output file about
the running job (LOG file), containing a summary of the main steps of the executed simulation.
Other options have been created to manage Checkpoint/Restart procedures, allowing to save all
the information at a given simulation time in a binary file, which can be used later as starting point
for future simulations. Here is a schematic summary of the quantities used as input/output by the
model, more carefully described in the following sections.
Meteorological data
Mean wind:


series of three-dimensional fields for mean wind speed on complex terrain, also containing
topography, computational grid and domain dimensions at regular time intervals.

temperature:


three-dimensional arrays on the same grid of the mean wind, to be used for the computation of
the thermal rise of hot plumes.

turbulence:
external computation – CREA_METEO=0


three-dimensional turbulence fields (variance of horizontal turbulent velocities, ux, uy, or
vertical velocitiesw, skewness of the vertical velocity distribution, cross-correlations among
speed-components, Lagrangian scale times), as described in paragraph 1.9 of this chapter.

or
full internal computation – CREA_METEO=1

ARIANET R2013.27
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time series of local meteorological data (ground temperature and vertical gradients, global or
net solar radiation, heat flux in the ground, cloudiness, pressure);



two-dimensional arrays of roughness lenght
maps, allowing the computation of L,

u*

z 0 , albedo, Bowen ratio, obtained from land-use

and

w*

scale variables and boundary layer height

hmix, , ux, uy as well as w, skewness and Lagrangian time scales.
or
partial internal computation – CREA_METEO=2


time series of meteorological data at ground (air temperature and vertical gradient, global or
net solar radiation, ground heat flux, cloudiness, pressure);



values of the L,

u*

e

w*

scale variables and boundary layer height hmix.

SPRAY 3.1 can optionally compute the particles motion also above the boundary layer, using a
Langevin equation for displacements, requiring the diffusion coefficients Kx Ky Kz into the input file
describing the turbulence.
Source data
for any source:


location and geometry;



definition of the different emitted species (non reactive);



speed, temperature and emission rate of any emitted species (modulated in time, eventually);

Run parameters


simulation duration, time steps for discretization, time intervals for particle storage,
concentration and deposition processes;



computational scheme for the stochastic equations;



initial and boundary conditions;



pathnames of input and output files

1.3 Equations of motion
SPRAY 3.1 is a Lagrangian dispersion model, based on a ‘stochastic’ or ‘Monte-Carlo’ model
(Hockney and Eastwood, 1981). In such models the turbulent atmospheric flow is supposed to be
characterized by spatial or temporal random variations of the fluid-dynamic variables. For this
reason the exact dynamic of the turbulent fluid cannot be described on the basis of the initial and
boundary conditions: any realization of the turbulent flow would in fact show a different behavior of
the fluid-dynamic variables, even fixing every time the initial conditions in the same way. In this
context it is but possible to consider in a deterministic way the flow statistics that, though
incomplete, can characterize the flux in a adequate way. In a stochastic model the motion of the
ARIANET R2013.27
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particles is therefore obtained so as to reproduce the statistic features of turbulent flow, by means
of equations containing terms, called ‘random forcing’, simulating those forces generating the
random character of the turbulent flow itself. The equations sets at the basis of Thomson’s theories
developed in 1984 and the ones deriving from a subsequent work (accomplished in 1987 by
Thomson himself) have been implemented on SPRAY 3.1. Such theories contribute to the
definition of the particles motion by giving a physical and mathematical schematization of the
problem, taking into account the spatial inhomogeneities of the turbulence, either vertical or
horizontal, according to different levels of approximation. The following section provides a
description of both schemes.

1.3.1 Thomson’s 1984 scheme
Equations for each particle, denoted by p subscript, are expressed in the following way:

dX p  t 
dt

 U p t

[1.3.1]

dU p t   dt TX, t U p  μ p t 

[1.3.2]

where

x p  t 


X p  t   y p  t 


z p  t  
represents the ‘position-vector’ of any single particle defined on a Cartesian orthogonal reference
frame,

u p  t  


U p  t   v p  t  


w p  t 
represents the speed vector,

T X, t is the second order tensor of Lagrangian time scales of speed components, as a function
of position

X

TX p t , t  ),

ARIANET R2013.27
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(for each particle the value of

T X, t  is
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 xp  t 


 p  t    yp  t 


 zp  t  
represents the vector of random speed fluctuations, also called “random forcing” , such that :

 ip  t' 

does not depend on

 ip  t' ' 

and whose density of probability

when

f X ,t  

t'  t"

depends both on spatial and temporal coordinates of the

particle.
For the application of this model some information is therefore required, basically consisting in the
definition at each time and each spatial location of the distribution
moments, and the tensor

f    , together with its

infinite

T.

In practical applications, just a part of these data is necessary to define univocally and adequately
the model. However, this approach reveals two essential aspects implicit in equation [1.3.2].
First of all it is useful to underline the linear relationship between particles’ speed and acceleration,
respectively represented by the first two terms of [1.3.2] equation. The second aspect is that the
temporal evolution of position and speed can be interpreted as a ‘Markov’ stochastic process
(Monin and Yaglom, 1975). Let’s so suppose to release at the instant t  0 a certain number of
particles whose motion is regulated by equations [1.3.1] and [1.3.2].
Assuming the motion as a process taking place in a confined and not absorbing region, it is
reasonable that the probability density

p X, U, t  1 would achieve in a certain period a stationary

state, independently from source characteristics.
According to Thomson hypothesis previously summarized, in such a situation the emitted particles
should behave like air particles.
Consequences are:


concentration of the emitted particles will be proportional to the air ones



speed moments of pollutant particles and air particles will have the same values



dealing with a stationary condition, once reached this configuration will be maintained in time.

This hypothesis is also known as “Well Mixed Condition”.
It is essentially based on the irreversibility of the dispersive phenomenon due to turbulent
conditions, as also experienced by the molecular diffusion. No physical explanation would justify a
tendency of the particles to concentrate in a particular region of the space whenever a uniformly
dispersed substance undergoes a turbulent motion.
On the basis of the Well Mixed Condition it is then possible to explicit the terms concerning the
random forcing moments expressing them as function of the Eulerian moments of air speed.
1

Probability density that at a given time t a particle is a at a given location X with speed U

ARIANET R2013.27
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Derived moments of order 1, 2 and 3 for the random forcing take therefore the following form.



1 
 i  dt Tik u k 
u i u k 
 x k







 

[1.3.3 a]





 i  j  dt Tik u j u k  u j u k  Tjk u i u k  u i u k  







dt  


 ui u ju k  ui
 u ju k  u j
 ui u k 

  x k
x k
x k












[1.3.3 b]



 i  j  k  dtTim u i u k u m  2 u j u k u m  u j u k u m  u k u j u m  u m u j u k 

 dtTjm  u i u k u m  2 u i u k u m  u i u k u m  u k u i u m  u m u i u k  





dtTkm u i u j u m  2 u i u j u m  u i u j u m  u j u i u m  u m u i u j  



dt 
 ui u ju k ul 
 x l






dt 



 u ju k ul  u j
 ui u k ul   u j
 ui u jul  

 ui
  x l
x l
x l













dt 



 u k ul   ui u k
 u jul  u j u k
 u i u l  


 ui u j

x l
x l
x l





2dt 



 u k ul   ui u k
 u jul  u j u k
 u i u l 


 ui u j
 
x l
x l
x l










[1.3.3 c]
(with i,j,k,l,m=x,y,z)
From these hierarchy of the equations it is also possible to derive relations for higher order
moments.
The input of a Lagrangian model is univocally defined by [1.3.3 a, b, c] relations and those for
higher orders, together with the

T

tensor.

It is now possible to point out some essential aspects of the formulation of Thomson’s model:


The attention is directly focused on ‘measurable’ quantities, such as Eulerian mean velocities,
their variances and third order moments;



It is intrinsically endowed with the “drift acceleration” , so as to avoid the accumulation of
particles in zones with low variance; moreover this quantity is introduced and justified on more
consistent theoretical basis than in previous models (Legg and Raupach, 1982);



In case of homogeneous turbulence, random forcing would be of ‘Gaussian’ kind, so that the
model eventually reproduces situations already present in models of the previous generation,
though extending them to more general conditions;

ARIANET R2013.27
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It takes into account possible asymmetries in the distribution of turbulent velocities, exploiting
third moments and thus allowing simulations of convective conditions;



It also takes into account the presence of turbulent cinematic fluxes,
special importance in cases with complex topography.

uw , vw

and

uv ,

of

1.3.2 Thomson’s 1987 scheme
This scheme is based on a non-linear form of the Langevin stochastic Equation; the motion of a
given particle, marked by p subscript, is now defined by the following equations:

dX p  t 
dt

 U p t

dU p (t)a( X, U) dt  B0 ( X)dt dμ p

[1.3.4]

[1.3.5]

where

x p  t 


X p  t   y p  t 


z p  t  
represents again the position vector of the particle defined on a fixed Cartesian reference frame
and

u p  t  


U p  t   v p  t  


w p  t 
represents the velocity vector.

a and B0 are generally functions of position and time, while d is a stochastic standardized
Gaussian term (zero mean and unit variance). It has been demonstrated (see Van Kampen, 1992)
that the two Lagrangian equations [1.3.4] and [1.3.5] are actually equivalent to an Eulerian
equation for the spatial density of probability in the phases space P(x,u,t). Its definition allows to
consider
P(x,u,t) dx dy dz dux duy duz

ARIANET R2013.27
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as the probability to find a particle at time t , in the neighborhood of the point identified by the
vector x with speed in the neighborhood of the value identified by vector u. In stationary conditions
this equation, also known as Fokker-Planck equation, has the following form:

ux

P
P
P   aP   aP   aP  
 2P
 2P
 2P
 u y  u z 



B

B

B
0x
0y
0x
2
2
2
x
y
z  u x
u y
u y 
u x
u x
u z
[1.3.6]

As regards B0 term, Thomson suggests the following expression for the vertical equation:

C0 
w2
B0 

2
TLz
where C0 is a universal constant,  is the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, and w =  w
2

2

is the second moment of the distribution for vertical velocities. These considerations can be
extended also to the horizontal component, thus obtaining:

 U x

 TLx
  Uy
B0  
 TLx

 Uz
 TLz











The a term is determined by imposing the ‘Well Mixed Condition’, so that, in stationary conditions,
the moments of P distribution referred to the particles would correspond to those of the turbulent
air motion. This leads to solve the 1.3.6 equation by substituting P and all its moments with the
corresponding distribution of turbulent atmospheric velocities, defined by their moments (mean
values, variances, skewness and higher order moments). This allows to define a as a function of
such moments and their spatial behavior. The difference with the previous formulation is now
evident: Thomson 1984 conditions of inhomogeneous, sometimes non-Gaussian turbulence were
essential part of the definition of the random term (which was for this reason often approximated);
in Thomson 1987 these conditions are instead the basis of equation 1.3.5, defined by the form of
the distribution P, i.e. the turbulence characteristics. In a practical implementation, a solution for
1.3.6 is built through a ‘generic’ P either obtained as linear combination of gaussian PDF or using
ARIANET R2013.27
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approximating functions, such as the Gram-Charlier ones. It has to be noted that Thomson’s 1987
scheme, though developed on more consistent theoretical basis, does not provide a unique
generic three-dimensional solution in case of complex PDFs showing cross-correlations (Sawford e
Guest, 1988), as it was instead possible with the previous scheme. This scheme is therefore
implemented on SPRAY 3.1 for the equations describing the three uncoupled Cartesian
components of turbulent velocities.

1.4 Implemented equations
1.4.1 Thomson’s 1984 Scheme
Equations of motion for each particle are a finite differences discretization of [1.3.1] and [1.3.2]
equations using an “upstream” time scheme.
In the Cartesian reference frame represented in Fig. 1.2 the position of any single particle

X t  X t i  Y t j  Z t k

[1.4.1]

evolves on the basis of the equations:

X t  t  X t  U x  t t
Y t  t  Y t  U y  t t

[1.4.2]

Z t  t  Z t  U z  t t
while the components of velocity

U t  U x  t i  U y  t j  U z  t k

[1.4.3]

are obtained as sum of a mean value and a fluctuation:

Ui t   Ui X, t   Ui' t 

with

i  x, y, z

[1.4.4]

Comparing these equations with [1.4.1] and [1.4.2], it is possible to notice that

T

tensor assumes

the following form:

 TLx
T 0

 0
ARIANET R2013.27
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0
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The three quantities on the diagonal represent therefore the Lagrangian correlation times for each
component of the velocity-vector .
According to Thomson’s theory, the “random forcing” moments are instead to be defined by [1.3.3
a, b, c] equations. Unfortunately, because of the presence of non-gaussian distributions, it is
impossible to define a general method, able to draw random numbers from a distribution with
respect to the whole infinite hierarchy of moments shown in [1.3.3 a, b, c]. It is therefore necessary
to operate simplifications, thus obtaining distributions that respect just a finite number of moments,
containing but a physical information as wide as possible.
The choice of numerical schemes able to approximate the problem described in the previous
paragraph leads to at least two important considerations.
First of all, some of the needed physical parameters are rarely available, particularly the crosscorrelations among the fluctuations of the velocity component, or higher order moments of velocity
distributions. Moreover, terms of higher order (such as second mixed moments or third moments)
progressively lose importance and their approximate computation is very uncertain. In this respect,
three different numerical schemes of decreasing complexity have been implemented on SPRAY
3.1, which will be referred to as scheme A, scheme B and scheme C.

1.4.1.1 Scheme A
Since this scheme is developed on the basis of a wide knowledge of the turbulence , it can be
taken on consideration for a research level. Its implementation is based on the following
hypothesis:
a) Distributions for the horizontal components of velocity have lower horizontal gradients than
those in vertical direction. This is due to the fact that horizontal variations are essentially bound to
topographic factors while the vertical ones are also connected with heat and mechanical factors.
Thanks to this horizontal homogeneity the velocity distributions can be assumed as Gaussian.
b) As consequence of the previous point, also moments of more than second order for the
horizontal components of velocity can be disregarded, so that third order moments for horizontal
‘random forcing’

 3x e  3y are overlooked.

c) For what concerns vertical velocities, it is also necessary to take into account the asymmetry of
the distribution, together with the third order moment

 3z that describes it directly, containing the

third moment of vertical fluctuations.
d) There is a connection among the distributions of the components of velocities which is due to
the presence of topography, often inducing motions with three-dimensional correlations. It is
therefore necessary to take into account the presence of turbulent cinematic fluxes

U' i U' j .

e)Mean velocities refer to the equation of continuity for uncompressible fluid:




Ux  Uy  Uz  0
x
y
z
ARIANET R2013.27
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The first two points may be the basis of important simplifications about the shape of the distribution
of probability for the ‘random forcing’.
As shown by Thomson, the preservation of the ‘Well Mixed Condition’ is strictly conditioned
by the correct reconstruction of the infinite moments of [1.3.3 a, b, c]. The approximation due the
impossibility of reproducing the whole hierarchy of moments , as said before, will grow along with
the gradients of the velocity moments. The considerations a) and b) show that it is possible to
obtain positive results just re-building the lower order moments (first and second) of the ‘random
forcing’ horizontal distributions.
It has also to be underlined that physical literature does not provide many data about moments of
horizontal velocities whose order exceeds the second, and parameterizations are rarely available
too. According to the [1.3.3 a, b, c] and the aforesaid hypothesis [ a)-e)], the random forcing is
extrapolated on the basis of distributions, able to re-build the following moments :

 'i 








U 'i U 'k t  0 t 2 
U i U k t  U i U k   0t 2  
x k
x k
x k

[1.4.9 a]

 1
1
 'i  'j   i  j  t 
  Ui U j  Ui U j 
 TLi TLj 





 1
 



1
 t 
Ui U jUk  Ui
U j Uk  U j
U j U k   0 t 2   t    U 'i U 'j 
x k
x k
 x k

 TLi TLj 




 ' '
 ' ' '
 t  U 'i U 'k
U j  U 'j U 'k
U j  Uk
Ui U j 
U i U j U k   0 t 2 
x k
x k
x k
x k


[1.4.9 b]

 U 'z3






   z  3t 
 U 'z2  U 'x U 'z  U 'y U 'z  U 'z2   2U 'z2 U 'z2   0 t 2 
 x
y
z 
z 
 TLz
'3
z

3

[1.4.9 c]
(where i,j,k=x,y,z)

in [1.4.9 b] equation, the last term on the right-hand side appears only when

i  j  k  z.

In this case turbulence inputs to the model are constituted by three-dimensional fields of the
following variables :

 2Ux  U 'x2 ,  2Uy  U 'y2 ,  2w  U 'z2
W' 3 (vertical skewness )
ARIANET R2013.27
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U 'x U'y , U 'y U 'z , U'x U'z

TLx , TLy , TLz
1.4.1.2 Scheme B
This scheme does not take into account the cross-correlations (which are often neither calculated
or estimated) between the fluctuations of velocity

U' i U' j (with i  j ). All the other considerations

of the previous paragraph are still valid.
[1.4.9 a, b, c] become:

  '2 
 i'  
U i  t
 x i


 'i2 

[1.4.10 a]



2t ' 2



U i  2tU'i2
U i  t U k
U'i2 
U'i2 U'k 
TLi
x i
x k
x k



 U 'z3


  3t
 U 'z2 U i' 2 
z 
 TLz
'3
k

[1.4.10 b]

[1.4.10 c]

(with i,k=x,y,z)
in [1.4.10 b] the last term on the right-hand side appears only when

i  k  z.

The turbulence input is constituted by three-dimensional fields of the following variables:

 2Ux  U'x2 ,  2Uy  U 'y2 ,  2w  U'z2
W'3 (vertical skewness )
TLx , TLy , TLz

1.4.1.3 Scheme C
In this scheme mean components of turbulence and velocity are considered as totally uncoupled,
thus operating another approximation. This is also the operative situation in which the model
makes use of the minimum quantity of information.
Even [1.4.9 a, b, c] are in this hypothesis further simplified, assuming the following form:

  '2 
 i'  
U i  t
 x i

ARIANET R2013.27
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 i' 2 

 'z3

2t ' 2
 '2 '
Ui  t
Ui U k
TLi
x k

[1.4.11 b]

 U 'z3
 '2 
 3t 
 U 'z2
U i 
z
 TLz


[1.4.11 c]

(with i,k=x,y,z)
in [1.4.11 b] the last term on the right-hand side appears only when

i  k  z.

In order to obtain a total disconnection among the mean components of velocity and turbulence,
even [1.4.5] is simplified as follows:


t  '
'
U 'i  t  t   1 
U i  t    i  X, t 
 TLi  X, t  

[1.4.12]
(with i=x,y,z)

The turbulence input is the same as in Scheme B.
In the generalized Langevin Equations [1.4.5] it’s evident that both the Lagrangian times and the
random forcing of each particle are function of its position and of the time, in case of non stationary
conditions. That is why the model must be provided, in any point of the computational domain,
both with the Lagrangian times and with the random forcing moments. For what concerns the last
ones, it is therefore necessary to know the final values provided by the different schemes at any
point. If A is the name of one of these quantities, a such function must be supplied as input to the
model:

A x, t 
where x is an internal point of the computational domain. In this way each particle will be able to
deduce the necessary quantities for the equations of velocity by giving them the value:

A X t  , t 
1.4.2 Thomson’s 1987 scheme
1.4.2.1 Scheme for horizontal and vertical velocity fluctuations
This scheme is adopted when the parameter ITIPSC into calspray file is set to 0 (see paragraph
3.3.1)

ARIANET R2013.27
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Some of the equations (even those from [1.4.1] to [1.4.4] ) correspond to those belonging to
Thomson’s 1984 scheme. The equations describing the evolution of turbulent horizontal velocities
take the following form:


t  '
1  U i'


U t  t   1 
U
t

 i
2 i 2
 TLi  X , t 
2

'
i

 U ' t 2 
1  i
t   ' t  ' 2 t
i
2
Ui

TLi
U' 
i



with i=x,y

[1.4.13a]

These equations are the ‘well mixed’ solution for the horizontal part of Fokker-Planck’s equation,
assuming Gaussian turbulence as inhomogeneous. In this way, it is possible to take into account
the inhomogeneities due to complex topography. The general form of the equation for the vertical
component is:

U z' t  t   a(U z' , X )   z' t  U '

zi

2

t
TLz

[1.4.13b]

the structure of the term a will be exhaustively analyzed in the following sections, along with the
illustration of the different optional schemes implemented on SPRAY 3.1 , aiming to take into
account not only the vertical inhomogeneities, but also those due to non-Gaussian turbulence. In
[1.4.13a, b] , the terms are random numbers drawn from a standardized Gaussian distribution
(average 0 and variance 1).

1.4.2.1.1

Bi-Gaussian PDF

It is possible to obtain a ‘well mixed’ solution for Fokker Planck’s equation, valid for a PBL
characterized by PDF of vertical skewed velocities (convective conditions) by considering that
distribution as built-in by a convex combination of two Gaussian distributions:

P( w, z )  A  N A wA , A   B  N B wB , B 
(where the previous U’z is replaced by w , A+B=1, A >0 , B >0 e N A ,N B are Gaussian PDF with
averages wA, wB, and standard deviations  A ,  B ) thus obtaining the following expression for the
term a (Luhar and Britter, 1989):

a

w  wA   BN w  wB  
1 
 B0  AN A

B
P  
 A2
 B 2  

where  takes the following form:

ARIANET R2013.27
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 2 A  A 
ww  wA  
w 
  A 
  w A  
  AN A  A

z 
A
z 

 A z
 w  wA 
1   AwA  
 
1  erf 

2 z 
2

A 


 2 B  B 
ww  wB  
w 
  B 
  w B  
BN B  B

z 
B
z 

 B z

[1.4.14]

 w  wB 
1  BwB  

1  erf 

2 z 
2

B 



By solving the following equation system, it is possible to calculate the parameters uniquely
defining the two Gaussian distributions:

A B 1

AwA  BwB  0


Aw

 
 3w    Bw



A wA   A  B wB   B  w2
A

2

3

2

2

2

A

A

B

2

3





 



 3wB B  w3 A wA  6wA  A  3 A  B wB  6wB  B  3 B  w4
2

4

2

2

4

4

2

2

4

[1.4.15]
Being present more unknown quantities than equations, a closure scheme is needed. SPRAY 3.1
offers five different possibilities:


Luhar e Britter (1989)

This scheme ignores the fifth equation, using only moments up to the third order, imposing

 A  wA


 B  wB

and

Weil (1990)

It’s similar to the previous case, being the closure of the following kind:

 i  1.5 wi


i=A,B

Du-Wilson-Yee (Du et al., 1994)

Even fourth momentum is exploited, being parameterized through the gaussian hypothesis:

4

 

w 3w

2

2

the further condition A=0.4
ARIANET R2013.27
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is imposed, thus obtaining:
B=0.6

 

wA  w3

1
3

, wB  

 

 2
3
 A  w  0.280 w


2

 


 B   w2  0.927 w3


2

3

 

2 3
w
3

1

3

1

3

 2






1

2

In these conditions [1.4.15] system has real solutions if S  1.12 , where

S

w3

w 

3
2 2

represents the skewness of the statistical distribution.


Anfossi-Ferrero scheme 1-AF1 (Anfossi et al., 1996)
4

The w term is externally supplied, imposing

A  B  
thus obtaining:

wB  1 / 2( y 

y2  4x )

wA  y  wB

A

wB
wA  wB

B = 1-A

  w 2  w A wB
where
ARIANET R2013.27
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2
2

 6 K   3 2 K 3  27 w3  9w3 


x
1/ 3
2
2

62 / 3  3 2 K 3  27 w3  9 w3 



2/3

1/ 3

, y

2
 w3
4
2
e K  w  3w .
x

If S  0.011 and S  0.2857 Ku  0.5643 (where Ku  w

4

w

2

2

) the system [1.4.16] has

real solutions.


Anfossi-Ferrero scheme 2-AF2 (Anfossi et al. 1996)

In this case it is necessary to impose:
A=B=1/2
Thus finding
1/ 2

2/3


2
4

1/ 3
3
3
3 
 2 K    9w   2 K  81w  


 
wB  
1/ 3 
2
4
 3  22 / 3   9w3   2 K 3  81w3 








wA   wB
1/ 2

 1 2 2
w3 
2

 A   wA  w AwB  w 
3
3wB 
 3

1/ 2

 1 2 2
w3 
2

 B   wB  wA wB  w 
 3
3
3wA 

2

where K  3w4  9w2 . Real solutions are found if 0.011  S  0.986 .

1.4.2.1.2

Gram-Charlier PDF

In order to improve the computational response, SPRAY 3.1 provides two further options to build
an approximate form for the PDF describing vertical velocity fluctuations: these options exploit a
Gram-Charlier series expansion, approximated at different orders (Anfossi et al., 1996; Durst et al.,
1992; Frenkiel e Klebanoff, 1967; Kendall e Stuart, 1977). This reads:
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P  x, z  

e



x2
2

2

1  C3 H 3  C4 H 4 
[1.4.17]

where H3 and H4 are hermitian polynomials, C3 and C4 their coefficients, expressed as:

H3  x3  3x
H 4  x  6x  3
4

2

C3  1 6  3



C 4  1 24  4  3
where  , 
3

xw

4



are the standardized moments for the fluctuations of Eulerian air-speed , and

 w . We can observe that, in case of Gaussian distribution, [1.14.17] comes to correspond

to the normal distribution (C3 = C4 = 0). It should be noted that the Gram-Charlier series expansion
can build approximate forms for distribution with the given moments, what is particularly evident on
the borders of the so-built distributions, fluctuating around zero and even taking negative values,
though very little. The approximation level is however acceptable, since such fluctuations affect
only some negligible regions of the distribution. From a computational point of view this kind of
construction is even more efficient of the bi-Gaussian one. By solving the Fokker-Planck’s
equation, in which P is obtained from [1.4.17], we get the following expression for function a(z,w):

1
a  w 

T1  

 w
T 
z 2

T3

where

T1  3C3  x 15C 4  1  6C3 x 2  10C 4 x 3  C 3 x 4  C 4 x 5

T2 1  C 4  x 2 1  C 4   2C 3 x 3  5C 4 x 4  C 3 x 5  C 4 x 6
T3 1  3C4  3C3 x  6C4 x 2  C3 x 3  C4 x 4
In the first option the Gram-Charlier series expansion is approximated at the third order, what
corresponds to disregard the fourth momentum of the distribution of turbulent velocities, whereas
the second option exploits the whole series expansion, up to the fourth order.
Both the fourth and the fifth option explicitly needs the fourth momentum of vertical velocities.
SPRAY 3.1 parameterize these values through two different options, as follows:
ARIANET R2013.27
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Anfossi’s method

 

w 4  3.5 w 2

2

Gryning’s method

 

2
 z  zg
w 4  w 2  3  0.4
z z

g
 top



z  zg
1 

z top  z g


 w* 
 
u 
 *

where Zg is the topography level over the particle and Ztop is the domain top level.

1.4.2.2 Scheme for horizontal total velocity and vertical fluctuations
This scheme is adopted when the parameter ITIPSC into calspray file is set to 4 (see paragraph
3.3.1). Equations describing the evolution of total horizontal velocity components take the following
form:

u (t  t )  u (t ) 

v(t  t )  v / t ) 

u(t )  u  t   u u(t )  
 x

TLu

v(t)  v t  v v(t)  
 y

TLv



u



 
 2 dt 
  u u (t )  u    u

  u  x

u  u v(t )  v   t  

x
y
u   x
 TLu 
 









[1.4.18]

 
  v v(t )  v    v
 v

u
/
t
)

u

v
(
t
)
v

  dt 
y
y
v   x
 





 2 dt 

  v  y
 TLv 
[1.4.19]

where

u  U x  U x'

u U x

v  U y  U y'

v U y

The equation for vertical velocity fluctuations is as in [1.4.13b].

1.4.2.3 Scheme for horizontal and vertical total velocity
This scheme is adopted when the parameter ITIPSC into calspray file is set to 5 (see paragraph
3.3.1). Equations take the following form:
C 
u (t  t )  u (t )    0 2
 2 u





 u


 2 dt 
  u u  u   u
 u
 u

 u  u t  
  u  x

u
vv 
w  w   t  
 u  u


x
y
z
u   x

 TLx 


 x






 





[1.4.20].
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C 
v / t  t )  v(t )   0 2
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 v
 v
v  v   v
 v  v t   v   v
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v   x
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 2 dt 

 
T  v y
 Ly 

[1.4.21]
.
C 
w(t  t )  w(t )    0 2
 2 w





w

  w w  w   w
  w2
  w2  
 w  w t  
w



u

u

v

v

w t 

w

z
y
 z  
2  w2   x
 z










 

 2 dt 

  v  z
 T Lz 

[1.4.22].
where

u  U x  U x  U x'

u U x

v  U y  U y  U y'

v U y

w  U z  U z  U z'

w U z

In this case the turbulence is always supposed to be Gaussian.

1.4.2.4 Scheme for low-wind conditions and velocity fluctuations
This scheme is adopted when the parameter ITIPSC into calspray file is set to 6 (see paragraph
3.3.1). When the condition:

U

2
x



y 0.5

U y

 1.5 m/s

equations for both horizontal and vertical components of velocity fluctuations are exactly the same
as in 1.4.2.1, otherwise horizontal components take the form:

 u
 u
u  u

u / t  t )  u (t )    pu  qv   u

u

 x u   x
y





v  t  2 p t  u  x




 v
  v  
v   v
v / t  t )  v(t )  qu  pv   v

u
v  t 

y
 y  
v   x


2 p t  v  y v

[1.4.23].

[1.4.24].

where

u  U x'

v  U y'
and
p

1

m  1T
2

3

q

m

m  1T
2

3



T3  Tx2  Ty2



0.5

m

8.5

u 1

2

[1.4.25].

the vertical component of velocity fluctuation is described by equation [1.4.13b].
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This formulation is derived from Anfossi et al. (2007).

1.4.2.5 Scheme for low-wind condition and total velocities
This scheme is adopted when the parameter ITIPSC into calspray file is set to 7 (see paragraph
3.3.1). When the condition:

U

2
x



y 0.5

U y

 1.5 m/s

equations for both horizontal and vertical components of total velocities are [1.4.18] and [1.4.19],
otherwise horizontal components take the form





  




u
u
 u u  u  u
 u
u (t  t )  u (t )    p u  u  q v  v 
u
v  u

u

x
y
x
u   x
y



v   t  2 p t  u  x u


[1.4.26].

 


 v
  v  
v  v   v
v
v
v(t  t )  v(t )  q u  u  p v  v  u  v   v

u
v  t 

x
y
y
 y  
v   x




  

2 p t  v  y

[1.4.27]
with

u  U x  U x  U x'

u U x

v  U y  U y  U y'

v U y

and p,q,m as in [1.4.25].

1.4.3 Particles motion above the PBL
SPRAY 3.1 can further differentiate the motion above or below the PBL. This option (selected
using IDISPL = 1), provides that the part of trajectory lying under the PBL level remains
unchanged. Instead, if the particle is over the PBL level the code operates in the following way.
Langevin Equation for velocities (see 1.3.4 and 1.3.5) are replaced by equations describing the
time evolution of particle positions, reading as follows:

dX p (t)


K , dt  2K j dμ p
x j

[1.4.28].

It should be noted that (1.4.18) does not contain neither Lagrangian scale times nor variances of
the velocities fluctuations. It depends instead on the diffusion coefficients Kj , which must therefore
be supplied as input, and contains the drift correction terms. These Langevin equations for the
particle positions represent the limit of the corresponding equations for velocities when the flight
time for particles is larger than the Lagrangian time scale.
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From a computational point of view (1.4.18) equation brings a great numerical advantage, since it
accelerates the computation of the motion.

1.5 Topography and vertical coordinates
SPRAY 3.1 can also simulate the presence of complex topography, which could determine such
phenomena as slope flows, channeling effects, wakes, that could have a substantial influence on
the concentration of an emitted pollutant substance.
In SPRAY 3.1 topography is described by a continuous function

z g  x, y

constituting the inferior

boundary of the spatial 3D domain where particles are dispersed. Each (x,y) point having:

0  x  x
0  y  y
the value taken by z g

 x, y

represents the height over a fixed reference level, generally the sea

one. To simulate the terrain configuration, a discrete form of the function z g
This means to consider an
coordinates:

X
N 1
ΔY
y j   j  1
M 1

x i   i  1

and giving each element

N  M array

i  1,2,..., N

for

j  1,2,..., M

the value

is exploited.

of representative points having the following horizontal

for

 i, j

 x, y

zg x i , y j 

[1.5.1]
, representing topography at that point. Since

topography represents the lower bound of the space where particles can move with continuity, it is
necessary to define also terrain levels for such points characterized by an intermediate position
between ( x i , y j ). Let’s now suppose a particle, at a certain time t, situated at a point denoted by
horizontal coordinates

x i  X t  x i 1
where

X t  , Y t 

and

such that:

Y t  y j

Z t  , z g  i , j and z g  i  1, j

coordinates are represented as in Fig.1.3. In this case it is

necessary to know whether the particle is situated ‘above’ or ‘below’ the terrain level, i.e. to know
how to join points

z g  i , j and z g  i  1, j

in order to simulate topography in the intermediate

space.
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Fig. 1.3 2D representation of topography between two grid points in x-direction. In this case
the particle is ‘below’ the terrain.
The simplest and more efficient way is to join them with a rectilinear segment, as shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 1.3. In a more general 3D situation, the topography is parameterized using a
bilinear function, reading:

z  ax  by  cxy  d

[1.5.2]

where a, b, c, d parameters are determined imposing that

z(x i , y j )  z g i, j ,

z(x i1 , y j )  z g i  1, j ,

z(x i , y j1 )  z g i, j  1 ,

z(x i1 , y j1 )  z g i  1, j  1

A possible representation of the bilinear function is given in Fig. 1.4.
In order to express the topographical spatial coordinates, SPRAY 3.1 also makes use of a socalled “terrain following" reference system, whose spatial coordinates are:

x, y, s
Their connection to the cartesian ones

xx
yy
ARIANET R2013.27
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is such that:

[1.5.3 a]
[1.5.3 b]
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s

where

zt

z  z g  x, y 

zt  z g  x, y 

[1.5.3 c]

represents the domain top level.

In this reference system, s=0 when

z  z g  x, y , i.e. at the ground level, and s=1 when z  z t ,

i.e. at the domain top level.

Fig.1.4 example of a bilinear function

z g  x, y 

among four points.

In this reference system, the s  0 surface is not a horizontal plane but follows the topographical
profile. s constant planes at higher levels also tend to reproduce the topography below, but this
effect decreases while moving far from the ground-level. The s=1 level represents an horizontal
plane.
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Fig. 1.5a

Two-dimensional representation of a grid in a “terrain following” coordinate
system x  s , x  z plane view.

Fig. 1.5b

The same grid as in Fig 1.5a, in the

x  s reference system.

The situation is schematically represented in Fig. 1.5a, showing a
domain over complex topography. Vertical lines represent
crossing ones represent s =constant lines.
The same grid appears to be regular in an

x, y, s

 i, j, k

x =constant

coordinates, whereas the

space (Fig. 1.5b).

SPRAY 3.1 meteorological quantities are defined on a
each element A

x , z section of a possible

x, y, s

grid by using a

NMK

array,

representing the value at a point described by coordinates:

x  xi
y  yj
s  sk
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where

sk

represents a value between 0 and 1 on a given irregular grid.

s values can be evenly spaced, as in the example shown in Fig 1.5b, giving a better detail in
particular regions, such as close to the ground, where vertical gradients generally achieve highest
values. In non-stationary conditions, meteorological arrays are also given at discrete times t,
and interpolated using the following method:
at any instant t,

αΔt  t  (α  1) t
supposing a particle position defined by the following cartesian coordinates

x  X t 
y  Y t 
z  Z t 
the model translates the vertical coordinate in a terrain following reference using [1.5.3 a,b,c] and
assuming the value of

z g  x, y given by [1.5.3 c], then collects the whole set of 16 meteorological

values at vertex of the two parallelepipeds containing the particle, referring to times t and
(+1)t meteorological arrays. The situation is depicted in Fig. 1.6.

Fig. 1.6

Interpolation method of

the meteorological parameters at the X(t)=( x, y, s ) particle

position
The value for the required meteorological parameter is thus obtained through a spatial and
temporal interpolation taking into account all the 16 values.
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Partial derivative with respect to a Cartesian spatial coordinate, required in most of the theoretical
schemes are computed taking into account both a change in reference the system and space-time
interpolations. These last are similar to the one previously described. Each particle is supposed to
be found inside two regular parallelepipeds referring to two different time instants in the x, y, s
space. Four values for the partial derivatives with respect to x and similarly four values for the
ones with respect to y are taken into account, as described in Fig 1.7.

Fig. 1.7

Partial derivatives are computed at X(t)= x, y, s interpolating four values computed at
time t (as depicted here) and four values at time (+1)t

1.6 Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions refers to the particle behavior on the boundaries of the computational domain.
For what concerns the lateral boundaries, i.e. the planes x  0 , x  x , y  0 , y  y , the model
simply ‘lost’ particles trespassing these surfaces, such as particles moving across the top surface

z  Z t , Z t = domain top level.
Particles crossing the inferior bound of the computational domain are subjected to an elastic
impact and bounce back. The stochastic component of the particle velocity can be dealt with in
three different ways:
-

totally reflected with respect to the topography shape
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-

randomly extracted respecting to the statistical distribution of the turbulent velocities

-

set equal to zero.

It should be noted that the lower boundary is not an horizontal plane, but the topographical surface

zg  x, y  , suitably discretized as described in the previous paragraph. Therefore particles bounce
back respecting the curvature of the topographical function given analytically by a bilinear function.

1.7 The TURKEY code
1.7.1 Vertical Profiles of the turbulence quantities
A particle model would need three-dimensional fields of turbulence variables in order to determine
the random motion causing the dispersion. Some of these variables, particularly the ones
representing statistical aspects of the flow, may be obtained by using three-dimensional
meteorological models using closure schemes for the turbulence problem. In this case, 3D fields of
turbulence variables may be supplied directly as input to the particle model, directly stored in the
same file containing the mean-wind fields, as previously described. In certain cases, some
turbulence variables can be directly measured at a fixed point using sophisticated instrumentations
such as ultrasonic anemometers or remotely sounded using SODAR Doppler, able to provide
vertical profiles of variances and higher order moments of turbulent velocities.
Alternatively, parameterization codes can instead be used, such that developed by Hanna (1982).
These schemes make possible to describe turbulence at different hours of the day on the basis of
parameters z0 , u* , L , h , w* and hres. Quantities z0 , u* and L respectively represent roughness
length, friction velocity and Monin-Obukhov’s length. Roughness length z0 is a measure of the
terrain roughness, and represents the vertical level where the mean wind velocity U z 0  = 0, Its
value is about a tenth of the average height of the elements constituting the roughness of the
surface (buildings, trees and so on) and may be found in tables as function of the land
characteristics (Stull, 1988). Friction velocity u* reads:

u* 

0



 0 representing the vertical turbulent momentum flux close to the ground, and  is the air density.
The absolute value of Monin-Obukhov’s length L represents the height where the production term
of mechanical turbulence due to the vertical gradient of the wind velocity becomes equal to the one
of thermal turbulence due to ground cooling or heating (see Stull 1988 for a precise mathematical
definition); since it represents a valuation of the atmospheric stability/instability, it leads to a
distinction between the different atmospheric conditions (stable, unstable, neutral) in order to
determine the turbulence variables. w* represents the so-called vertical scale of convective
velocities, i.e. a measure of the organized vertical motion (updrafts and downdrafts, Baerentsen
and Berkovicz, 1981), taking place in days characterized by strong solar radiation inside the mixed
layer, the height of which is defined by the h parameter. In case of weaker solar radiation and
during night-time h comes to represent the height of the so-called atmospheric neutral or stable
‘Boundary Layer’. ‘hres,’ defines instead the so-called height of the ‘residual layer’ (Stull, 1988), i.e.
the height of the residual turbulent layer developed during the previous day, still existing at nightARIANET R2013.27
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time and in the morning above the stable layer. The turbulence code implemented in SPRAY 3.1,
called TURKEY, can build 3D arrays of the variables necessary to the code i.e.

 Ux ,  Uy ,  w ,

W '3 (Skewness),

TLx , TLy , TLz

using the following method: on the basis of two dimensional arrays of land-use parameters
represented by albedo, Bowen Ratio and z0, and ground meteorological parameters given as input,
TURKEY builds two dimensional fields of the u* , L , h , w* scaling variables. This operation is
briefly described in the following paragraph. The hres value is instead given as input and kept
constant during the whole simulation. At each grid point, TURKEY identifies the atmospheric
stability regime, on the basis of the value of the parameter L. The vertical domain is then
subdivided into three layers:

S1

z

<h

S2

h < z < hres

S3

hres< z < ztop

Where z represents the height above the ground, while ztop is the top of domain level. If hres is lower
than the height of the boundary layer, the S2 layer is absorbed. Inside of the first layer S1, profiles
are determined as follows, on the basis of the actual stability condition:

Stable conditions :

0  L  300

 u  z  2.0u* 1  z h  v  z  13
. u* 1  z h

    Uy z

 Ux z

=



2
2
0.5  u   v



 w  z  13
. u* 1  z h
TLx  z   TLy  z   011
.  h  Ux  z h

TLz  z  010
. h  w  z h

0.5

0.8

Skewness = 0

Neutral conditions :

L  300

 u  z  2.0u*e 3 fz u 
*

L  300

 v  z  13
. u*e 2 fz u 
*



 Ux  z    Uy  z   0.5  u2   v2
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 w  z   1.3u*e 2 fz u 
*





TLx  z  TLy  z  TLz  z  0.5z  w 1  15 fz u* 
Skewness = 0
Unstable conditions :  300  L  0

 Ux  z    Uy  z   u* 12  0.5h L

13

0.763z h 0.175

 w z   0.722 w* 1  z h 0.207
0.37 w
*


z  0.4h
0.4h  z  0.96h
0.96h  z  h

Skewness  z   w*3 1.4 z h  e 2.5 z h

TLx  z  TLy  z  015
. h  Ux



01
. z  w  0.55  0.38  z  z0  L

TLz  z   0.59 z  w

.  h  w  1  e 5z h 
015







z  01
. h, z  z0  L
z  01
. h, z  z0  L
z  01
.h

[1.7.1]
Inside the S2 layer (whenever existing) TURKEY proceeds as in the neutral case, interpolating the
equations with the results obtained on the layer below in the region between S 1 and S2 . Into S3
layer variances are linearly brought to 0 at the domain top level, whereas Lagrangian time scales
are kept constant.

1.7.2 Land-use data
As previously explained, in order to determine scale quantities L , u* h and w* , TURKEY needs
two dimensional arrays of z0 , Bowen-ratio and albedo, which can be drawn from arrays of landuse. Here is a brief description of how these variables are built and how TURKEY exploits them to
build scale variables.
Bowen-ratio represents the ratio between sensible and latent heat fluxes over the portion of terrain
represented by the grid cell; the first one is the flux of thermal energy transferred from (or to) the
terrain to (or from) an air mass by the vertical turbulent motion, whereas the second one
represents the energy flux used to evaporate or given by the condensation of the water on the land
surface.
Albedo is the ratio between the quantity of solar radiation reflected by the land surface and the
whole quantity of incident solar energy. To determine the value of bowen-ratio, albedo and z0 ,
TURKEY’s approach is based on the use of land-use data connected with the examined site, such
as in the meteorological pre-processor METPRO (Paine, 1988), developed by EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency, USA). Land-use data may be constituted by two dimensional arrays assigning
to any point of the two dimensional grid, forming the basis of the whole computational domain, a
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numerical value, according to the existing terrain characteristics. This paragraph illustrates an
example of how a generic land-use array is built, starting from the definition of some terrain
typologies, and of how to associate them with the appropriate values of bowen-ratio, albedo and
z0 . Chapter 4 deals with the compilation of these tables referring to a real trial case. Let’s suppose
that five different types of terrain are present on the computational area, so that the relationship
between the exiting soil and the numerical value may be, for instance:

presence of water:

1

forest :

2

meadow:

3

cultivated:

4

urban settlement:

5

A 2D array of these values can be therefore defined with the same horizontal resolution of the
meteorological arrays given as input to the SPRAY 3.1 code. Values of bowen-ratio, albedo and z0
can be also be defined onto 2D arrays, calculated on the basis of correspondence tables, requiring
the knowledge of the land-use point corresponding value and of the season in which the simulation
takes place. Referring for example to a Spring seasonal values, bowen-ratio, albedo and z0 values
corresponding table reads:

landuse

bowen-ratio

albedo

z0

1

0.1

0.12

0.0001

2

0.7

0.12

1.3

3

0.4

0.18

0.05

4

0.5

0.16

0.3

5

1

0.14

0.6

As shown by the table, according to the meaning of each quantity, the highest values of bowenratio correspond to a urban terrain, the ones of albedo to the presence of meadows and the ones
of z 0 to the presence of forests.
TURKEY is able to determine L , h , u* and w* values to be supplied in the previous formulas,
using also some ground-level meteorological quantities given as input, such as air pressure, air
temperature, net or global radiation, ground heat flux, vertical temperature gradients at dawn in the
lowest atmospheric layer, cloudiness. It is thus necessary to arrange a file to supply these
quantities as input to TURKEY, covering the whole simulation period. Size and detailed content of
this file will be discussed in the following. z 0 , albedo and bowen-ratio arrays allow the computation
of u* , L , h , e w* 2D arrays, as well as 3D turbulence parameters. Values at particle positions
are hence computed using interpolating methods discussed before. In particular, the diurnal
Boundary Layer h grow is determined computing the erosion of the nocturnal inversion, identified
by the temperature gradient close to the ground at sunrise of the simulated day (Finardi et al.,
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1997). If the simulation starts after sunrise, TURKEY still needs some data at dawn of the same
day to allow the integration of the equations for the Boundary Layer growth.
Alternatively, 2D fields of u* , L , h , w* can be directly given as input to the model, thus forcing
TURKEY to calculate only the remaining 3D turbulence profiles. In this case the LAND-USE file is
no more needed as input, and the z0 field is expected to be embedded into the meteorological file.

1.8 Plume rise
In SPRAY 3.1 algorithms to compute plume rise for stack, flares and fires are implemented.

1.8.1 Plume rise for stacks
Both hot (buoyant) or neutral (purely mechanical) plume rise for stack sources can be taken into
account.
In general, to calculate the vertical movement contribution due the plume rise the following
equation is integrated for the I-th particle





zi t  t   zi t   w p z, t   wip t

[1.8.1]

in which t is the time step, z i t  is the vertical position of the i-th particle at time t, z i t  t  is the
position at time t  t , wz , t  is the sum of the vertical component of the velocity (both mean
value and fluctuation). The term wip , accounts for the contribution to the vertical momentum due to
the plume rise. If the initial temperature of the emission is more than 5 °C higher than the air
temperature at the stack height position, a buoyant source is supposed.

1.8.1.1 Buoyant sources
Following Anfossi et al. (1993), the plume centreline is supposed to move vertically following the
general relationship:

z (t )  f ( Fb , u , t , s )
u is the wind speed, t is the time elapsed from emission, Fb, the buoyancy flux parameter, and s ,
the stability parameter, are defined as:

Fb  gw0 r02

s

T f  Ta
Ta

g 
 z

where r0 is the stack radium w0 is the effluent exit velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity, Tf is the
exit smoke temperature and Ta is the ambient temperature at stack exit position.
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To each i-th particle a buoyancy flux, Fbi , is assigned at the emission (t = 0). Fbi is normally
distributed, with mean value equal to Fb and standard deviation equal to Fb / sffact (see chapter
3.3.3.3). The value 2.5 for sffact was empirically found imposing that the plume radius
approximately increases as 0.11 z (t ) close to the stack mouth in near calm conditions (Briggs,
1975).

zb(t) has the following general form:





z b (t )  2.6 Fb1 / 3t 2 / 3 t 2 s  4.3

1 / 3

The stability parameter s is set to zero in the unstable case (s<0).
for each particle at every t,the vertical velocity component wip is computed as





wip t   z u p , s p , t  t   z u p , s p , t  / t
where up and sp are the ‘particle and time-dependent’ velocity and stability taking into account the
entire particle history from its emission. Each time t, up and sp are updated as the weighted
average between the current value at the particle position and the older average since the
emission time. Since, in general, u and s vary with height, the current value is computed in the
layer included between z1 and z1  z , where z1 is the height of the i-th particle at time t and z is
the plume rise increment at the previous step.
The buoyant plume rise mechanism is stopped using two possible options that are implemented
starting from the version 3.1.11 of the code:
1) big stacks option (standard before 3.1.11), particles always stop their rise after a time chosen as

 max( H s ,100 )  
, t s 
t  max 10
u
s
 

where Hs is the stack height in meters, us is the horizontal wind speed at stack height position and

ts can be
ts 

ARIANET R2013.27

2
s

in stable case (s<0.00001)

ts 

49 Fb5 / 8
us

in neutral case and Fb  55

ts 

119 Fb2 / 5
us

in neutral case and Fb  55
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t s  1.72u s3 / 5 Fb2 / 5 h 3 / 5 w*9 / 5

in stable case

this option is activated any time the UEM parameter into the pemtim file describing the emission is
less or equal to 0. (See the description of a pemtim file, chapter 3.3.3.2)
2) small stacks option (new), particles stop their rise after a time chosen as in option 1 for Fb  55
or after a time chosen as:

 max( H s ,20)  
, t s 
t  min 10
u
s
 


for Fb  55

this option is activated any time the UEM parameter into the pemtim file describing the emission is
greater than 0.

1.8.1.2 Neutral sources
If the temperature difference between the emitting plume and surrounding air is less than 5 C, the
algorithm for neutral sources (mechanical plume rise) is activated
In this case, the plume centreline is supposed to grow according to a prescribed relationship which,
in general, has the following expression:



z (t )  f Fm , u, t , s, z f



u is the wind speed, t is the time elapsed from emission, z f is the plume final height, Fm the
momentum flux parameter, and s , the stability parameter, are defined as:

Fm  r02 w02
s

g 
 z

in which r0 is the stack radium, w0 is the effluent exit velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity and

 is the ambient potential temperature. wim is computed by deriving equation [1.8.1] with respect
to time. Finally, to each i-th particle a momentum flux, Fmi , is assigned at the emission (t = 0). Fmi
is normally distributed, with mean value equal to Fm and standard deviation equal to Fm / sffact
(the value 2.5 was empirically found imposing that the plume radius approximately increases as
0.11 z (t ) close to the stack mouth in near calm conditions (Briggs, 1975)).

The plume rise calculation is stopped when z i (t ) differs of a chosen small value from the
corresponding asymptotic final value z f .
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The starting points are the Briggs semi-empirical formulas (Briggs, 1969) for jet plumes. Defining
the plume trajectory as z (x) and the final plume heigths as z 1f , z 2f and z 3f , for neutral conditions,
stable windy conditions (u  1 m s 1 ) and stable calm conditions (u  1 m s 1 ), respectively, these
formulas have the following expressions:
Transitional phase:

z( x)  A Fm1 3u 2 3 x1 3
Neutral conditions:



z 1f  B Fm1 2 u

1

[1.8.2]



[1.8.3]

Stable windy conditions (u  1 m s 1 ):



z 2f  C Fm u 1 s 2



1

3

[1.8.4]

Stable calm conditions (u  1 m s 1 ):

z 3f  D( Fm s)1 4

[1.8.5]

where x is the downwind distance, A (= 2.3), C (=1.5) and D (=4.0) are empirical coefficients and

B

0.9
u  0.4  1.2 u 
w0 


.

12
*

Since equation [1.8.2] works in the transitional phase, where the other equations [1.8.3], [1.8.4]
and [1.8.5] are valid for the final stage of rise, we may look for a simple algebraic relationship
expressing the whole trajectory with continuity. This interpolating curve will have a smooth
behaviour, possessing the correct asymptotic and near field limiting forms. Equations from [1.8.2]
to [1.8.5] may be re-written in a more concise forms as:

z ( x)  P x1 3

[1.8.6]

and

z x   z f
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in which P  A Fm1 3u 2 3 and z f is equal to z 1f , z 2f or z 3f , depending on the prevailing
meteorological conditions. By solving the system of equations [1.8.6] and [1.8.7], the downwind
distance at which the two curves meet is obtained, namely:

x f  z f P 

3

[1.8.8]

Then it is possible to write, as a general expression,

z x   z f ~
x

1

3

[1.8.9]

where (Moore, 1974)

~
x

x xf

x x 

2

f

[1.8.10]

1

x = x for small values of x and ~x = x f for large
It is easy to verify from equation [1.8.10] that ~
values of x . Inserting [1.8.10] into [1.8.9] one obtains

 x
z x   z f 
x
 f






1

3

 x

 x f


2


  1





1

6

[1.8.11]

and putting equation [1.8.8] in this last equation, the final expression is obtained:

z x   P x

1 3

 x2P6

 6  1
 z f


1

6

[1.8.12]

Since in LSM, the plume rise is generally expressed as a function of time, we write equation
[1.8.12] as

z t   P ut 

1 3

 u 2t 2 P 6

 1

6
 z f


1

6

[1.8.13]

Accounting for equations from [1.8.2] to [1.8.4] and the definition of P, equation [1.8.13] becomes:
for neutral conditions
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z (t )  AF u
13
m

 A  6 u 4 t 2 
t  
 1

 B  Fm

1 6

1 3 1 3

[1.8.14]

for stable windy conditions (u  1 m s 1 )

z (t )  AF u
13
m

 A  6

t   s 2 t 2  1

 C 

1 6

1 3 1 3

[1.8.15]

for stable and calm conditions (u  1 m s 1 ):
6

Fm1 2 s 3 2 t 2 
1 3 1 3 1 3  A 
z (t )  AFm u t  
 1
u2
 D 


1 6

[1.8.16]

We are now in the position of obtaining the expression of wip which can be used in equation
[1.8.1], for each particle at every t, namely:





wip t   z u p , s p , t  t   z u p , s p , t  / t







[1.8.17]



where z u p , s p , t  t and z u p , s p , t are computed by one of the equations [1.8.14], [1.8.15],
[1.8.17] according to the value for z f appropriate to the actual conditions. (up and sp have the same
meaning described in the previous chapter).
It can be noted that, by deriving equation [1.8.16] with respect to time, the following relationship,
alternative to equation [1.8.17], is obtained:

wip  t  

z t 
 A6 F 2t 2 
3t  2 m6  1
 u zf




[1.8.18]

It is worthwhile to mention that the ambient turbulence affects the plume rise and spread, as can
be seen in equations [1.8.17] and [1.8.18] while the plume self-induced turbulence contribution
(due to the initial vertical momentum) decreases progressively. Ambient turbulence influences both
the vertical and the horizontal dispersion, whereas the self induced turbulence mainly affects the
vertical spread only. These results are, qualitatively, similar to those previously obtained for the
buoyant plume rise (Anfossi et al, 1993).
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1.8.2 Plume rise for flares
An average buoyancy flux is computed starting from the energy/time at the flare emission
expressed in watts, using the following formula:

Fb 

gP

 C p airTair



Where  represents the reduction term due to radiation and P the energy/time in W. The plume
rise is computed using the same formulations for hot buoyant stack sources as explained in the
previous paragraph, starting from the base height of the flare above the ground and adding a
‘flame height’ to take into account the flame phase.
The flame height Hflame is estimated by the following interpolating formula:

H flame

 P 
 0.00456 

 4.1869 

0.478

derived from measurement collected by the American Petroleum Institute (API, 1969).

1.8.3 Plume rise for fires
The formulation implemented is taken from Fisher et al. (2001), where the total plume rise height
Zp(t) is computed as:
1/3

3

 D  
D
3

Z p (t )  Z b (t )  
  

2
 2  


Where Zb is computed as in the Anfossi (1993) formulation previously described for buoyant hot
stacks, D is the fire initial diameter and  is the entrainment parameter 0.6. This formulation takes
into account that the plume doesn’t evolve starting from a point source, having the fire an initial
finite dimension. Starting from the computation of a buoyancy Fb flux as in the flare case (based on
the fire energy/time P given as input), we can have:
1) Fbi normally distributed, with mean value equal to Fb and standard deviation equal to

Fb / sffact, if UEM<=0 (see chapter 3.3.3.2) as for hot stacks plume rise
2) Fbi extracted from a uniform distribution from 0 to Fb (that is interpreted as the maximum
buoyancy flux in this case) if UEM>0. In addition, a percentage of the emitted particles defined by
VEM (if 0.<VEM<100., VEM must be inside this range otherwise 0. or 100. are taken) will have 0
buoyancy flux, representing a ‘cold’ section of the emitted plume from the fire, if any.

1.8.4 Plume rise for linear moving source
This option can be used to consider the effect induced by the motion of sources along a trajectory,
such as chimneys of ships, on the plume rise. In particular, the movement of the source against the
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atmospheric wind generates a sort of ‘apparent wind’ obtained by the vector sum of the two
contributions, that is used to compute the plume rise. For linear sources (ITS=2 or 22, see chapter
3.3.3.2), source diameter, vertical velocity and temperature are now taken into account if the
IPLUME flag of the PEMPAR file (see chapter 3.3.3.3) is set to 2. They represent physical
characteristics of an hypothetical underlying source moving on the described trajectory.
In this case, the plume centreline is supposed to grow according to:


z (t )  f ( Fb , u app , t , s)
as for hot buoyant stacks, where:


u





 u wind  u source
app

The movement is considered along the trajectory defined by the line, supposing that 50% of the
underlying sources along the line are moving in one versus and the other 50% on the opposite
one, randomly extracting from a uniform distribution. The UEM (see chapter 3.3.3.2) field is used
as input module of the velocity of the sources.

1.9 Dry deposition
Deposition is a physical process producing the removal of the emitted material due to interactions
with the ground. Various removal mechanisms, such as the interaction with a surface roughness or
canopy layers, are generally grouped under a single phenomenon named ‘dry deposition’. These
mechanisms should be simulated through a rate of removal, or deposition flux, proportional to the
ground level concentration in a following way:

Fd = C wd
Where the wd term is named dry deposition velocity. A particle-oriented removal mechanism
derived from a solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (Boughton et al., 1987) may be implemented
in order to ensure that, during a time interval t, the deposition flux is proportional to the ground
level concentration. This method can be extended also to the general case of particles
experiencing vertical gravitational settling. It is based on the computation of a transitional
probability that a particle lying at level z with respect to the ground is absorbed during a certain
time interval t. This transitional probability Pd(z, t, wd, ws) is a function of both the deposition
velocity wd and the vertical settling velocity ws, rapidly tending to zero moving away from the
ground level, being the probability of interaction with the ground negligible here. If a particle
belongs to a gaseous emission, different transitional probabilities P ds are firstly computed for each
species, depending on the species-dependent wd values, then an amount equal to
Pds ms
is removed from the particle mass ms referring to the species s. If a particle comes from an aerosol
emission (in this case it is supposed that only one species is carrying a mass) a particle is entirely
removed through a probabilistic method. If a random number extracted from a [0,1] uniform
distribution is less than Pd then the particle is totally absorbed, otherwise it is treated as if no
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absorption would take place, reflecting eventually. Species-dependent deposition velocities are
given as input to the model. SPRAY 3.1 accepts either homogeneous and stationary values or 2d
non-uniform and non-stationary deposition velocity fields generated by an external model (see
chapters 3.3.6). Masses removed from particles by the dry deposition process are cumulated into
cells below particle positions, having the same horizontal structure of the user-concentration grid.
At the end of average periods defined for concentration computations, 2d total dry deposition or
deposition flux fields of the considered species are stored on the gridded concentration/deposition
output file. (see chapter 3.4.4).

1.10 Gravitational settling
If a particle represents a particulate emission, effects of gravitational forces on its motion have to
be taken into account. This is done by adding to the vertical motion a mean settling velocity ws,
computed as follows:

ws 

g d 2CC
18 

where:
g

is the gravity constant



is the particle density expressed in kg/m3 (supposed to be >> air)

d

is the particle diameter expressed in microns



is the air dynamic viscosity, 18.10-6 kg/(m s)

Cc

is the Cunningham slip-flow correction factor

Particles are supposed to attain this velocity after an extremely short time interval, typically less
than the time step used to discretize the equation of motion. The Cunningham correction factor
takes into account interactions between particles having a linear dimension comparable to the air
mean free path and air molecules. It assumes values greater than 1 only for particles having
diameters < 10 microns, otherwise it is set to 1. When the gravitational settling is active, SPRAY
3.1 sets on the dry deposition mechanism.

1.11 Wet deposition
Wet deposition is a physical mechanism removing material from the emitted gaseous or particle
plumes by means of scavenging, or washout, due to the rain. This effect may be treated using
species-dependent washout coefficients S, defined in such a way that, for a species s:

dms
  S ms
dt
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where ms is the particle mass of species s. This lead to a time-dependent exponential decay for the
particle mass that, in a time step t reads:

ms (t  t )  ms (t ) e  St
Species-dependent washout coefficients S increase proportionally to the precipitation, being
defined as follows:

S  S1 R
where R is the precipitation rate (expressed in mm/h) and S1 is the species-dependent washout
coefficient (expressed in 1/s) referred to a standard precipitation of 1 mm/h. These two values are
given as input to the SPRAY 3.1 code. In particular, precipitation rates may be defined through
externally generated non-stationary and non-homogeneous 2D fields, to be spatially and
temporally interpolated at particle positions (see chapters 3.3.6). As for dry deposition, masses
removed from particles by washout effects are cumulated into cells below particle positions, having
the same horizontal structure of the user-defined concentration grid. At the end of average periods
defined for concentration computations, 2d total wet deposition fields or wet deposition fluxes are
stored on the gridded concentration/deposition output file (see chapter 3.4.4).

1.12 Radioactive decay
Radioactive decay is simulated through a species-dependent half-life time Td, i.e. the time needed
to decrease the radioactivity by a factor 2. For each particle transporting a radioactive species, the
mass, or activity, of that species is reduced according to the following equation:

dms
m
  s ln 2
dt
Td
leading to an exponential decay during a time step t::

ms (t  t )  ms (t ) e



ln 2 t
Td

If a deposition process is active, the deposited mass or activity collected on the 2d speciesdependent arrays will continue to decay in order to compute the dose at ground.

1.13 Plume Temperature estimation
This is a particular option when only one point source is considered in the simulation. The code in
this case can estimate the plume temperature on the concentration grid, computed considering the
dilution of the actual plume compared with the one at the source position. The model considers an
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initial temperature given through the TEMPER parameter into the pemtim file (see chapter 3.3.3.2),
associating it to the initial particle dilution at the emission point (number of emitted particles in an
emission time step ANUPAR divided by the emission volume DXE*DYE*DZE, see chapters 3.3.3.3
and 3.3.3.2 respectively). The plume temperature TPLUME at each ‘concentration’ grid cell is
computed as a weighted average:

TPLUME  i, j, k   WT  TINI  1  WT  TAIR
where

WT 

DILi , j ,k
DIL0

being DILi,j,k the actual dilution (number of particles in the i,j,k cell divided by the cell volume) and
DIL0 is the initial dilution at the emission point. TAIR is the air temperature at the cell position,
entraining the plume.
Running this option it is mandatory to consider only 1 point source (NUMSOU=1 and ITS=0
pemtim parameter, see chapter 3.3.3.2), and 1 concentration array (NUMMAT=1 in the calspray
file, see paragraph 3.3.1). The option is activated through the calspray parameter ICONC=10, and
all the other required conditions are automatically controlled by the code. The code writes two 3d
output arrays in the concentration file, the first one with the name M001S001 containing the
concentration of the emitted substance considered for the point source, the second with the name
TEMPLU containing the plume temperature in K. The TEMPLU array represents the average
temperature computed inside the same time interval and using the same sampling frequency used
to compute concentrations, as explained into paragraph 3.3.1 in the part devoted to the ICONC
parameter. For a correct run, it is strongly recommended to consider a stationary initial emission
temperature TEMPER inside the pemtim file.

1.14 Peak-to-mean concentration ratio
1.14.1

Theoretical aspects

In some circumstances, it is useful to have an estimation of the peak, or ‘instantaneous’
concentrations, representing a value averaged over a short time compared to the one typically
considered for air quality simulations (30 minutes or 1 hour). This is particularly true for
applications considering odors (when the average time could be typically the interval between
subsequent breathes, of the order of some seconds) or toxic/explosive dangerous substances
where instantaneous concentrations can strongly determine their effect. A “one particle”
Lagrangian dispersion model like SPRAY cannot, in line of principle, give this kind of values even if
driven by meteorological data at relatively high frequency, due to its intrinsic nature that considers
independent trajectories, allowing to produce ensemble average concentrations only. Peak
concentrations can be estimated through parameterizations allowing the calculation and the
application of appropriate multiplication factor to the average concentrations directly computed by
the code. As an example, according to the guidelines of the 2012 Lombardy Region guideline for
odor computations in Italy, a way to compute peak concentrations is to apply a constant (in time
and space) multiplication factor 2.3 to the average concentrations given by a model expressed in
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ou/m3 (odor units per cubic meters) to obtain peak concentrations to be compared with given limits.
SPRAY allows an alternative method, named as ‘longitudinal Peak-to-mean’, derived from
Shauberger et al. (2000) and based on the original work of Mylne and Mason (1991) and Mylne
(1992). With this parameterization, a further property

 is associated to each particle emitted by a

certain source, simulating a mass fluctuation (Peak-to-mean ratio contribution) around the average
value associated to the emission. This property has the initial value

at

the emission time,

decreasing monotonically over time. This decrease depends on the particle path over time
following the relationship:

( x)  1  (0  1)e

  
x

 U TL 

that, in differential form, reads as:

d


(  1)
dx
U p  TL
where

x

is the distance made by the particle along its path,

along the path,

TL

Up

is the wind moving the particle

is the Lagrangian integral time scale (computed as the average of the

components along the three cartesian axes) and  is a constant having the value 0.7317.
Starting from the travel time

t

and considering a generic time step

t

for the integration of the

equations of motion, each t the particle will undergo a velocity vector:

U  t   U x  t  i  U y t  j  U z t  k
where

U i  t   U i  x, t   ui'  x, t 
the particle will travel from t to tt along a distance

L  x 2  y 2  z 2

where

integrating in a discrete form the differential equation for

x  (U x  u x' )t

'
y  (U y  u y )t

'
x  (U z  u z )t



one obtains, for particles coming from

the same source k:

 k (t  t )   k (t ) 
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U p t  

where



U x  u x'

 
2

 U y  u 'y

 
2

 U z  u z'



2

at the time t a cell-oriented value of the peak-to-mean ratio is then computed for a certain emission
k as:

1
 (ix , iy , iz ) 
Nk
k

Nk



k

(t )

j 1

where ix,y,z represent the cell indices respectively in x,y,z
the total peak concentration Cp in each cell of the concentration grid is then finally computed as:

C p (ix , iy , iz ) 
where


K

k 1

k

(ix , i y , iz )  C (ix , i y , iz )
k



2

C k (ix , i y , iz ) is the standard ensemble-average concentration computed by the code and

K is the total number of sources contributing to the concentration in the cell for the same specie.
To estimate the initial value

 representing the Peak-to-mean ratio at the emission, the following

relationship is considered:


t 
0   m 
 tp 
 

Where tm is the average time adopted to compute the average concentrations (chosen as
simulation parameter into the calspray file (typically 3600 s for simulations involving odor
nuisances) and tp is the time interval characteristic of the ‘instantaneous’ concentrations, fixed at 5
s in the model. The parameter  represents the atmospheric stability, computed depending on the
value of the Monin-Obukhov length L extracted at the cell where each source is located, following
the relationship:
-12 < L < 0

=0.68

(very unstable atmosphere)

-40 < L < -12

=0.55

(unstable atmosphere)

-200 < L < -40

=0.43

(slightly unstable atmosphere)

L < -200 or L > 200

=0.43

(neutral atmosphere, daytime)

L < -200 or L > 200

=0.30

(neutral atmosphere, nighttime)

40 < L < 200
0 < L < 40

1.14.2

=0.30 (slightly stable)
=0.18 (stable atmosphere)

Operational aspects

The Peak-to-mean option is activated through a flag located inside the SPRAY.DAT auxiliary file
(see paragraph 3.3.2). If the parameter IPEAKM is set to 1 then the Peak-To-Mean mechanism is
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active, and in this case the mandatory SPECPK parameter in the same SPRAY.DAT file indicates
the specie interested In the computation of peak concentrations. Only one specie is available in
each SPRAY simulation for the calculation of peak concentrations, and SPECPK indicates the
interested specie as a positional sequence specie in the list described by the pemspe file (see
chapter 3.3.3.1). A value of SPECPK = 1 indicates the first specie in the pemspe file, SPECPCK=2
the second one and so on.
Currently, the following limitations must be considered when using the Peak-to-mean mechanism:


any deposition mechanism must be unactive, when IPEAKM is set to 1 the simulation will
proceed switching off all the deposition mechanism



IPEAKM=1 and ICONC=10 (plume temperature estimation, see paragraph 1.13) are
uncompatible



only the peak concentration arrays related to the SPECPK specie will be computed



for any 3d average concentration array with name MXXXSYYY (see paragraph 3.4.4), a
corresponding 2d peak concentration array is produced with a name PXXXSYYY,
containing the peak concentrations at the first level. Only the arrays related to the specie
YYY corresponding to SPECPK will have real peak concentrations, all the other arrays will
contain 0



only peak concentrations at the first level (typically close to the ground) are available



since a Monin-Obukhov length is needed to compute the initial value

, the Peak-to-mean

mechanism is available only coupled to the options CREA_METEO 2 or 3 inside the
calspray file for the turbulence generation (see the description of the calspray file,
paragraph 3.3.1). IF CREA_METEO=3 (uniform turbulence, see paragraph 3.3.1) the type
of turbulence information must be 2, the only one providing values for the Monin-Obukhov
length. It is user’s responsibility to verify if the type of turbulence corresponds to what is
required for the activation of the building downwash. The use of a type 1 turbulence will
produce unpredictable results.

1.15 Building downwash
1.15.1

Theoretical aspects

Both the dispersion and rise of plumes released from stacks can be affected by the presence of
buildings/obstacles significantly close to the source. The figure 1.8, taken from Liu and Liptak
(1997), shows the presence of different zones where the flow is strongly modified due to a building.
Upwind of the building a so called displacement zone exists, where the flow is influenced by the
high pressure along the upwind building face, while a recirculating cavity zone with high turbulence
and low wind speed and a wake region where the mean flow and turbulence characteristics tend
gradually to approach the ambient values develop upwind the obstacle. In these conditions, an
emitted plume could be trapped inside the highly turbulent structures undergoing a rapid dilution
both in horizontal and in the vertical directions, generating an higher pollutant impact at the ground
and a possible reduction of the plume rise characteristics. SPRAY implements a parametrization of
this effect mainly based on the Huber-Snyder model (Huber and Snyder, 1976, 1982; Huber,
1977), with some specific adaptations for a lagrangian particle dispersion model.
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Fig. 1.8

Qualitative description of the flow distortion close to a building (Liu and Liptak, 1997)

Starting from the emission point, the code search for the wind direction at the stack height for each
of the stacks that are supposed to be interested by the building downwash effect. The building
downwash method implemented into the code needs some wind direction-specific information
about the obstacles around the stack, related to the building dimensions. SPRAY uses (like
CALPUFF and the short-term version of ISC3) 36 wind direction-specific values of the building
dimensions, corresponding to wind vectors from 10 degrees to 360 degrees with 10 degrees
increments. To build this information, the EPA Building Profile Input Program (BPIP) (EPA, 1993)
can be used, then files produced by this program can be used to build the information needed by
the building downwash algorithm in SPRAY, as illustrated in the following paragraph about the
operational aspects. In the following, Ho represents the (wind direction specific) height of the
building while Lo represents the lesser between Ho and the projected (with respect to the wind
direction) width of the building Hw.
The codes check firstly if the plume height due to the (if any) vertical momentum (thermal or
mechanical) rise at a travel distance of two times Ho is larger than 1.5 Ho + Lo. If this condition is
fulfilled, then building downwash effects are considered negligible and not taken into account. If not
the initial geometry of the source is magnified.
For a stack height smaller than 1.2 Ho, both the horizontal and vertical initial dimension are
enhanced, otherwise only the vertical dimension is changed. For the horizontal dimension, for
buildings fulfilling the condition:

Ho
 5 (tall building)
Hw
an extra component is added to the actual initial coordinates of each emitted particle, obtained
extracting from a Gaussian distribution a perturbation along the direction y orthogonal to the one
indicated by the wind direction at the particle position. The Gaussian perturbation is extracted from
a distribution having mean 0 and variance:

 y  0.35H w  0.067  (10Ho  3Ho )
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otherwise, for squat buildings:

 y  0.35Ho  0.067  (10Ho  3Ho )
In the vertical, the extra component is extracted from a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and
variance:

 z  0.7 H o  0.067  (10 H o  3H o )

if

Hw
 1 (squat building)
Ho

 z  0.7 H o  0.067  (10 H w  3H w )

if

Hw
 1 (tall building)
Ho

or

When the building downwash mechanism is active, Huber and Snyder (1982) found that, in wind
tunnel observations of plume dispersion, the plume rise (if any) was reduced by one-third below
the value obtained in the absence of the building, To take into account this significant reduction of
the plume rise, when z for the extra component is found <> 0 the average buoyant or mechanical
vertical momentum flux (see paragraph 1.8.1) Fb or Fm of the source is reduced by a factor 1/3
from its original value.

1.15.2

Operational aspects

To activate the building downwash mechanism in the code, the flag IBLDWS in the calspray file
must be set to the value 1 (see paragraph 3.3.1). In this case a file named BUILDOWNWASH.TXT
(uppercase mandatory under UNIX operating systems) must be present in the execution directory,
containing the information about all the sources that can be affected by the mechanism during the
simulation, together with the information about the obstacles.
An example of the format of the BUILDOWNWASH.TXT ASCII file is as follows:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
1
1
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

BUILDOWNWASH.TXT FILE VER 1.0 for SPRAY 3.1.15
N of sources then, for each source:
source code
6 rows height for 36 sectors
6 rows width for 36 sectors
6 rows lenght for 36 sectors
6 rows XBADJ for 36 sectors
6 rows YBADJ for 36 sectors

BUILDHGT
BUILDHGT
BUILDHGT
BUILDHGT
BUILDHGT
BUILDHGT
BUILDWID
BUILDWID

ARIANET R2013.27

STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1

50.00
40.00
70.00
50.00
50.00
40.00
27.00
18.00

60.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
15.00
30.00
15.00
21.00

60.00
15.00
50.00
45.00
60.00
60.00
18.00
20.00

60.00
20.00
60.00
70.00
60.00
50.00
24.00
15.00

50.00
50.00
50.00
70.00
50.00
55.00
35.00
30.00

40.00
40.00
40.00
70.00
40.00
50.00
43.00
20.00
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SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

BUILDWID
BUILDWID
BUILDWID
BUILDWID
BUILDLEN
BUILDLEN
BUILDLEN
BUILDLEN
BUILDLEN
BUILDLEN
XBADJ
XBADJ
XBADJ
XBADJ
XBADJ
XBADJ
YBADJ
YBADJ
YBADJ
YBADJ
YBADJ
YBADJ
YBADJ

STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1
STACK1

25.00
20.00
30.00
16.00
60.10
60.10
60.10
60.10
60.10
60.10
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

23.00
12.00
21.00
15.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

15.00
30.00
25.00
21.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

18.00
15.00
20.00
27.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

30.00
25.00
28.00
21.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

15.00
35.00
30.00
12.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
-10.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

The first 6 rows (or any initial row starting with the character ‘#’) are comments, comment rows are
not allowed elsewhere. The first data row contains an integer value in free format describing the
total number of source to be considered, 1 in this example. For each of the sources to be
considered the file must contain:


the source code (integer number in free fomat, 1 in this example), representing the
sequence number of the source as in the pemtim file (see paragraph 3.3.3.2), 1 means the
1st emission in the pemtim file, 2 the second one and so on. It is possible to eventually jump
uninterested sources contained in the pemtim file (for example using a sequence in the
BUILDOWNWASH.TXT file of the sources 1 3 5, means that the sources 2 and 4 will not be
considered for the building downwash mechanism even if present in the pemtim file).



a sequence of 6+6+6+6+6 rows indicating respectively, for each of the 36 10-degrees wind
direction sectors starting from 10 (North) and moving towards East, direction specific
HEIGHT, WIDTH, LENGTH, and X,Y coordinates (all expressed in m) of the buildings, seen
from the source position. This part of the file exactly coincides to the one generated as
output by the EPA Building Profile Input Program (BPIP) (EPA, 1993). This program can
consistently be used to develop the wind direction-specific building dimensions for the
SPRAY code calculating Good Engineering Practice (GEP) stack heights associated with
one or many buildings. The format of the rows must be identical to the one in the example.
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2 SPRAY 3.1 launching instructions
SPRAY 3.1 is a program written in FORTRAN language and implemented on many different
platforms, under both Windows and Unix environments. To perform a simulation, it is necessary to
invoke the code using a command prompt window or a batch (script) file, through the command:
<exec_path>spray.exe envspray filspray
where:
<exec_path> is the pathname where the spray executable file is located (the syntax is operatingsystem dependent)
spray.exe

is the name of the executable file

envspray and filspray are the names of two configuration files, used to define both the simulation
environment size and all the I/O files involved in the simulation run.respectively

2.1 envspray file
Almost all the vectors and arrays managed by the code are dynamically allocated using
FORTRAN/90 features in a transparent way to the user. Before the simulation starts, the model
needs only to know the dimension of particle vectors to be allocated. To assign these dimensions
accordingly to the problem size, it is necessary to modify two entries into the envspray
configuration file. The following example describes its structure:
50000 ! maximum number of particles
50000 ! maximum number of particles emitted per cycle

(MAXPTC)
(MXNSTK)

MAXPTC: defines the dimension of particles vectors, i.e. the maximum number of particles
managed by the code during the simulation. To estimate this number, it must be taken
into account that any times a particle leaves the domain, another one can occupy its
‘free’ position in the vector. SPRAY 3.1 stops to generate new particles if no more room
is available on particle vectors and no free positions are available. It should also be
noted that, once having occupied all the particles vectors positions, the research of free
positions may produce a little increase of computational times.
MXNSTK: Maximum number of particles generated during each emission time step. At each userdefined emission time step, the model can emit a maximum of MXNSTK particles. A
safe option is to define MXNSTK=MAXPTC.
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2.2 filspray file
SPRAY 3.1 can control a variable number of I/O files (up to 16), whose use depends on the choice
of some run options. The I/O files definition for the simulations is part of the configuration ASCII file
filspray, whose structure reads as follows:
'INPDIR\'
'CALSPRAY'
'METTUR'
'WIND'
'LANDUSE'
'CROMET'
'PEMSPE'
'PEMTIM'
'PEMPAR'
'OUTDIR\’
'LOGFILE'
'PARTIC'
'TUROUT'
'CONC'
'RESTART'
'pathdat\SPRAY.DAT'

! Pathname for input files
! Calspray file
! Meteo+turb file
! Wind file from MINERVE
! Landuse file
! Cromet file
! Pemspe file
! Pemtim file
! Pempar file
! Pathname for output files
! Logfile
! Particle file
! Turb-bin output file
! Concentration/Deposition file
! Restart file
! Pathname for SPRAY.DAT file

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

This file is positional, both the sequence and the total number of lines illustrated by the example
has to be maintained. File name in this example are totally invented and can be changed by the
user, everything on the right of the ! character is a comment.
The first record contains the pathname of the input files (Windows syntax in the example), whose
names are listed into the records from 2 to 9 (the content of each file will be described in detail in
chapter 3). The tenth record defines the path where SPRAY 3.1 will generate the output files,
whose names are indicated by the 11-15 records. The 16th line defines both the name and path of
a particular file, named SPRAY.DAT in the following, containing some particular code options not
frequently changed by the user as described later. The separation between path and names of files
belonging to a same category (input or output) is useful when they have to be contained in the
same directory. It is anyway possible to explicitly declare the path for each single file as in the
following example:
''
'DATA\PARAMDIR\CALSPRAY'
'DATA\METEODIR\METTUR'
'DATA\METEODIR\WIND'
'DATA\LANDDIR\LANDUSE'
'DATA\METEODIR\CROMET'
'DATA\EMISSDIR\PEMSPE'
'DATA\EMISSDIR\PEMTIM'
ARIANET R2013.27
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'DATA\EMISSDIR\PEMPAR'
''
'DATA\LOG\LOGFILE'
'DATA\OUTDIR\PARTIC'
'DATA\OUTDIR\TUROUT'
‘DATA\OUTDIR\CONC'
'DATA\OUTDIR\RESTART'
'DATA\SPRAY.DAT'

! Pathname for output files

10

! Pathname for SPRAY.DAT file 16

In this case, the input/output directories definition (records 1 and 10) has been omitted in order to
be inserted as specific pathname for each file, that could therefore be localised anywhere. For
what concerns the format of the filspray file, the only difference between UNIX and WINDOWS
regards the syntax for pathnames and root directory definition.
Files for the building downwash obstacle structure and to describe the homogeneous turbulence,
needed when the options IBLDWS=1 and CREA_METEO=3 are respectively activated (see
chapter 3.3.1), are not included in the filspray file but they must be present in the execution
directory with the mandatory names BUILDOWNWASH.TXT and TURBHOMOG.TXT.

3 User interface
This chapter provides a detailed description of the communication interface with the user of
SPRAY 3.1 code. As introduced in the block diagram described in the first chapter, this interface is
based on some input/output files of various formats, each one containing a part of the information
needed or produced by the code. Before focusing on the specific content of each file, it is useful to
revise some of the concepts regarding both the spatial and the temporal structure as conceived by
the model.

3.1 Spatial structure of the model
Each model simulation takes place on a suitably defined spatial volume and inside a time interval.
Both the spatial and the temporal structure are supplied to SPRAY 3.1 through the meteorological
file containing the mean wind, air temperature and/or turbulence fields on a 3D terrain-following
grid, as well as the topography on a 2D grid of the same structure. Such information allows to
completely define the region where particles can move. The user can also define a subset of this
domain where concentrations could be computed on a grid of a different scale from that defining
the meteorological information.

3.2 Temporal structure of the model
Fields embedded into in the meteorological file refers to discrete time frames starting from a
certain initial time instant. The time interval between the first and the last meteorological frames
defines a temporal interval available for simulations with SPRAY 3.1, whereas the time interval
between two consecutive meteorological frames is referred to as meteorological t. This time
interval must be constant for the whole file, on the basis of the following scheme:
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AAMMGGhhmmss

AAMMGGhhmmss

AAMMGGhhmmss

Initial time frame

time frame 2

time frame 3

……..

meteorologicalt
The user can perform simulations in any subset of the time interval covered by the meteorological
file, even lower than meteorological t, with some restrictions to be illustrated later on. An example
of a valid simulation interval is:

BEGINNING

Simulation period

END

It is possible to choose between two methods in order to define the simulation time interval. The
first one, named 'absolute timing', requires the detailed definition of the initial and final date/time.
In the second one, called 'relative timing', the starting time and the end of the simulation are
declared by means of temporal offsets with respect to the date of the first meteorology contained in
the meteorological file. Equations of motion for each particle are then integrated inside the chosen
time interval using on discrete time steps lesser than the meteorological one. All the
meteorological features experienced by each particle will therefore be determined by means of a
spatial-temporal linear interpolation, making use of the two arrays bounding the meteorological t
to which the actual time instant belongs, according to what previously described in chapter 1.
Emissions have to follow the spatial and temporal structure of the simulation. They can therefore
be located everywhere, but only the emission regions defined inside the spatial computational
domain will be taken into account. Particles are generated at fixed user defined times intervals,
reproducing what is described in the emission files. Computational results (particle positions and
concentration fields) may be computed and saved at user-defined times starting from the beginning
of the simulation. Inside a simulation time interval, three different time steps are managed by the
model in order to perform a simulation task:
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model or synchronization t



emission t



sampling t
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Equations of motion for each particle can be integrated by SPRAY 3.1 either using a fixed t or a
variable t. The definition of the three aforesaid time steps is different in the two cases.
Using the fixed t scheme option, the ‘model t’ i.e. the discretization time step for particle
equations of motion is directly given by the user. Both the emission of new particles and even
samplings for the output production are controlled by multiples of the user-given ‘model t’,
according to the following example:

meteorological t, 3600s

modelt, 5s
emissiont, 10s (new particles are generated at each emission t)
sampling t,60s

In the variable t scheme, the discretization time step is not known a priori, but is function of the
meteorology found at particle position. In this case the ‘model t’ is no longer given by the user but
controlled by the code itself. In this case the user can define a time step, named ‘synchronisation
t’ at the end of which all the particle equations must be synchronized to correctly allow the
collection of information at the same time for each particle. The following scheme gives an
example of the three main time steps in this case:

meteorological t, 3600s

emissiont,5s
synchronizationt, 30s
sampling t, 60s
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Some limitations on the temporal parameters must be taken into account by the user and are
summarized below:
1. the model t for the fixed scheme, the emission and synchronisation t for the variable
scheme must be expressed in integer seconds
2. in a variable scheme, the synchronisation t must be an integer multiple in seconds of the
emission t
3. meteorological t must be always an integer multiple in seconds of the model t (fixed
scheme) or the synchronisation t (variable scheme).

3.3 Input files
This paragraph provides a description of the input files needed by SPRAY 3.1. They mainly consist
in a parameters file (calspray), emission files (pemtim, pemspe, pempar), meteorological files,
turbulence files and checkpoint/restart files, whose number and type depends on the simulation
characteristics, defined inside the parameters file. As introduced in the previous chapter, the set of
all the possible I/O files used during a simulation is described inside filspray file. It is now possible
to resume the same example of a filspray as illustrated in chapter 2.2, focusing in more details on
its content
'$HROOT/DATA/BENCHMARK/'
'CALSPRAY'
'METTUR'
'WIND'
'LANDUSE'
'CROMET'
'PEMSPE'
'PEMTIM'
'PEMPAR'
'$HROOT/DATA/BENCHMARK/
'LOGFILE'
'PARTIC'
'TUROUT'
'CONC'
'RESTART'
'$HROOT/DATA/BENCHMARK/SPRAY.DAT'

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Pathname for input files
Calspray file
Meteo+turb file
Wind file from MINERVE
Landuse file
Cromet file
Pemspe file
Pemtim file
Pempar file
Pathname for output files
Logfile
Particle file
Turb-bin output file
Concentration/Deposition file
Restart file
Pathname for SPRAY.DAT file

Here is a detailed description of the input files, following the same order listed in the bolded lines of
the previous example.

3.3.1 Parameters File
Almost all the run parameters for the required simulation are contained in this fundamental file.
Some of these parameters contribute to determine the number and the type of the I/O files to be
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used during the simulation. It is an ASCII file, containing both data and comment lines. Comment
lines are identified by the # character in the first column. Parameters may be supplied in free
format, separated by means of blank characters or commas where more than a single one is
required. Paragraph 4.1 contains an example of parameters file, used as a reference for the
following description. File content is positional and some parameters could therefore become
unnecessary, since their use depends on choices set on previously defined parameters. In spite of
that, their presence is anyway necessary in order to maintain the order as required by the code.
Any parameters file is structured into paragraphs, in order to separate the input data according to
common arguments. In the following description referring to the cited example, the sequential
numbers assigned to each paragraph are not mandatory but can be considered as a possible
suggestion for a future use. The user is allowed to modify the comments, but the sequence of
parameters must perfectly correspond to the one of the example file.
PARAGRAPH 1 -- > RUN PARAMETERS

1.1

TYPTIM

It allows the choice between relative and absolute timing, according to the indications of
paragraph 3.1.2. To choose absolute timing TYPTIM=1, else TYPTIM=2. When TYPTIM=3 is
used, the entire time interval covered by the meteorological fields is used, starting from the first
time frame; in this last case the following two data rows are ignored. In the example file the
simulation is done using absolute timing.

1.2
1.3

STAJOU,STAMOI,STAANN,STAHEU,STAMIN,STASEC
ENDJOU,ENDMOI,ENDANN,ENDHEU,ENDMIN,ENDSEC

If TYPTIM=1 (absolute timing), the user must specify the starting and ending simulation dates i.e.
starting (STAJOU, STAMOI, STAANN, STAHEU, STAMIN, STASEC) and ending (ENDJOU,
ENDMOI, ENDANN, ENDHEU, ENDMIN, ENDSEC) day, month, year, hour, minutes, seconds of
the simulation. All the parameters are integer fields, the year being identified by two digits (00-19 is
referred to as 2000-2019). Having chosen TYPTIM=2, STAMOI, STAANN and ENDMOI, ENDANN
fields must be set at ‘0’, whereas STAJOU, STAHEU, STAMIN, STASEC and ENDJOU,
ENDHEU, ENDMIN, ENDSEC define the offsets with respect to the date of the first meteorology,
respectively of the starting and ending time of the simulation. If, for example, the first date of a
meteorological file is 12/11/99 01:00 and the simulation has to start the simulation at 12/11/99
12:30, ending at 12/11/99 18:30 the user must set STAJOU, STAMOI, STAANN, STAHEU,
STAMIN, STASEC as: 0 0 0 11 30 0 and ENDJOU, ENDMOI, ENDANN, ENDHEU, ENDMIN,
ENDSEC as: 0 0 0 17 30 0.

1.4
IDTVAR,ISTATS,DTMIN,DTSYNC,C1,TFLOOR,NMULEM,DTEMIS_DELAY,
<DTMIN_FINAL>
This set of parameters define the timing methods of the code.
The IDTVAR integer parameter controls the choice between fixed and variable t, also affecting
the meaning of the other parameters. What follows is a description of the various options allowed
by different values IDTVAR can assume.
IDVAR=0
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Fixed t scheme is activated. In this case DTMIN=DTSYNC are real parameters both defining the
model time step expressed in seconds. The choice of the model time step may depend both on
physical and computational factors. This value should be a fraction (of the order 1/10) of the
smallest Lagrangian time scale TL. At the same time it should be pointed out that the better is the
refinement of the time step the higher is the computational time demanding. The better choice
would consist in an compromise between these two opposing factors even if it is very difficult to
provide general rules. In this case, C1, TFLOOR and RDTLIM parameters are not used but must
be set to whatever positive values. NMULEM is an integer parameter indicating the multiplier of
DTMIN used to build the emission time step. For example, NMULEM=1 generates emissions at
each DTMIN, NMULEM=2 at each 2*DTMIN and so on.
IDTVAR=1
Variable t scheme is activated. In this case, DTMIN the emission time step in seconds, whereas
DTSYNC is the synchronisation time step in seconds. NMULEM loses its function, and should
therefore be set at whatever value. In this case, model t is directly managed by the code in order
to automatically satisfy some physical and numerical constraints depending on the conditions
encountered by the particles during their path. The choice of model t is anyway bounded by
DTSYNC. In order to produce the necessary outputs, the whole set of particles under control are
‘synchronized‘ every DTSYNC seconds. Conditions imposing the choice of the model t involves
times scales based both on the turbulence quantities ux, vy, wz, skewness, TLx, TLy, TLz and the
Courant number for the mean horizontal motion. The actual value of t is chosen as C1 fraction of
the minimum among the whole set of time of the computed time scales. C1 parameter may be
interpreted as the ‘quality discretization factor’ to be accepted. A smaller C1 value will involve a
coarser time discretization, as well as lower computational times. C1 should not be < 5 which
generally represents an acceptable compromise between computation times and quality of the
simulation. The remainder set of parameters defines some externally imposed bounding conditions
regarding the choice of model t. In particular, TFLOOR is the lower bound for model t. If a
computation leads to a T<TFLOOR, the code will however consider T=TFLOOR.
DTEMIS_DELAY represents the time delay (expressed in seconds) from the given emission time
defined through DTMIN, to be taken into account.
Starting from version 3.1.13, DTEMIS_DELAY can be a submultiple of DTSYNC (a forbidden
condition in previous versions) only when used together with the new optional parameter
DTMIN_FINAL. If DTMIN_FINAL is absent, the model behaviour is exactly the same of the
previous version for backward compatibility, that means, for example:
if the emission starts at 00:00 having a 120s frequency, different DTEMIS_DELAY cases can be
chosen with the effect:
DTEMIS_DELAY value
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Emission times

0

00:00:00, 00:02:00, 00:04:00 ......

30

00:00:30, 00:02:30, 00:04:30 ......

60

00:01:00, 00:03:00, 00:05:00 ......

90

00:01:30, 00:03:30, 00:05:30 ......
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This parameter is useful, for example to ‘fit the time hole’ of source emissions with a large emission
frequency, using different run launched in parallel. In the backward compatibility version ( the
following conditions must occur:
DTMIN >= (and multiple of) DTSYNC
DTEMIS_DELAY multiple of DTSYNC
If these two conditions are not satisfied, DTEMIS_DELAY is set to 0 and DTMIN_FINAL is absent,
the simulation is not stopped. This operative mode allows only large delay times, because they
cannot be smaller than the synchronization time step DTSYNC, limiting the potential number of
members that can be used in a parallel simulation.
IF DTMIN_FINAL is present and > 0 a new operational mode is set available, allowing to select
values for DTEMIS_DELAY not necessarily multiple of DTSYNC. The following conditions can be
used:
DTMIN >= (and submultiple of) DTSYNC
DTMIN_FINAL submultiple of DTSYNC and DTMIN
DTEMIS_DELAY >= (and multiple of) DTMIN_FINAL
In practice, in any parallel simulation emissions are retarded, as in the previous version, by
DTEMIS_DELAY seconds but this delay can now be a submultiple of DTSYNC.
DTMIN_FINAL represents the emission frequency once all the parallel simulations are reconcilied.

1.5

RSEED

This integer parameter sets the seed used for the inizialization of the random numbers chain used
by the model. It is possible to carry out different simulation results using different initial seeds in the
same conditions, in order to evaluate the statistical significance of the results.

1.6

ITH87,IMOD,IW4,ITIPSC,IDISPL,IPBL,HPLBM,IFLUCT

These parameters allow the choice between Thomson’s 84 or 87 schemes, as explained in chapter
1. To define a motion above the Boundary Layer, a further option can activate a scheme
integrating the Langevin equations for displacements.
ITH87=0
Thomson’s 84 scheme is activated. IMOD and IW4 are not used in this case, while ITIPSC
indicates the numerical scheme exploited for the resolution of the Langevin stochastic equations
(ITIPSC=1--> scheme A, ITIPSC=2--> scheme B, ITIPSC=3--> scheme C , according to paragraph
1.4.1.1).
ITH87=1
Thomson’s 87 scheme is activated and ITIPSC can assume the following values:
ITIPSC=0 Langevin equations for the horizontal component of particle velocities are
referred to velocity fluctuations
ITIPSC=4 Langevin equations for the horizontal component of particle velocities are
referred to ‘total’ velocities (mean value+fluctuation part)
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ITIPSC=5 Langevin equations for all the three components of particle velocities are referred
to ‘total’ velocities (mean value+fluctuation part)
ITIPSC=6 Langevin equations for the horizontal component of particle velocities are
referred to ‘total’ velocities (mean value+fluctuation part), if the particle velocity
is below 1.5 m/s then the low wind scheme for total horizontal velocities is
activated
ITIPSC=7 Langevin equations for the horizontal component of particle velocities are
referred to velocity fluctuations, if the particle velocity is below 1.5 m/s then the
low wind scheme for velocity fluctuations is activated.
Any ITIPSC value <> from these values is interpreted as ITIPSC=0
IMOD indicates the closure method used to solve the non linear Langevin equation according to
the options described in paragraph 1.4.2.1, using the following scheme:
IMOD=1 bi-gaussian PDF with Luhar and Britter closure
IMOD=2 bi-gaussian PDF with Weil closure
IMOD=3 PDF with DU-WILSON-YEE closure
IMOD=4 bi-gaussian PDF with CNR-ICG closure, type 1 (requires W4)
IMOD=5 bi-gaussian PDF with CNR-ICG closure, type 2 (requires W4)
IMOD=6 Gram-Charlier PDF, fourth order (requires W4)
IMOD=7 Gram-Charlier PDF, third order
The combination of ITH87=1, IMOD=7 is suggested and activates a scheme representing a valid
compromise between schemes approximation and computational times.
The choices IMOD=4,5,6 need the fourth order momentum of vertical velocity fluctuations, that
could be obtained by using of two algorithms controlled by IW4 parameter:
IW4=1 Anfossi algorithm
IW4=2 Gryning algorithm
otherwise IW4 is ignored. IDISPL controls the particles behaviour connected to their position with
respect to the PBL, according to the following options:
IDISPL=0 the particle movement is defined through the chosen Thomson’s scheme both
above and below the PBL. In this case the remaining parameters are ignored
IDISPL=1 The Langevin equation for displacements is activated above the PBL. Both an
estimation of the PBL height on the computational domain and diffusivities
(Kx,Ky,Kz) are needed. The IPBL parameter is therefore reserved to define
these quantities
IPBL=1
A PBL height 2D field is expected to be included into the turbulence
input file. HPBLM is ignored
IPBL=2

The PBL height field is internally computed by the TURKEY scheme
HPBLM is then ignored

IPBL=3

A constant value is assigned to the PBL height, to be maintained on the
whole domain. In this case HPBLM indicates this constant height above
the model topography, expressed in metres.
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IFLUCT

allows the control of particle velocity fluctuations as particles cross the
PBL, when IDISPL=1
IFLUCT=1

fluctuations are set to after the crossing

IFLUCT=2

velocity fluctuation are recalculated using local turbulence.

The code looks for 3D K-fields into the same meteorological file containing wind and turbulence
fields. If these fields are not available the model stops.
IDISPL=2 Allows a bouncing back of the particles trying to cross the PBL. Particles are
bounced on an horizontal plane at the same level of the PBL height over
topography. The definition of the 2D PBL height field is controlled by IPBL and
HPBLM , as in IDISPL=1, and the particle velocity fluctuations are controlled by
IFLUCT, according to the following options:

1.7

IFLUCT=1

fluctuations are set to 0 after bouncing back

IFLUCT=2

random fluctuations are computed using local turbulence

IFLUCT=3

fluctuations are reflected with respect to an horizontal plane.

IRIMBA

The IRIMBA integer parameter defines how to treat the particle velocity fluctuations when particles
reach the ground. Particle crossing the lower boundary of the computational domain (representing
the topography), are perfectly reflected with respect to a plane tangent to the bilinear function at
impact point. The fluctuation velocity are treated accordingly to the following values of the IRIMBA
parameter:
IRIMBA=1 fluctuations are set to 0
IRIMBA=2 fluctuations are randomly extracted respecting the turbulence characteristics
close to the collision point
IRIMBA=3 fluctuations are reflected with respect to the topography bilinear function at the
impact point. This latter is the recommended option.
PARAGRAPH 2 -- > METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
This paragraph provides some information about the meteorological inputs. As said before, the
definition of both the computational domain and the available time interval are extracted from the
meteorological file containing mean wind, temperature and possibly turbulence 3D fields. The
parameters file, defines only the choice between options for turbulence generation and the
possible use of some of the input fields coming from the 3D meteorological file.

2.1

CREA_METEO

CREA_METEO=0
The model expects all the 3D turbulence fields needed (according to the description of paragraph
1.6) to be supplied inside the meteorological file. Such fields have to be generated by an external
code able to directly provide all the needed variables, such as the Regional Atmospheric Modelling
System (RAMS) coupled with MIRS processor (Pielke et al., 1992, Trini Castelli e Anfossi, 1997).
CREA_METEO=1
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The TURKEY module for turbulence parameterisation is fully activated, according to the
description of paragraph 1.7. In such a case, the code reads form the meteorological 3D file only
the arrays of mean wind and, if available, air temperature. To compute the turbulence parameters,
the code also needs to know the land use field and further meteorological data. Such information is
contained into two separate files (LANDUSE file and CROMET file), whose content will be
described later.
CREA_METEO=2
The TURKEY module is partially activated. The model expects 3D wind and Temperature fields,
2D fields of the scaling parameter u*, L, Hmix, w* and a 2D field of the roughness length z0 into the
meteorological file. These must therefore be generated by an external turbulence processor.
TURKEY builds the 3D fields of the turbulence variables needed by SPRAY 3.1 on the basis of the
same PBL parameterisation schemes set by the previous option.
CREA_METEO=3
The model expects 3D wind and temperature fields and a 1D time series of the scaling parameter
u*, L, Hmix, w* and the roughness length z0 into a specific file having a mandatory name
TURBOHOMOG.DAT (mandatory uppercase under UNIX operating system). These data must
cover, at the same frequency of the 3D wind and temperature data, the time interval sufficient to
perform the required simulation. The TURBOHOMOG.DAT ASCII file must be located in the
execution directory and may have the format as in the following example:
#

FLAG TO INDICATE THE TURBULENCE DATA TYPE

#

1 MEANS DAY,MONTH,YEAR,HOUR,MINUTE,SECOND, su,sv,sw,tlu,tlv,tlw,skew

(free format)

#

2 MEANS DAY,MONTH,YEAR,HOUR,MINUTE,SECOND, ustar,l,hmix,wstar,z0

(free format)

2
# 1

1 16

8

0

0

0.6

0.6

0.5

300.

300.

200.

0.

! su,sv,sw,tlu,tlv,tlw,skew

# 1

1 16 16

0

0

0.6

0.6

0.5

300.

300.

200.

0.

! su,sv,sw,tlu,tlv,tlw,skew

1

1 16

8

0

0

0.1

-10. 1500. 0.2 0.1

! ustar,l,hmix,wstar,z0

1

1 16 16

0

0

0.1

-10. 1500. 0.2 0.1

! ustar,l,hmix,wstar,z0

Rows starting with the character # are comments. If the data type to define the turbulence is 1 (first
data row) then the code expects, for each time entry, directly the values of the Standard deviation
for the three Cartesian components of the velocity fluctuations (expressed in m/s), the three
Cartesian components of the lagrangian integral time scales (expressed in s) and a value for the
skewness for the distribution of the vertical velocity fluctuations (expressed in m/s). These values
are kept uniform in all the grid points of the computational domain. This option allows to set a
complete uniform turbulence in the computational domain and can be used for testing purposes. If
the data type is 2 then the code expects, for each time entry, values of the scaling parameter u *
(expressed in m/s), L (m), Hmix (m), w* (m) and the roughness length z0 (m), kept uniform in
horizontal and used to build vertical profiles of the turbulence variables needed by SPRAY 3.1 on
the basis of the same PBL parameterisation schemes set by CREA_METEO=2. In this case the
turbulence will be homogeneous in horizontal and non-homogeneous in vertical.
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2.2

ITHETA

3D air temperature fields may be used to build vertical stability encountered by plumes emitted by
hot sources A description of the SPRAY 3.1 plume rise algorithms is provided in the paragraph
dealing with emissions. Setting ITHETA=1 the code try to directly use, if present, the temperature
field supplied into the 3D meteorological file. If ITHETA=0, SPRAY 3.1 internally generates a
temperature field based on CREA_METEO. If CREA_METEO=0, dry adiabatic profiles are
generated, if CREA_METEO=1 or 2, temperature profiles are built taking into account the
atmospheric stability and the height of the boundary layer directly generated or given as input to
the TURKEY code.

2.3

CROUV,CROVW,CROUW

According to what described into 1.4.1 paragraph, chooses Thomson 84, A scheme, (ITH87=0,
ITIPSC=3), the model could also use, when available into the meteorological file, crosscorrelations among the Cartesian components of turbulent velocities. This option is enabled by
setting CROUV=1, CROVW=1, CROUW=1. Unavailable cross-correlations are set to 0. To
completely avoid their use the user can set set CROUV=0, CROVW=0, CROUW=0. If
CREA_METEO=1 or 2, or ITH87=0 and ITIPSC=1 or 2, cross-correlation are not needed and
these parameters are ignored.

2.4

SKEWNE

This parameter is used only if CREA_METEO=0. If SKEWNE=1 the use of the vertical skewness
3D fields possibly contained into the meteorological file is allowed. If CREA_METEO=1, skewness
fields are computed by the TURKEY code and always used, so the SKEWNE parameter is
ignored.

2.5

ITIINT

This parameter states how to calculate the mean wind experienced by a particle into the first
vertical layer. If ITIINT=0 no interpolation is applied, all the particles in the first vertical cell will have
the same velocity given at the top of the level. This option is useful to build a complete
homogeneous mean wind field for testing purposes (including also the cell adjacent to the ground),
when all the input wind data are uniform. In all the other cases SPRAY 3.1 assumes null mean
wind velocities at the ground level, and it is therefore necessary to interpolate between this value
and the finite value at the second level. In particular ITIINT=1 activates a linear interpolation while
ITIINT=2 provides a logarithmic law between the z 0 height and the second level. The latter choice
requires the values of z 0 , as described by the following parameter. The recommended option is
ITIINT=2. It is strongly suggested the use of ITIINT=1 only if the first layer adjacent to the ground
has a vertical extent less than 1-2 m.

2.6

IZ0,ZZ0

Setting IZ0=1, the z 0 2D field is supposed to be externally supplied inside the 3D meteorological
file (CREA_METEO=0 or 2), or inside the LANDUSE file (CREA_METEO=1). If z 0 is not available
there, a uniform 2D field is created using the value ZZ0 expressed in metres. Setting IZ0=0, a 2D
uniform z 0 field is directly generated using the ZZ0 value.
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2.7

IALB,AALB

If CREA_METEO=1, the albedo 2D field is needed. Setting IALB=0 this field is read into the
LANDUSE file. Setting IALB=1 a uniform 2D albedo field is created using the value AALB
expressed as unit fraction. If CREA_METEO=0 or 2, both IALB and AALB are ignored.

2.8

IBOW,BBOW

If CREA_METEO=1, the Bowen ratio 2D field is needed. Setting IBOW=0 this field is read into the
LANDUSE file. Setting IBOW=1 a uniform 2D Bowen ratio field is created using the value BBOW
expressed as non-dimensional ratio between sensible and latent heat fluxes. If CREA_METEO=0
or 2, both IBOW and BBOW are ignored.

2.9

HRESI

Taken into account only if CREA_METEO=1, this parameter indicates the height over topography
of the Residual Layer, in metres, kept constant during the whole simulation. This quantity,
according to the description of the first chapter (paragraph 1.9), is used by TURKEY to define the
structure of the vertical profiles for turbulence variables.

2.10 IFTUR
If the TURKEY code is activated (CREA_METEO=1 or 2), this parameter allows to save on a
binary file the 3D turbulence arrays internally computed. IFTUR=1 leads the model to generate a
binary 3D meteorological file containing both wind and turbulence that could be directly used by
SPRAY 3.1 for a future use using the CREA_METEO=0 parameter. If IFTUR 1 , no file is
generated.
PARAGRAPH 3 -- > EMISSION PARAMETERS
The model needs the definition of geometry and position of each source, the quantity of emitted
substances, the number of particles, and the temporal structure of the emissions. All these
quantities are defined into three specific emission files (PEMTIM, PEMSPE and PEMPAR). In
particular, chemical and physical emission parameters, such as the emitted substance mass at
each time interval for each specie, geometrical characteristics, spatial and temporal structure are
defined into the PEMTIM file. PEMSPE contains specie-dependent information. PEMPAR file is a
specific particle-model emission file describing the number of particles to be used during the
simulation. A simplified modality can be optionally activated allowing the compilation of the
PEMPAR file to be avoided.

3.1

EMIPAR,IABSEM,<IBLDWS>

The EMIPAR parameter leads to a ‘simplified’ or academic definition of the number of particles to
be emitted. If EMIPAR=0, the needed information to define particle emissions during the simulation
is given through the following TOTPAR and TOTPLU parameters, otherwise ignored. The use of
this emission simplified modality is recommended only for test simulations and in presence of a
limited number of point sources. If EMIPAR = 1, the particle emission is given by pemtim/pempar
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files (see chapters 3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.3) taking into account the absolute timing inside the pemtim
file to define the emission chronology. if EMIPAR=2 the particle emission is given by
pemtim/pempar files, but using the initial simulation time as the time origin to define the emission
chronology, ignoring the absolute time origin of the emissions defined in the pemtim file.
The IABSEM integer parameter indicates the use of emission factors defined into PEMTIM file for
linear emissions. If IABSEM=1, both masses (see chapter 3.3.3.2) and particles (see chapter
3.3.3.3) to be emitted by a linear source are to be interpreted as values by unit length expressed in
metres. IF IABSEM=2 masses an particle numbers to be emitted are absolute for any source type.
The IBLDWS optional integer parameter must be set to 1 to activate the building downwash
mechanism. In this case, the file BUILDOWNWASH.TXT must be present in the execution
directory containing all the information, for each interested source, about the buildings around (see
paragraph 1.15.2). If IBLDSWS=0 or absent (calspray files without this parameter are hence
compatible with the current SPRAY version) the building downwash mechanism is unactive.
Values of IBLDWS different from 0 or 1 give an error and the code stops.

3.2

TOTPAR

This field contains the total number of particles to be emitted at each emission t. Each source will
emit TOTPAR/(total number of sources). If TOTPAR is greater than the number of sources, each
source will emit one particle every one emission t.

3.3

TOTPLU

TOTPLU=1 indicates that the plume rise algorithm has to be taken into account for each source.
The plume rise algorithm will be disregarded if TOTPLU=0.
PARAGRAPH 4 -- > OUTPUT PARAMETERS
SPRAY 3.1 provides three specific kinds of outputs:
 ‘photographs’ of particle plumes, obtained storing particle coordinates, masses and other
information
 3D concentrations and 2D ground (dry and/or wet) depositions on spatial and temporal grid
defined by the user
 log files.
This paragraph provides a description of parameters concerning both the saving of particle
photographs and the concentration computations. Parameters regarding deposition are contained
into the SPRAY.DAT file described later.

4.1

SSAVIN,SSAVE

This parameter indicates the time, expressed in seconds starting from the beginning of the
simulation, of the first particle ‘photograph’ to be saved into PARTIC file. SSAVE indicates the
frequency for successive savings. Both these numbers must be multiples of the model t (fixed t
scheme), or synchronisation t (variable t scheme). At these particular time instants, the code
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stores on PARTICLE file the information about each active particle in the computational domain.
The detailed structure of the PARTICLE file is given in chapter 3.4.3. To obtain a simulation without
particle savings a value for SSAVIN exceeding the total simulation period should be set.

4.2 ICONC
This flag enables the computation of concentrations. If ICONC=1, concentrations are calculated on
3D terrain following grids. If ICONC=0, the model does not perform neither any concentration nor
deposition computation and all the following fields belonging to this paragraph will be ignored.
SPRAY 3.1 can compute concentration fields averaged on a certain time periods. A temporal
average interval must be given to the model, during which concentration samples are computed at
a chosen frequency, multiple of the model or synchronization t (Fig. 3.5). At each time instant
corresponding to a sampling step, the model accumulates all the mass contributes of each particle
into each concentration grid cell. At the end of the average interval, the model computes the mean
concentration field. This procedure may be repeated in time, thus realising a non-overlapped
temporal chain of concentration computations. Each so-built concentration field is conventionally
associated to the date of the last sampling instant. The example provided by the following figure
refers to 2 hours simulation, starting conventionally at time 00:00 and ending at 02:00. In this case,
30 minutes mean concentrations fields are repeatedly requested, on the basis of 10 minutes
samples. This has to be done starting from the first half an hour of simulation. The needed
parameters to be defined are :


the first sampling instant, in this case ten minutes after the first half an hour of
simulation, that is 1800+600=2400 s (SIN_CALCON)



the repetition frequency of the computation, i.e. the time after which the
computation is activated again. Since average intervals cannot not overlap,
such parameter must greater or equal the average interval. In this example a
value of 1800 s must be provided (SFREQ_CALCON)



the average interval, 1800 s on this case



the sampling frequency, 600 s in this case (CAMP_CALCON)
CAMP_CALCON

00:40 00:50

00:00

00:30

01:10 01:20

01:00

01:30

02:00

MED_CALCON

SFREQ_CALCON
SIN_CALCON
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According to the illustrated figure, the model will build mean concentration fields at 01:00, 01:30
and 02:00, each one referring to the previous 30 minutes period, averaging 3 samplings collected
every 10 minutes. The grey area identifies the time interval the first average concentration refers
to, whereas the black dots are the sampling instants. Each of these sample represents the
previous time interval, so that the one at 00:40 refers to the interval from 00:30 to 00:40 an so on.
The next two data line provide time parameters needed by the code for concentration timing.

4.3

SIN_CALCON,SFREQ_CALCON

These two parameters respectively represent the value of the starting time and the time frequency
(repetition) for the concentrations computation, expressed in seconds. They should be both
multiples of the model or synchronization t. In any case, SPRAY 3.1 adjusts them to the closest
integer multiple of the model or synchronization t. In the previous example, the starting time
(corresponding to the first sampling) is 2400 s after the simulation start, while the value for
frequency is 1800 s.

4.4

MED_CALCON,CAMP_CALCON

These two parameters respectively indicate the average time interval and the sampling time
interval, expressed in seconds. SPRAY 3.1 approximates these numbers with the closest integer
multiple of the model or synchronisation t, if needed. The following restrictions must be observed:


CAMP_CALCON



MED_CALCON




MED_CALCON
SFREQ_CALCON.

In the previous example, the average interval is 1800 s, while the sampling interval is 600 s.

4.5

NUMMAT

SPRAY 3.1 allows the computation of several concentration arrays, each one referring to the same
grid and timing, taking into account different chemical species or the contribution of different
emitting sources. NUMMAT specifies the number of the required array.

4.6

SPECIE

It is a vector of blank or commas separated NUMMAT integer numbers, indicating the species
involved into the computation of each of concentration arrays. Each vector element indicates the
considered species for the corresponding array. The correspondence between numbers given here
and considered species is realised through the IP fields contained into the PEMSPE species
descriptor file, as explained later.

4.7

NUMSORG

It is a vector of blank or commas separated NUMMAT integer numbers, indicating the total number
of sources contributing to each of the required concentration arrays. To compute a concentration
arrays taking into account the contribution of the whole set of considered sources, a -1 value can
be set in the corresponding vector position.
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4.8

VETSOU

These parameters are contained into NUMMAT lines. Line number i must cointain a number of
integer fields corresponding what indicated into the ith element of the NUMSORG vector. It
specifies the sources involved in the computation of each concentration array. A source interval
separated by the symbole ‘-‘ (e.g. 1-7 or 31-43) is also accepted. If a NUMSORG element is
specified as -1 (all sources) the corresponding VETSOU line must contain the value 1.
The following parameters define the domain dimensions and the grid spatial structure of the 3D
concentration grids. As will be explained later, many information will be also used to define the
spatial structure of the deposition grid. The horizontal concentration domain may exactly
correspond or be a sub-ensemble of the meteorological computational domain. The horizontal grid
structure may coincide to the meteorological one or be more detailed. In this last case the
dimension along x or y directions of the concentration cells must be exactly a sub-multiple of the
corresponding meteorological cells. The concentration grid is suitably adapted to these
characteristics by the model itself, if needed. This strict correspondence is not required on the
vertical direction. The whole set of concentration arrays defined be the previous parameters refer
to a unique horizontal and vertical grid selected by the following parameters.

4.9

XMIN,YMIN

These two real parameters define the X and Y coordinates of the origin of the concentration
domain. These values are expressed in metres and referred to the South-West corner of the
computational domain, provided by the 3D meteorological file. XMIN,YMIN point correspond to the
SW corner of a 3D meteorological grid cell. This definition is shared by all the arrays whose
computation is required.

4.10 DX,DY
These real parameters define the horizontal dimensions along x and y directions of the
concentration cells, expressed in metres. These values must be sub-multiples of the corresponding
dimensions of the meteorological grid. The model automatically adapts the dimensions to the
closest available values, if needed.

4.11 NX,NY,NLIV
NX and NY define the number of grid points along x and y directions, defining the concentration
grid. They are integer numbers that define, together with the two previous parameters DX and DY,
the total horizontal dimension of the concentration domain. The NLIV variable indicates the number
of vertical levels the 3D concentration domain has to be subdivided into.

4.12 TOP
This parameter specifies the height above the sea level of the top level for the concentration
domain, expressed in metres. The concentration grid is defined on a terrain-following coordinate
system similar to that of the meteorological grid (see chapter 1, paragraph 1.7) even if distributed
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on different levels. Cells close to the ground are strongly terrain following, while cells close to the
domain top tends to become horizontal.

4.13 Z2
Z2 is the approximate extent along vertical direction of the ground-level cells. SPRAY 3.1
generates a vertical grid above the first concentration level, by using a quadratic law towards the
top of the domain.
PARAGRAPH 5 -- > CHECKPOINT/RESTART PARAMETERS
The parameters described in this paragraph allow the realisation of checkpoints at fixed times, in
order to save on a file the needed information for a subsequent the model restart.

5.1

LOAD_RESTA

This parameter is a flag allowing to read the initial conditions from a file created during a previous
simulation. If LOAD_RESTA=1, SPRAY 3.1 reads particles position and velocities contained into
the RESTART binary file defined in filspray, On this file, all the information about the particles
concerning a certain time and needed by the model equations are photographed, together with the
corresponding saving time.

5.2

SAVE_RESTA

This flag, allows to checkpoint the simulation at fixed times, storing the information into the
RESTART file, as defined in filspray. The storage procedure is activated by putting
SAVE_RESTA=1, whereas SAVE_RESTA=0 will avoid any checkpoint. Checkpoint operations
may repeated at the frequency indicated by the two successive parameters.

5.3

SIN_RESTA,SFREQ_RESTA

These variables are ignored if SAVE_RESTA=0. SIN_RESTA represents time from the simulation
starting point expressed in seconds, of the first checkpoint, whereas SFREQ_RESTA indicates the
frequency of the successive ones. Both these parameters must be integer multiples of model or
synchronisation t.

3.3.2 SPRAY.DAT auxiliary file
This file must contain both some general information used by SPRAY 3.1 code for its internal use
and (optionally) some options allowing the activation of deposition, vertical settling and radioactive
decay mechanisms. It is an ASCII file, containing both data and comment lines. Comment lines are
identified by the # character in the first column. What follows is a detailed description of the content
of this file, using the example below as a guide.

DATA LINE 1
It contains an integer index, defining the computer type. Values 2 for a generic UNIX Workstation
(IBM RS6000, SUN, SGI platforms and Linux platform with ABSOFT Fortran) or WINDOWS PC
and 5 for COMPAQ ALPHA-based platforms are allowed.
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DATA LINE 2
It contains a character string defining the pathname of some language-dependent auxiliary files
used to build output messages, as explained into chapter 2.2.

DATA LINE 3
It contains minimum values allowed to Ux, Uy and W both into the PBL and Residual Layer
when the TURKEY code is activated (CREA_METEO=1 or CREA_METEO=2) , expressed in m/s.
These are site-dependent values used to avoid a turbulence underestimation, particularly during
nocturnal periods, sometimes generated by the TURKEY parameterisation routines. Once having
identified a PBL height, the TURKEY code filters the sigma values generated inside this layer using
the first three values given into this line. Above the PBL and below the Residual Layer level
(defined into the parameters file), the sigma values are instead filtered using the last three values
given. If this line (and all the following ones) is omitted, the following defaults are assumed:

PBL

Ux= 0.1 m/s

Uy= 0.1 m/s

W= 0.05 m/s

Residual Layer

Ux= 0.05 m/s

Uy= 0.05 m/s

W= 0.025 m/s

DATA LINE 4
This line contains the ICOARE, IDEPO ISETT mandatory flags and the IPEAKM and SPECPK
optional parameters to activate the Peak-to-mean mechanism. Since IPEAKM and SPECPK are
optional, SPRAY.DAT files available for previous versions of the code are compatible with this
version and consider the Peak-to-mean mechanism unactive.
ICOARE can assume 3 different values, starting from version 3.1.12 the new option ICOARE=2 is
available:


ICOARE=0 the whole set of emitted particles will be followed inside the meteorological
computational domain



ICOARE=1 activates the cancellation of particles outside the boundary of a single
concentration domain. If a computational domain defined through the meteorological
grid is larger than the concentration domain, this flag allows a more faster simulation
taking into account only particles inside the concentration grid. In this case some
effects like plume re-enters cannot be taken into account.



ICOARE=2 activates the cancellation of particles outside a multi-domain structure.
Only particles inside a ‘sparse’ subarea of the meteorological domain are taken into
account. This subarea is the convolution of rectangles whose limits are defined at the
end of the SPRAY.DAT auxiliary file starting from data row 7 onward.

The IDEPO flag enables the dry deposition mechanism at different levels, according to the
following scheme:


IDEPO=0 no dry deposition



IDEPO=1 dry deposition is active using specie-dependent uniform and stationary
deposition velocities given into the PEMSPE file (see chapter 3.3.3.1)
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IDEPO=2 dry deposition is active using non-uniform and non-stationary deposition velocity
fields given into the 3D meteorological file (see chapter 3.3.6). A maximum of 13 dry
deposition velocity fields may be given each meteorological time step, the remainder will
use PEMSPE-defined constant values. Output total deposition fields (starting from the
beginning of the simulation) are produced



IDEPO=21 dry deposition is active as in the IDEPO=2 case, but output deposition flux
fields are produced instead.

Spatial grid and temporal structure used by dry the deposition algorithm are the same defined for
the concentration computations. The code computes both the total deposition starting from the first
concentration/deposition sampling and the deposition fluxes on each grid cell. Only the dry
deposition arrays of the first 9 PEMSPE species are added into the output file, those of the
remaining species are lost (see chapter 3.4.2). ISETT=1 enables the gravitational settling for
aerosol emissions. In this case any single source emitting an aerosol species cannot emit also
gaseous species. This is automatically controlled by SPRAY 3.1 through the analysis of PEMSPEPEMTIM files described later. Specie-dependent particle diameter and density are deduced from
the PEMSPE file (see chapter 3.3.3.1). When the gravitational settling is active, the dry deposition
process is forced. ISETT=0 switches off the gravitational settling algorithm. If this data line is
missed, the following defaults are assumed:
ICOARE=0, IDEPO=0, ISETT=0
The optional IPEAKM flag activates the Peak-to-mean mechanism if set to 1, in this case the
following SPECPK integer parameter represent the specie to be considered for the peak
concentrations. If SPECPK=1 the first specie in the sequence of the pemspe species list will be
considered, if SPECPK=2 the second one and so on.

DATA LINE 5
This line contains the IWETD and RAINC parameters. IWETD is a flag enabling the wet deposition
mechanism at different levels, according to the following scheme:


IWETD=0 no wet deposition



IWETD=1 wet deposition is active, taking into account a uniform and stationary
precipitation rate given through the RAINC real parameter (expressed in mm/h), otherwise
RAINC is ignored. Specie-dependent washout coefficients are given into the PEMSPE file
(see chapter 3.3.3.1). A zero washout coefficient defines zero wet deposition.



IWETD=2 wet deposition is active, taking into account non-uniform and non-stationary 2D
precipitation rates given into the meteorological file (see chapter 3.3.6), total wet deposition
(starting from the beginning of the simulation) fields are produced.



IWETD=21 as for IWETD=2 but wet deposition fluxes are produced



IWETD=99 dry- and wet- deposition is active taking into account non-uniform and nonstationary 2D deposition velocities and precipitation rates, total deposition arrays are
computed
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Note: if IWETD and IDEPO <> 0 and IWETD <> 99 both dry and wet deposition arrays are
computed and a maximum of 9+9 output arrays can be stored in the concentration/deposition file.
If IWETD=99 and a total deposition is computed, a maximum of 19 deposition arrays can be
stored in the concentration/deposition file
If the data line is missed, IWETD=0 is assumed.

DATA LINE 6
This line contains the IDECAY parameter, enabling the radioactive decay mechanism. If
IDECAY=1, the radioactive decay is activated using species-dependent half-life times defined into
the PEMSPE file (see chapter 3.3.3.1). IDECAY=0 switches off the radioactive decay mechanism.
If this data line is missed, a default value IDECAY=0 is assumed.
Following data line 2, if a data line is missed also all the following lines must not be present. If
ICOARE=2 this generates read errors.

DATA LINE 7 (only for ICOARE=2)
This line contains the number NUMCUT of rectangles to be considered as concentration
subdomains.

DATA LINES from 7+1 to 7+NUMCUT (only for ICOARE=2)
Each of these lines contains:
XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX
defining the absolute coordinates in m of the limits of an horizontal rectangle. Only particles inside
each of the defined rectangles are retained for the computation. Rectangles can be overlapped
and limits cannot coincide to concentration cell limits. This is useful to follow the dispersion and
concentrations only in an ‘irregular’ portion of the original meteorological domain considering, for
example, only the dispersion around a road network like in the graphical example.
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What follows is an example of a SPRAY.DAT file:
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#====================================================================
#
OPTIONS FOR SPRAY CODE
#====================================================================
#
COMPUTER TYPE
# 2=Unix Workstation/Linux PC with ABSOFT Fortran 5=DIGITAL UNIX
#====================================================================
5
#====================================================================
#
COMPLETE PATHNAME FOR LANGUAGE-DEPENDENT LIBRARY MESSAGES
#====================================================================
#
/SPRAY/DIALOG/ITA
#
# filters minimum respectively for SU,SW,SW into PBL
# and SU,SV,SW into Residual Layer used by TURKEY
#
0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
#
#

ICOARE

IDEPO

0
#
#

1

IWETD

RAINC

1

5.

ISETT
0

IDECAY
0
NUMBER OF SUBDOMAINS

#
#
2
#
#
#
#

ABSOLUTE COORDINATES XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX (IN METERS)
FOR ANY SUBDOMAIN TO CONSIDER:
100000
105000

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

110000
115000

110000
100000

120000
110000

THIS EXAMPLE CUTS THE FOLLOWING TWO
10000 x 10000 M2 SUBDOMAINS
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

100000,120000
110000,120000
|-----------------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
100000,110000
110000,110000
|--------|--------|--------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|-----------------|
105000,100000
115000,100000

3.3.3 Emission Files
This paragraph describes the content of emission files used by SPRAY 3.1. They will be generally
referred to as PEMTIM, PEMSPE and PEMPAR. Each simulation must necessarily be equipped
with the first two PEMTIM and PEMSPE files, while PEMPAR information may also be substituted
by some options set into the parameters file, as previously depicted. Here is a detailed description
of the content of these three files, according to the examples of paragraphs 4.2, 4.3. and 4.4.

3.3.3.1 PEMSPE file
This file must contain a detailed description of all the emitted species. It is a positional ASCII file
with comment and data lines. Comment lines are characterised by the * character at first column.
The rest of this paragraph explains the detailed content of a PEMSPE file, according to the
example of paragraph 4.2. Each variable is here represented with a conventional name, in order to
establish the correspondence with the content of the example file. When indicated, the format of
data record must follow rigid rules both for PEMSPE file and for successive PEMTIM and PEMPAR
files. Such rules could be easily deduced from the example file. The use of exponential formats for
real variable may be substituted by standard real format.

NLAACT
SPRAY 3.1 ignores this variable, which must however be compiled with an integer number in free
format, to ensure compatibility with other codes.

NDPUTI
It indicates the number of emitted species to be considered during the simulation. NDPUTI is an
integer number, and its value can be included in the data lines in free format.
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IP, NAMSPE, IND, IL, VDEP, RWASH, TDECAY, DENS, DIAM, IT
The specific characteristics of each emitted species are defined through these fields. The format of
this line must respect the structure illustrated into the example of paragraph 4.2. ‘*’ characters
represent the field limits for the different variables, whose type (real, integer or character) is
specified each time. A total of NDPUTI parameters line must exist, each line containing the
chemical/physical characteristics of one emitted specie. IP is a two digits integer progressive index,
whose value goes from 1 to NDPUTI. NAMSPE indicates the name of the species while IND is a
numerical species identifier. These two parameters have to find a correspondence with the content
of PEMTIM file, as will be successively explained. NAMSPE is a 8 characters string while IND is a
numerical integer field. IL is an integer two-digits field indicating if the emitted species is radioactive
(IL=1) or not (IL=0), used by the radioactive decay algorithms (see chapters 1.11 and 3.3.2). VDEP
is a 7 digits real field indicating a constant and uniform dry deposition velocity of the species
expressed in m/s, used by the dry deposition algorithm at level 1 (see chapters 1.8 and 3.3.2).
RWASH is a 9 digits real field representing a washout coefficient expressed in 1/s, used by the wet
deposition algorithm (see chapters 1.10 and 3.3.2). TDECAY is a 10 digits real field representing
the radioactive half-life time expressed in seconds, used in conjunction with IL by the radioactive
decay algorithm. DENS is a 9 digits real field representing a density for the species expressed in
kg/m3. DIAM is a 6 digits real field representing the particle diameter for an aerosol species
expressed in microns, to be used in conjunction with DENS by the gravitational settling algorithm
(see chapters 1.9 and 3.3.2). IT is a 3 digits integer field indicating the type of emitted specie. IT=0
represents a gas species whereas IT=1 represents an aerosol specie. In the example of paragraph
4.2.7 two gaseous species are simulated, named GAS1 and GAS2.

3.3.3.2 PEMTIM file
This file describes the geometrical and physical characteristics, as well as the temporal sequence
of the sources emitting the species described into PEMSPE file. It is a positional ASCII file
containing comment lines (‘*’ in the first column) and data lines. The following description deals
with the file content and follows the example of paragraph 4.3.

NLAACT
This numerical integer parameter is not take into account by SPRAY 3.1, but must be included for
compatibility in free format.

NUMSOU
It is a parameter indicating the total number of sources to be taken into account for the desired
simulation. Such sources may be active or, in some cases that will be later explained, inactive.
NUMSOU is an integer number included in free format. In the example case, two emissive sources
are taken into consideration, the first being a point one, the second a linear one.

UNINAM
This field is reserved to define the unit indicating pollutant emissions It is a conventional indication,
used by SPRAY 3.1 to set units for concentration and deposition fields. For safe of clarity it is
recommendable, even if not mandatory, to express all the following emission factors according to
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this unit. UNINAM is a 4 characters string set at ‘µg’ value in the example case, to indicate
emission factors expressed in micrograms.

IUNITE
This numerical integer parameter is not take into account by SPRAY 3.1, but must be included for
compatibility in free format

XABSOR, YABSOR
These variables define the X, Y absolute Cartesian coordinates expressed in km, identifying the
origin of a reference system the source coordinates will be relative to. Such reference system is
independent from that of the computational domain, given through the 3D meteorological file.
SPRAY 3.1 should perform the necessary transformations in order to refer source coordinates to
the computational domain origin. XABSOR, YABSOR are real variables in free format. The choice
for the example case is X=387.01, Y=5013.3301 km.

JJ, MM, AA, HH, MN, SS
These fields define the absolute time origin of the emissions. This needs the specification of day
(JJ), month (MM), year (AA), hour (HH), minutes (MN) and seconds (SS) of the emissions starting
time, for all the sources. The duration of the emissive periods for each source will be defined
according to this time origin. If a particular emission starts at a later time than the specified origindate, it is necessary to define an interval between the absolute and the effective emission origin,
during which the quantity of emitted substance is null. JJ, MM, AA, HH, MN, SS, are two digits
integer numbers, whose position inside the line is fixed, as shown by the example, where the time
origin is set on 27/07/95 at 14:30:00.
The following fields are reserved to the description of all the features of each of the NUMSOU
sources. This part must hence be repeated NUMSOU times to complete the description of the
whole set of sources provided as input to the code.

ISOURC, NAMSOU
ISOURC is a progressive index representing the source number whose characteristics are being
provided. It is an integer going from number from 1 to NUMSOU. This parameter must occupy the
first 9 characters of the data record. NAMSOU is the 16 character long symbolic name univocally
defining the source for the whole simulation period. It has to be positioned as indicated by the
example file, where the name ‘PUNTIFORME-GAS1’ has been assigned to the first source,
whereas the second one is named ‘STRADA-GAS2’.

NUMPER
This parameter indicates the number of time intervals the whole emission period of the examined
source has been subdivided. It is an integer field occupying the first nine characters of the record.
Subdividing the whole period into time intervals of variable duration, it is possible to simulate non
stationary emissions. The rest of the file describes the emission at each of the NUMPER time
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intervals. In the example case source number 1 is associated with a 4-hours emissive period
splitted into two 2-hours periods, while source number 2 has a unique emissive 4-hours period.

IPER, HH,MM,SS
IPER is the progressive index of the examined period. This is an integer parameter occupying the
first 9 characters of the record. HH,MM,SS represent the duration of the IPER emission period
expressed in hours, minutes and seconds, referred to the time origin previously defined. HH, MM,
SS are two digits integer parameters, whose position into the record must obey the syntax of the
example file.

XE, YE, HE, ITS, TEMPER
ITS is an integer parameter representing the source type and its value affect the meaning of the
XE, YE, ZE fields. SPRAY 3.1 associates ITS=1 with point or area sources, and ITS=2 and 22 with
line sources, ITS=4 with fires and ITS=5 with fires.
ITS=1
XE, YE represent the horizontal relative coordinates expressed in metres, of the ‘emission
parallelepiped’ centre of mass referred to XABSOR,YABSOR origin. HE represent the height
above topography expressed in metres of the centre of mass.
ITS=2
In this case two records are expected by the code as in the example for source 2, the first one
containing X1,Y1,Z1,ITS,TEMPER and the second one containing only X2,Y2,Z2.
X1, Y1, represent the horizontal relative coordinates expressed in metres of the starting point of a
linear segment referred to XABSOR,YABSOR. Z1 represent the height above topography
expressed in metres of the starting point of the linear segment. X2, Y2, represent the horizontal
relative coordinates expressed in metres of the ending point of the linear segment referred to
XABSOR,YABSOR. Z2 represent the height above topography expressed in metres of the ending
point of the linear segment. Defining different segments as different sources and connecting them
such that final coordinates coincide with the initial ones of the following segment, it is possible to
define the development of a road source. TEMPER real variable represents the emission
temperature (Celsius degrees), used by the plume rise for stack only routines.
ITS=22
As in the ITS=2 case, but the linear emission is a ‘viaduct’, particles are emitted keeping with an
height above sea between Z1+Zg(X1,Y1) and Z2+Zg(X2,Y2), where Zg is the height of the
topography at the starting and ending point.
ITS=4
XE, YE represent the horizontal relative coordinates expressed in metres, of the ‘emission
parallelepiped’ representing the fire (or part of it) referred to XABSOR,YABSOR origin. HE
represent the height above topography expressed in metres of the centre of mass.
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The variable TEMPER represents the energy/time expressed in kw of the fire.
ITS=5
XE, YE represent the horizontal relative coordinates expressed in metres, of the ‘emission
parallelepiped’ representing the flare position, referred to XABSOR,YABSOR origin. HE represent
the height above topography expressed in metres of the centre of mass.
The variable TEMPER represents the energy/time expressed in kw of the flare.

DXE, DYE, DZE, DIASOU, UEM, VEM, WVERTI
Some of these fields are also affected by ITS values.
ITS=1
DXE,DYE,DZE are real parameters representing the Cartesian geometrical dimensions of the
‘emission parallelepiped’, expressed in metres. SPRAY 3.1 generates particles uniformly
distributed on a ‘terrain following’ parallelepiped centred on XE, YE and HE, whose horizontal and
vertical dimensions are DXE, DYE, DZE. In the example, particles belonging to source 1 will be
emitted inside a parallelepiped having a volume of 1x1x0.01 m3 centred at XE,YE,ZE.
ITS=2,22
DXE is ignored in this case, DYE represents the transverse thickness of the segment expressed in
metres and DZE represents the vertical thickness of the segment expressed in metres.
DIASOU is a real parameter representing the source diameter expressed in metres while WVERTI
is a real parameter representing the vertical emission velocity expressed in m/s used by the plume
rise routines for stack plumes only. Starting from 3.1.11 version, UEM, VEM are used to activate
particular options for point, fires and moving along lines emissions, see chapters 1.8.1, 1.8.3 and
1.8.4. Also in this case parameters syntax has to strictly follow what is described in the example.
These parameters are ignored for flares.

IP, NAMEMI, Q, IND
This record defines the quantities emitted from the current source of each of the NDPUTI expected
specie. It is mandatory to specify the emissions concerning the whole set of the simulated species
defined into PEMSPE. If one of the expected species is not emitted, it must be indicated by a null
emission. NDPUTI data lines of this kind are therefore necessary for each source and each time
interval. IP is a two digits integer parameter representing a progressive number, whose value goes
from 1 to NDPUTI. NAMEMI and IND have exactly the same meaning if NAMSPE and IND into
the PEMSPE file, representing respectively the name and numerical address of a specie. In the
example case, two species are emitted. The first source emission is effective for the first species
and null for the second one, whereas both the emitted species coming from the second source are
null. Q is a real variable having different meanings according to the value of ITS and the IABSEM
parameter. When ITS=1, Q always represents the total quantity of emitted substance during the
time interval corresponding to the considered entry (the unit is chosen by the user, but a
correspondence to what defined by UNINAM is suggested). When ITS=2, Q defines the absolute
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(IABSEM=2) or by unit length expressed in metres (IABSEM=1), quantity of substance emitted by
the linear segment during the considered time interval (units as above). SPRAY 3.1 assigns a
mass value to a single particle accordingly to these values, taking into account the total number of
particles to be emitted from the considered source. The formatting procedure illustrated in the
example file must be strictly respected.
According to this description, each source is defined by its own emissive history and geometry. It is
not necessary that the total emission duration of a single source defined into PEMTIM must cover
the entire simulation period. If a source has an emission duration shorter than the simulation
period, no more particles for that source will be generated starting from its emission end.

3.3.3.3 PEMPAR file
PEMPAR file set the emission of particles, according to each source characteristic contained into
PEMTIM file. Its content mainly consists in a structure that essentially correspond to the one
provided by PEMTIM, but with different information strictly dependent on the particle model.
PEMPAR is an ASCII positional file that contains data and comment lines (* character in the first
column). The following paragraphs describe the content of data record, guided by the example file
of chapter 4.4.

NLAACT
This numerical integer parameter is not take into account by SPRAY 3.1, but must be included for
compatibility in free format..

NUMSOP
It is a parameter indicating the total number of sources to be taken into account for the desired
simulation. NUMSOP is an integer free format number, counterpart of the NUMSOU variable
defined in PEMTIM file.

JJ, MM, AA, HH, MN, SS
As in PEMTIM file, these parameters define the time origin. SPRAY 3.1 does not control the syntax
of these fields; it is however required that the PEMPAR number of sources and their respective
emission periods at least corresponds (or exceed) the definition given in PEMTIM file. Such
correspondence:
PEMTIM SOURCE

--->

PEMPAR SOURCE

PEMTIM PERIODS --->

PEMPAR PERIODS

is strictly positional. The PEMTIM source in position number 1 must correspond to the source at
the same position in PEMPAR, and periods share the same rule. The user is therefore not obliged
to control at the same time two distinct time structures for files having such a parallel structure.

ISOURC, NAMSOP, EPSILO
ISOURC is an integer index representing, as in PEMTIM file, the source number, its value goes
from 1 to NUMSOP. NAMSOP is a 16 characters string, not controlled by the code, containing the
name of the considered source.
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EPSILO is a real parameter defining a minimum value expressed in metres allowed for z induced
by the plume rise algorithm (if active) during a model t step. When a lesser value is generated,
the plume rise algorithm is stopped.
WARNING: Starting from version 3.1.6 the parameter EPSILO has changed its meaning,
being now the minimal plume rise velocity accepted during a time step. If the vertical
velocity due to plume rise effects is lower than this value, the plume rise algorithm is
inhibited. A value of 0 for EPSILO is now strongly suggested.

NUMPEP
This parameter indicates the number of time intervals the whole emission period of the source
ISOURC has been subdivided. It must be at least the value of the corresponding NUMPER
parameter into the PEMTIM file.

IPER, HH,MN,SS
These parameters have the same meaning of the corresponding IPER,HH,MM,SS fields into the
PEMTIM file. SPRAY 3.1 doesn’t perform any verification of both consistency and syntax on these
parameters but they have to be inserted just to provide a description of the file content.

ANUPAR, IPLUME, SFFACT
This line contains the essential parameters for the particle model. ANUPAR is a real field, whose
meaning depends on the source geometry ITS given into the PEMTIM file. If ITS=1 (point or area
sources), ANUPAR indicates the number of particles that must be generated at each emission t
for the source ISOURC inside the time period IPER. If ITS=2 (line sources), it indicates the number
of absolute (IABSEM=2) or by unit length expressed in metres (IABSEM=1) particles to be emitted
during the emission t by the line source ISOURC inside the time period IPER. ANUPAR and he
corresponding emission factor Q in PEMTIM file are used by SPRAY 3.1 to calculate the ‘mass’ for
each species to be associated with the relative particle. It is possible to ‘switch off’ a particles
emissions setting this variable at 0 on suitable intervals. In the example, the first source emits
during the first two-hours period, and is switched off in the following two hours (a puff emission).
The second one does not emit any particle, since this line source has been included just as an
example.
IPLUME is an integer flag controlling the activation of the thermal plume rise computation routines
of SPRAY 3.1. Setting IPLUME=0, as in both sources of the example case, plume rise (either
thermal or mechanical) will be computed, and the value of the following variable (SFFACT) will be
ignored by the code. Setting IPLUME=1, the algorithm for plume rise computation will be activated
for the source ISOURC. The SFFACT real variable is used only if IPLUME=1 and defines the
amplitude of the Gaussian distribution used to randomly generate a perturbation to the initial mean
value of the buoyancy flux F. In this way, particles belonging to the same emission will have
different initial floating values, thus taking into account the entrainment phenomena. SFFACT is a
multiplicative factor of mean F used to determine the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution (1/3 is a suggested value). The input for this data record must be formatted according
to the rules illustrated in the example file.
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3.3.4 3D Meteorological file
The 3D meteorological file is the main input of this particle model. It is a binary format file supplied
to SPRAY 3.1 by an external model, containing at least a description of the 3D mean wind field on
a terrain following grid, which is taken into consideration by model simulations. This file defines
also the computational domain (origin absolute co-ordinates, horizontal and vertical dimensions,
horizontal and vertical grid structure), the topographical structure on the lower bound of the
computational domain and the time interval that will limit the simulation period. Before providing
further information about the 3D meteorological file, the following paragraph is dedicated to a
general description of the structures of the binary grid files controlled by SPRAY 3.1 code. This
general structure is shared by the 3D meteorological file, the LANDUSE file and the output file for
turbulence, concentrations and depositions that could be generated during the simulation.

3.3.5 ‘Bin’ files general structure
The grid structure of ‘bin’ binary files used by SPRAY 3.1 and also shared by other 3D codes. Its
use allows both compatibility and uniformity between them. The basic structure consists in the
subdivision into different blocks, which, at present, can contain:
* grid-structured data
* time evolution of data on point or vertical profiles (not used by SPRAY 3.1)
* general comments (not used by SPRAY 3.1)
SPRAY 3.1 accepts ‘bin’ archives with a constant t between time frames so that a file can contain
N data blocks referring to specific instants, separated by a fixed time referred as ‘meteorological t’
(its typical value is 15, 30 or 60 minutes), as defined in paragraph 3.1.2 of this chapter. Here is a
detailed description of the data structure, which also indicates those variables that, though ignored
by SPRAY 3.1, are present for compatibility with other codes. For each time frame, data are
structured into records as follows:
RECORD 1
16 characters, the first 8 containing the ‘BBBBBBBB’ string, the remaining 8 containing a string
identifying the code that generated the file (such as ‘MINERVE’, for example)
RECORD 2
It is a vector of consecutive integers, structured as follows:


year, month, day, hour, minutes and seconds of the time frame (6 integers)



year, month, day, hour, minutes and seconds of the first time frame in the file (6 integers)



number of horizontal grid points in x, y and z directions IMMAI, JMMAI, KMMAI (3 integers)



NREPER, number of reference points (ignored by SPRAY 3.1, 1 integer, can be 0)



NVAR3D, number of 3D stored fields (1 integer)



NVAR2D, number of 2D stored fields (1 integer)



number of stored time evolution points (ignored, 1 integer)



number of variables stored for time evolutions at points (ignored, 1 integer)



number of stored time evolution profiles (ignored, 1 integer)
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number of variables stored for profiles time evolutions (ignored, 1 integer)



IINDEX,IKSURF (define the vertical addressing order of the 3D arrays, 2 integers, both
containing 1)



three other integers ignored by SPRAY 3.1.

Record 2 is 27 integers long.
RECORD 3
It is a vector of real numbers structured as follows:


SGRID, vertical ‘terrain following’ co-ordinates vector, following a syntax described later
in this chapter (KMMAI real)



linear dimensions on x and y directions of the horizontal grid, expressed in metres (2
real)



x and y (South-West point) Cartesian absolute co-ordinates of the domain origin,
expressed in km (2 real)



latitude and longitude of the origin (ignored by SPRAY 3.1, 2 real)



starting time for time evolutions at a point (ignored, 1 real)



starting time for vertical profile evolutions (ignored, 1 real)



time interval for evolutions at a point (ignored, 1 real)



time interval for vertical profile evolutions (ignored, 1 real)



ZTOP, absolute height of the domain top plane, expressed in metres (1 real).

Record 3 is 11+KMMAI real fields long.
RECORD 4
It is a vector of character*8 strings, structured as follows:


Site name at reference points, if any (ignored, NREPER*8 characters)



NOMV3D, names of the variables stored on 3D grids (NVAR3D*8 characters)



unit of measure of the 3D stored variables (NVAR3D*8 characters)



NOMV2D, names of the variables stored on 2D grids (NVAR2D*8 characters)



unit of measure of the 2D stored variables (NVAR2D*8 characters).

Record 4 is (NREPER+2*NVAR3D+2*NVAR2D)*8 characters long.
FROM 5 to 5+NVAR3D-1 RECORDS
These records contain NVAR3D 3D real arrays, containing variables on the defined 3D grid
ordered as indicated by the NOMV3D names vector.
Such arrays are stored according to FORTRAN standards (indices on the left change first) on
vertical levels moving from the ground level to the top of the domain. A general MAT (I,J,1)
element, must contain the ground value in a column over the (I,J) point, whereas MAT(I,J,KMMAI)
element must contain the top of domain value.
These records are comprehensively NVAR3D*IMMAI*JMMAI*KMMAI real fields long.
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FROM 5+NVAR3D-1 to 4+NVAR3D+NVAR2D RECORDS
These records contain NVAR2D 2D real arrays, containing variables on the defined 2D grid
ordered as indicated by the NOMV2D names vector.
They comprehensively occupy NVAR2D*IMMAI*JMMAI real fields
Variables names referring to 3D or 2D arrays are standard mnemonics, generally connected to
physical quantities. In the following description of the different ‘bin files’ requested by SPRAY 3.1, a
list of the conventional names referring to 3D and 2D arrays used by the code will be given.
The described structure is repeated each time frame, but SPRAY 3.1 will only accept a constant
temporal frequency.
The SGRID vertical co-ordinates vector must be structured as follows:
let’s suppose s(1,...KMMAI) to be the vector containing the KMMAI vertical ‘terrain following’ coordinates, defined by 1.7.3 in chapter 1 (a vector of ordered numbers from 0 to 1), and ZTOP the
height of the domain top.
SGRID(1,....KMMAI) must be built according to the following formula:
SGRID(K) = ZTOP*s(K)
K = 1,KMMAI

3.3.6 3D meteorological file content
3.3.6.1 Fully activated TURKEY (CREA_METEO=1 )
The 3D meteorological input is in this case the simplest. In addition to the quantities described in
the previous section, the file contains the following 3D and 2D arrays:
3D arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------geopotential levels grid points

‘PHI’

m2/s2

wind speed x component

‘U’

m/s

wind speed y component

‘V’

m/s

vertical velocity

‘W’

m/s

Temperature (optional)

‘TEMPK’

Kelvin

Potential Temperature (optional)

‘TETA’

Kelvin

standard variable name

Unit

2D Arrays
variable

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topography levels
Dry deposition velocities species 1 (opt.)

‘REL’
specie-dependent

m
m/s

.......
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Dry deposition velocities species 13 (opt.) specie-dependent
Precipitation rate for wet depos. (opt.)

m/s

‘RAINF’

mm/h

The described conventions for variables names must be respected. The ‘PHI’ array contains the
height above the sea level (conventionally multiplied by the constant 9.81) of each 3D ‘terrain
following’ grid point. Temperature arrays (used only is the plume rise is active) are optional. If both
Temperature and Potential Temperature are present, the Temperature array is chosen. The
character string for dry deposition velocity array names must be made by the substring ‘D_’ plus
the first 6 characters of the PEMSPE species name NAMSPE.

3.3.6.2 Partially activated TURKEY (CREA_METEO=2)
In this case the 3D meteorological file contains both the 3D wind and 2D scaling parameter fields
needed by the TURKEY code as follows:
3D Arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------geopotential levels at grid points

‘PHI’

m2/s2

wind speed x component

‘U’

m/s

wind speed y component

‘V’

m/s

vertical velocity

‘W’

m/s

Temperature (optional)

‘TEMPK’

Kelvin

Potential Temperature (optional)

‘TETA’

Kelvin

2D Arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topography levels

‘REL’

m

Friction velocity u*

‘USTAR’

m/s

Monin-Obukhov length

‘L’

m

PBL height

‘HMIX’

m

Convective velocity scale w
*

‘WSTAR’

m/s

Roughness length Z0

‘Z0’

m.

Dry deposition velocities species 1 (opt.)

specie-dependent

m/s

Dry deposition velocities species 13 (opt.) specie-dependent

m/s

.......
Precipitation rate for wet depos. (opt.)

‘RAINF’

mm/h

The Z0 array must appear in the first time frame read by the model and can be avoided in the
remainder.
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3.3.6.3 Externally generated turbulence (CREA_METEO=0)
In this case the file contains a complete set of 3D fields describing both mean wind field and
turbulence as follows:
3D Arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------geopotential levels at grid points

‘PHI’

m2/s2

wind speed x component

‘U’

m/s

wind speed y component

‘V’

m/s

vertical velocity

‘W’

m/s

Temperature (optional)

‘TEMPK’

Kelvin

Potential Temperature (optional)

‘TETA’

Kelvin

St.dev. of velocity fluct. x component

‘SIGU’

m/s

St.dev. of velocity fluct. y component

‘SIGV’

m/s

St.dev. of velocity fluct. vert. component

‘SIGW’

m/s

vertical skewness (opt.)

‘SKEWW’

m3/s3

Lagrangian time scale along x

‘TIMEU’

s

Lagrangian time scale along y

‘TIMEV’

s

Lagrangian time scale along vertical

‘TIMEW’

s

(UW)0.5 cross-correlations (opt.)

‘CROUW’

m/s

cross-correlations (opt.)

‘CROVW’

m/s

cross-correlations (opt.)

‘CROUV’

m/s.

horizontal diffusion coeff. along x (opt.)

‘KAPPAX’

m2/s

horizontal diffusion coeff. along y (opt.)

‘KAPPAY’

m2/s

vertical diffusion coefficient(opt.)

‘KAPPAZ’

m2/s

standard variable name

Unit

0.5

(VW)
(UV)

0.5

2D Arrays
variable

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------topography levels

‘REL’

m

roughness length z0 (optional)

‘Z0F’

m

PBL height (optional)

‘HPBL’

m

Dry deposition velocities species 1 (opt.)

specie-dependent

m/s

Dry deposition velocities species 13 (opt.) specie-dependent

m/s

.......
Precipitation rate for wet depos. (opt.)
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SPRAY 3.1 linearly interpolates gridded data at each particle position using arrays at different time
frames as explained into chapter 1.5. If a meteorological file contains a single time frame, SPRAY
automatically keeps the meteorological fields stationary for the whole simulation period.

3.3.7 TURKEY input files
Using the CREA_METEO=1 option, The internal parameterisation model for turbulence variables
(TURKEY) is fully activated. In addition to the 3D meteorological file containing mean wind fields,
the user must in this case provide two more files, LANDUSE and CROMET. The former is a ‘bin’
file contains z0 , albedo and Bowen Ratio 2D fields, completely defining the terrain characteristics
needed by the turbulence model. The latter is an ASCII file containing a time history of groundbased meteorological data explained later.

3.3.7.1 LANDUSE file
It must have the following structure:
No 3D arrays
2D Arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topography levels

‘REL’

m

Roughness length z0

‘Z0’

m

Bowen Ratio

‘BOW’

non-dimensional

Albedo

‘ALB’

unit fraction

SPRAY 3.1 performs a consistency check on the LANDUSE file content. The horizontal grid
characteristics, i.e. the grid points number and the horizontals grid step must correspond to those
provided by the 3D meteorological file. The code controls the consistency between the two grids
and stops working in presence of anomalies. The topography 2D field, included for compatibility
with other codes, is actually ignored by SPRAY 3.1, since the model takes into account only the
topography given into the 3D meteorological file. Chapter 4 provides information to build the
LANDUSE file, according to the availability of land use rough data.

3.3.7.2 CROMET file
This file must contain a time series of meteorological quantities needed by the full version of
TURKEY turbulence model to build 3D turbulence fields. It is a positional ASCII free-format file
containing data and comment lines marked by the # character on the first column. Here is a
detailed description of the file content, on the basis of the example shown on paragraph 4.2.6.
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NSTAZ, NOMESTAZ
NSTAZ is an integer field indicating a meteorological station reference number. NOMESTAZ is a
string with a maximum of 20 characters enclosed between quotes, indicating the station name.
These fields are ignored by SPRAY 3.1.

LON, LAT, Z, DTCRO, HZONE
LON, LAT are real variables representing latitude and longitude of the meteorological station,
expressed in degrees. These fields used by TURKEY in order to determine, when necessary, the
sun position at particular any time. Z is a real variable representing the vertical coordinate of the
measurement station expressed in metres. DTCRO is a real variable indicating the time frequency
of meteorological data supplied into the file expressed in seconds. HZONE is an integer variable
indicating the time zone of the station. According to the used convention, these integer values will
be positive in USA direction, and negative in the opposite one (from Greenwich to Europe). In the
example HZONE is set at –1, thus including Italy. This variable is used to re-normalise such
procedures for the computation of the solar motion.
The following data records contain the time history of the meteorological data, given with a DTCRO
costant frequency. The following general rules must be respected during the compilation of this file:
 DTCRO frequency must have fixed value corresponding to the meteorological t
 no interruption is allowed. The time history must be continuous. It is possible to include some
records with missing data identified by a –999 code, as shown by the example
 data must be supplied starting from midnight of the first day of simulation, since the turbulence
model may need them initialize the integration of some of its equations
 the time series must cover the whole simulation period.
TURKEY carries out general controls on a CROMET file in order to verify the above conditions,
and stops working in case of anomalies. Each record of the time history contains the following
data:

GG, MM, AA, HH, mi, ss, PRES, RAD, T, DT/DZ, RNET, CNUV, G0
The first 6 free format integer fields respectively indicate the day (GG), month (MM), year (AA),
hour (HH), minutes (mi) and seconds (ss), the data refers to.
PRES

atmospheric pressure expressed in hPa

RAD

global radiation, expressed in W/m2

T

air temperature close to the ground expressed in °C

DT/DZ

mean thermal vertical gradient in the PBL, expressed in °C /m. TURKEY actually
needs only the value at sunrise of the simulation day. Sunrise time is computed on
the basis of the solar radiation and thermal balance at the ground, internally
elaborated.

RNET

net radiation, expressed in W/m2

CNUV

sky cloudiness, expressed in1/8

G0

ground heat flux, expressed in W/m2.
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As shown by the example file, some the listed quantities can be missed. Not the whole set of
CROMET data is strictly necessary an a certain redundancy may be present, in order to allow the
model to receive input quantities coming from measuring systems with different quality levels. For
example, if net radiation data are not present the model try to use global radiation data. If both data
are missed, radiation is computed on the basis of astronomical parameters, as a function of time
and position. If the ground heat flux is missed, TURKEY estimates it using parameterisation
schemes. If cloudiness is missing, a clear sky is supposed. If pressure is missing, the code uses
the standard sea level pressure. Air temperature the vertical temperature gradient must instead be
present, and in case of their absence SPRAY 3.1 stops executing.

3.4 Output files
Referring to the example of the filspray file below, output files referred by bolded lines are
described in detail.
'$HROOT/DATA/BENCHMARK/'
'CALSPRAY'
'METTUR'
'WIND'
'LANDUSE'
'CROMET'
'PEMSPE'
'PEMTIM'
'PEMPAR'
'$HROOT/DATA/BENCHMARK/
'LOGFILE'
'PARTIC'
'TUROUT'
'CONC'
'RESTART'
'$HROOT/DATA/BENCHMARK/SPRAY.DAT'

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Pathname for input files
Calspray file
Meteo+turb file
Wind file from MINERVE
Landuse file
Cromet file
Pemspe file
Pemtim file
Pempar file
Pathname for output files
Logfile
Particle file
Turb-bin output file
Concentration/Deposition file
Restart file

! Pathname for SPRAY.DAT file

3.4.1 Log file
It is an ASCII file containing the log information about the sequence of events tooking place during
the simulation. Its structure depends on the options selected in the parameters file. Chapter 4
provides an example that illustrates the content of this file through the output of the tutorial case.

3.4.2 Particles file
This file stores a time history of particle ‘frames’ referring at time instants defined by the user into
the parameters file (SSAVIN and SSAVE variables). It is a binary unformatted file with a sequential
organization and fixed length records, which can be directly accessed. Its structure consists of a
sequence of heading records, containing the necessary information for a rapid access to the
different time frames stored, and many data record. Each of these data records contains the
particle coordinates relative to the domain origin given into a heading record, the transported mass
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by each of the emitted species, the particle life time from the emission time, and the emitting
source. The scheme in the following page describes the detailed structure of this file.
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PARTICLE FILE CONTENT (part included in parenthesis are comment)
Rec. no
1
2
3
.
.
1+n+1
1+n+2

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----6----+----7---+----8
n
s
p
PARTICLE (n. of sources, species, frames 3(I*4), PARTICLE is the string ‘PARTICLE’)
Xxxx1yyyy1xxxx2yyyy2
(SW and NE cartesian origin of the domain expressed in km 4(R*4))
name of source 1
(character*16)

name of source n
species 1

(name of species 1, character*8)

.
.
1+n+s+1
1+n+s+2
.
.
1+n+s+p+1
Rs1

species s
(name of species s)
Rs1 re1yymmddhhmiss
(initial (rs1) and final (re1) record number of frame 1, date-time of frame 1
. . . . . . . . . . . .
I*4
I*4
C*10
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Rsp repyymmddhhmiss
(initial (rs1) and final (re1) record number of frame p, date-time of frame p
x
y
z
l
a m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 .. (starting data record frame 1, see legenda)

.
.

x
x

y
y

z
z

l
l

a
a

m1
m1

m2
m2

m3
m3

m4
m4

m5
m5

..
..

(ending data record frame 1)
(starting data record frame 2)

.
Re2

x

y

z

l

a

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

..

(ending data record frame 2)

.
Rsp

x

y

z

l

a

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

..

(starting data record frame p)

x

y

z

l

a

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

..

(ending data record frame p)

Re1
Rs2
.

.
Rep
<EOF>
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Legenda:
x = particle x coordinate in metres (with respect to a origin in 0.,0.)

R*4

y = y coordinate

R*4

z = z coordinate (above the sea level)

R*4

l = source code (1,2,...s)
a = particles age in seconds, from emission time

R*4
R*4

m1 = mass of species 1

R*4

m2 = mass of species 2 (if present)
and so on, up to species s

R*4

I*4

means

INTEGER*4

R*4

REAL*4

C*x

CHARACTER*x, where x is an integer

yymmddhhmiss dates are written in character format, with yy = year, mm = month, dd=day,
hh=hours, mm=minutes, ss=seconds.
Year 2000 conventions are the same used for ‘bin’ files.
The file may be opened direct access and its record size is defined on the basis of the number of
simulated species. The heading section stores the necessary information to directly point to
different time frames. SPRAY/SOURCES directory contains the read_partic FORTRAN/77
program, a complete example on how a particle file can be read using a direct access mode.

3.4.3 Turbulence output file
It’s a binary gridded file written in ‘bin’ format by TURKEY (CREA_METEO=1 or
CREA_METEO=2). This file collects both the 3D input mean wind-temperature fields and the
turbulence fields generated by the TURKEY code itself, to be used in a successive simulation. The
generation of this file is invoked setting IFTUR=1 into the parameters file. The structure of its
arrays is described into chapter 3.3.6.3.

3.4.4 Concentration and deposition file
SPRAY 3.1 can generate a ‘bin’ file containing 3D concentration and deposition (dry and/or wet)
fields. This file generally includes a number of arrays and time frames defined by the user,
according to the selected options inside the parameters file. Each point of the 3D ‘terrain following’
concentration or deposition grid referring to and horizontal cell is given at its south-west vertex, as
shown by Fig. 3.1.
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Y

X
Fig. 3.1 Concentration/deposition value given at the black dot, refers to the grey cell.
The same procedure must be applied to the vertical. In this case, the concentration/deposition
value of the vertical cell is given at the low left point of the cell itself, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2,
representing a x-z section of a possible ‘terrain following’ concentrations grid.

Z

X
Fig. 3.2

The concentration value given at the point marked by the black dot refers to
the vertical grey cell.

The concentration/deposition ‘bin’ file has the following structure:
3D Arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------geopotential levels at grid points

‘PHI’

m2/s2

concentration array number 1

‘M001Sjjj’

emission unit/m3

of species number jjj
...................................................
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concentration array number nnn

‘MnnnSjjj’

emission unit/m3

of species number jjj
‘jjj’ index corresponds to the progressive number for species (IP) contained into PEMSPE file
(paragraph 3.2.2.1). A maximum number of 19 3D concentration arrays may be stored into this file.
If a larger number of concentration arrays has been chosen, the model will compute and store only
the first 19 ones
2D Arrays
variable

standard variable name

Unit

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topography levels

‘REL’

m

Total dry deposition array number 1

‘D001Sjjj’

emission unit/m2

‘DnnnSjjj’

emission unit/m3

‘F001Sjjj’

emission unit/(m2 s)

‘FnnnSjjj’

emission unit/(m2 s)

‘W001Sjjj’

emission unit/(m2 s)

‘WnnnSjjj’

emission unit/(m2 s)

of species jjj (optional)
...................................................
total dry deposition array number nnn
of species number jjj (optional)
dry deposition flux array number 1
of species jjj (optional)
...................................................
dry deposition flux array number nnn
of species jjj (optional)
total wet deposition array number 1
of species jjj (optional)
...................................................
total wet deposition array number nnn
of species jjj (optional)
A maximum of 9 total dry deposition arrays can be saved. Their characteristics (involved species
and sources) coincide with the corresponding first 9 concentration arrays. If more than 9 deposition
arrays are requested, only the first 9 are computed and stored. If no wet deposition calculation is
required, a maximum of 9 deposition flux arrays are also saved. If the wet deposition mechanism is
active, dry deposition flux arrays are substituted by total wet deposition arrays.
Concentration and deposition time entries into the file are positioned at the end of the average
interval. If, for example, mean concentrations have been computed between 14:00 and 14:30, the
reference time for these arrays is 14:30.
The SPRAY/SOURCES directory after a standard installation will contain the readcon.f
FORTRAN/77 program, a complete example on how a concentration file can be read which can be
used as a guide to build a more general post-processing code.
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3.4.5 Checkpoint/restart files
According to the block diagram of Fig. 1.1, this can be either an input or output file. It contains all
the necessary information to CHECKPOINT at, or RESTART from, given time instants the entire
simulation. It is a binary file with sequential organisation. When the file is produced as output
(checkpoint), particle data are stored after SIN_RESTA seconds every SFREQ_RESTA seconds.
Each checkpoint will overwrite the previous one. The checkpoint/restart file is structured as follows:
record n. 1
16 integers containing year, month, day, hour, minutes and seconds of the checkpointed time
instant.
record n. 2
2 integers containing the NACT number of saved particles and the time step (not used in this
version)
records from 2 to 2+NACT
12+NDPUTI (total number of species) real data, containing the whole information about each
active particle at the checkpointed time instant.
When a simulation is started from a checkpoint/restart file (LOAD_RESTA=1), the model, makes a
consistency check between the initial date of the simulation and the checkpointed one. If
successful, particles vectors are initially loaded with the information coming from the file, otherwise
the model starts the simulation without particles. Checkpoint/restart procedures may be used to
build a chain of simulations continuous in time. If both a restart and checkpoint procedures are
activated (LOAD_RESTA=1 and SAVE_RESTA=1), the user must remember to backup the restart
file before the simulation starts, being rewritten by the checkpoint procedures.
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4 Examples of ASCII input files
4.1 CALSPRAY file
#====================================================================
#
SPRAY 3.1
: CONTROL FILE.
#
#====================================================================
#
NOTE:
#
#
LINES STARTING WITH # ARE COMMENTS
#====================================================================
#
PARAGRAPH 1. : RUN PARAMETERS
#====================================================================
#
1.1
: TIMING
TYPTIM
#
1=ABSOLUTE (WITH RESPECT TO DATE)
#
2=RELATIVE (WITH RESPECT TO FIRST METEO)
#
3=ALL THE METEO TIME INTERVAL
#
(TWO NEXT ROWS IGNORED)
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
#
1.2
: ABSOLUTE STARTING DATE IF TYPTIM=1
#
: STARTING DELTA TIME WITH RESPECT TO FIRST
#
METEO IF TYPTIM=2
#
STAJOU STAMOI STAANN STAHEU STAMIN STASEC
#====================================================================
27
07
95
14
30
00
#====================================================================
#
1.3
: ABSOLUTE ENDING DATE IF TYPTIM=1
#
: ENDING DELTA TIME WITH RESPECT TO FIRST
#
METEO IF TYPTIM=2
#
ENDJOU ENDMOI ENDANN ENDHEU ENDMIN ENDSEC
#====================================================================
27
07
95
16
30
00
#====================================================================
#IDTVAR ISTATS DTMIN DTSYNC C1 TFLOOR NMULEM DTEMIS_DELAY
#
<DTMIN_FINAL>
#
1.4
: IDTVAR USE FIXED DT OR VARIABLE DT SCHEME
#
: ISTATS GATHER/DO NOT GATHER STATISTICS
#
: DTMIN
MINIMUM EMISSION SPACING
#
IN SECONDS
#
: DTSYNC MAXIMUM SIMULATION STEP
#
IN SECONDS
#
: C1
CONSTANT FOR TAUJ SCALING IN VARIABLE
#
DT SCHEME
#
: TFLOOR LOWER DT LIMIT IN VARIABLE DT SCHEME
#
IF A COMPUTED DT IF < TFLOOR TFLOOR
#
WILL BE USED INSTEAD. IF IDTVAR = 3
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#
VALUE TO BE USED AS A FIXED DT.
#
: NMULEM USED IN FIXED DT SCHEME.
#
EMIT ONLY AFTER NMULEM DTMIN TIME STEPS
#
(FORCED TO 1 IN VARIABLE DT SCHEME)
#
: DTEMIS_DELAY TIME DELAY (IN SECONDS)
#
FROM THE GIVEN EMISSION TIME DEFINED THROUGH DTMIN,
#
TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. 0. MEANS EMISSIONS EXACLY
#
AT DTMIN,2*DTMIN,3*DTMIN……
#
: DTMIN_FINAL EMISSION FREQUENCY ONCE ALL THE
#
PARALLEL SIMULATIONS ARE RECONCILIED
#
# IDTVAR = 0 USE FIXED SCHEME DT = DTMIN = DTSYNC
# IDTVAR = 1 USE VARIABLE SCHEME DTSYNC/DTMIN = AN INTEGER
#
COMPUTE TAUMIN USING SINGLE PARTICLE POSITIONS
# IDTVAR = 2 USE VARIABLE SCHEME DTSYNC/DTMIN = AN INTEGER
#
COMPUTE WHOLE TAUMIN MATRIX AT METEOROLOGY CHANGE
#
USING CELL CENTRES AS COORDINATES
# IDTVAR = 3 USE VARIABLE SCHEME DTSYNC/DTMIN = AN INTEGER
#
BUT FORCE MODEL TO ACT AS IN FIXED SCHEME USING
#
TFLOOR AS A FIXED DT (COURANT CHECKING AND PBL SCHEME
#
STAY IN USE)
# ISTATS = 1 ENABLE GENDT STATISTICS FOR FIXED AND VARIABLE SCHEME
# ISTATS = 0 DISABLE GENDT STATISTICS
#====================================================================
1 0 5.0000
30.0000 5. 1.
1 3. 0.
#====================================================================
#
NO MORE AN INPUT PARAMETER
#
1.5
: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME STEPS
NTIMES
#
(COMPUTED FROM SIMULATION DURATION/DTYNC)
#====================================================================
#
1440
#====================================================================
#
1.6
: SEED FOR RANDOM CHAIN
RSEED
#====================================================================
123457
#====================================================================
#
ITH87 IMOD ITIPSC IDISPL IPBL HPLBM IFLUCT
#
1.7
: ITH87 THOMSON 84/87 SCHEME USAGE
#
0=USE THOMSON 84
#
1=USE THOMSON 87
#
#
: IMOD
IF THOMSON 87 TYPE OF SCHEME AND CLOSURE
#
1=BI-GAUSSIAN CLOSURE LUHAR & BRITTER
#
2=BI-GAUSSIAN CLOSURE WEIL
#
3=BI-GAUSSIAN CLOSURE DU-WILSON-YEE
#
4=BI-GAUSSIAN CLOSURE ICG TORINO OLD (W4 NEEDED)
#
5=BI-GAUSSIAN CLOSURE ICG TORINO NEW (W4 NEEDED)
#
6=GRAM-CHARLIER IV ORDER (W4 NEEDED)
#
7=GRAM-CHARLIER III ORDER (W4 NEEDED)
#
: IW4
IF IMOD 4,5,6 W4 COMPUTING ALGORITHM
#
1=ANFOSSI
#
2=GRYNING
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#
#
: ITIPSC IF THOMSON 84 LANGEVIN VELOCITY EQUATION SCHEME
#
1=COMPLETE (WITH ALL CROSSCORRELATIONS)
#
2=PARTIAL (NO CROSS BUT WITH MEAN TERMS)
#
3=SIMPLE
(NO CROSSCORRELATIONS NO MEAN)
#
#
: IDISPL USE OF LANGEVIN DISPLACEMENT EQUATION
#
(BOTH FOR T84 AND T87)
#
0=DO NOT USE LANGEVIN DISPLACEMENT EQUATION
#
1=USE LANGEVIN DISPLACEMENT ABOVE PBL
#
: IPBL
PBL SOURCE (USED ONLY IF IDISPL NON ZERO)
#
1=FROM MET FILE (K FROM MET FILE TOO)
#
2=INTERNALLY COMPUTED (K INTERN. COMPUTED TOO)
#
3=USE CONSTANT VALUE HPBLM ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE
#
(K INTERNALLY COMPUTED)
#
: HPBLM PBL CONSTANT VALUE (USED IF IDISPL NON ZERO
#
AND IPBL=3)
#
: IFLUCT VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS STATUS COMING BACK
#
FROM ABOVE PBL
#
1= ZERO FLUCTUATION COMING BACK
#
2= ATMOSPHERIC FLUCTUATION COMING BACK
#====================================================================
1 7 1 3 0 3 1000. 1
#====================================================================
#
1.8
: GROUND BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR
IRIMBA
#
VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS
#
1= ZERO
FLUCTUATION AFTER BOUNCE
#
2= RANDOM FLUCTUATION
#
3= NORMAL REFLECTION OVER BILINEAR
#====================================================================
3
#
#********************************************************************
#*** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *****
#********************************************************************
#
#====================================================================
#
PARAGRAPH 2. : METEO-TURBULENCE
#====================================================================
#
2.1
: SOURCE OF TURBULENCE
CREA_METEO
#
CREA_METEO=0 3D WIND+TEMP+TURB FROM BIN FILE
#
(TURKEY EXTERNAL)
#
CREA_METEO=1 3D WIND+TEMP 2D TERRAIN 1D METEO FROM FILES
#
(TURKEY INTERNAL)
#
CREA_METEO=2 3D WIND+TEMP 2D U*, L, HMIX, W*, Z0
#
(SURFPRO+TURKEY)
#
CREA_METEO=3 3D WIND+TEMP 1D SU,SV,SW,TLU,TLV,TLW,SKEW
#
MANDATORY TURBOHOMOG.TXT IN THE EXEC DIR WITH TURB TYPE 1
#
CREA_METEO=3 3D WIND+TEMP 1D U*,L,HMIX,W*,Z0 (SURFPRO+TURKEY)
#
MANDATORY TURBOHOMOG.TXT IN THE EXEC DIR WITH TURB TYPE 2
#====================================================================
1
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#====================================================================
#
2.2
: USE OF 3D TEMPERATURE FROM BIN FILE
ITHETA
#
(FOR PLUME RISE ONLY)
#
ITHETA=0 INTERNAL GENERATION OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES
#
ITHETA=1 DIRECT USE OF EXTERNAL 3D FIELD FROM BIN FILE
#
#
CAUTION : ITHETA=0 AND CREA_METEO=0, DEFAULT ADIABATIC
#
VERTICAL PROFILES ARE GENERATED FROM 293 K
#
ITHETA=0 AND CREA_METEO=1 STABILITY-DEPENDENT
#
VERTICAL PROFILES FROM TEMPERATURE AT GROUND
#
ARE GENERATED
#
#====================================================================
0
#====================================================================
#
2.3
: USE OF CROSSCORRELATION FIELDS
#
(ONLY FOR CREA_METEO=0 AND ITYPSC =1)
#
CROUV CROVW CROUW
#====================================================================
0
0
0
#====================================================================
#
2.4
: USE OF VERTICAL SKEWNESS FIELDS
SKEWNE
#
0=NO VERTICAL SKEWNESS
#
1=USE OF VERTICAL SKEWNESS
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
#
2.5
: WIND INTERPOLATION AT GROUND
ITIINT
#
ITIINT=0 CONSTANT ITIINT=1 LINEAR ITIINT=2 LOGARITHMIC
#====================================================================
2
#====================================================================
#
2.6
: SETTING FLAG OF Z0 (IZ0)/ Z0 VALUE (ZZ0) M
#
IZ0=0 ==> UNIFORM SETTING AT ZZ0
#
IZ0=1 ==> READ FROM 3D FILE OR LAND FILE
#
(WHICH FILE DEPENDING ON CREA_METEO)
#
#
IF A Z0 FIELD Z0 IS NOT RECOGNIZED ON A FILE,
#
THEN A UNIFORM Z0 IS SET AT ZZ0 M
#
#
IZ0
ZZ0
#====================================================================
1
0.1
#====================================================================
#
2.7
: SETTING FLAG OF ALBEDO(IALB)/ ALBEDO (AALB)
#
IALB=0 ==> UNIFORM SETTING AT AALB
#
IALB=1 ==> READ FROM LAND FILE
#
(ONLY FOR CREA_METEO=1)
#
#
IF THE ALBEDO FIELD IS NOT RECOGNIZED ON THE LAND FILE,
#
THEN A UNIFORM ALBEDO IS SET AT AALB VALUE
#
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#
IALB
AALB
#====================================================================
1
0.2
#====================================================================
#
2.7
: SETTING FLAG OF BOWEN RATIO (IBOW)/
#
BOWEN RATIO VALUE (BBOW)
#
IBOW=0 ==> UNIFORM SETTING AT BBOW
#
IBOW=1 ==> READ FROM LAND FILE
#
(ONLY FOR CREA_METEO=1)
#
#
IF A BOWEN RATIO IS NOT RECOGNIZED ON A FILE,
#
THEN A UNIFORM VALUE IS SET AT BBOW VALUE
#
#
IBOW
BBOW
#====================================================================
1
0.9
#====================================================================
#
2.8
: HEIGHT OF RESIDUAL LAYER
HRESI
#
ONLY FOR FOR CREA_METEO=1
#====================================================================
800.
#
#====================================================================
#
2.9
: FLAG FOR OUTPUT TURB BIN FILE
IFTUR
#
1 SAVE FILE
<> 1 DO NOT SAVE
#
ONLY FOR FOR CREA_METEO=1
#====================================================================
0
#********************************************************************
#*** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *****
#********************************************************************
#
#====================================================================
#
PARAGRAPH 3. : EMISSIONS
#====================================================================
#
3.1 : CHOICE FOR PARTICLE EMISSION EMIPAR IABSEM IBLDWS
#
EMIPAR=0 SIMPLE (SEE BELOW)
#
EMIPAR=1 FROM PEMPAR/PEMTIM CHRONOLOGY FILE
#
IF EMIPAR=1 IABSEM=1 Q FOR LINE SOURCES
#
IN PEMTIM IS EMISSION/M
#
IABSEM=2 Q FOR LINE SOURCES
#
IN PEMTIM IS ABS EMISSION
#
IBLDWS (OPTIONAL)=1 BUILDING DOWNWASH ACTIVE
#
OTHERWISE 0
#
IF BUILDING DOWNWASH ACTIVE MANDATORY BUILDOWNWASH.TXT FILE
#
IN THE EXECUTION DIRECTORY
#====================================================================
1 2 0
#====================================================================
#
3.2
: TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES
TOTPAR
#
TO BE EMITTED IN EVERY TIME STEP
#
(ONLY FOR EMIPAR=0)
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#====================================================================
10
#====================================================================
#
3.3
: FLAG FOR PLUME RISE
TOTPLU
#
TOTPLU=0 PLUME RISE NOT ACTIVE
#
TOTPLU=1 PLUME RISE ACTIVE
#
(ALL EMISSIONS IN PEMTIM)
#
(ONLY FOR EMIPAR=0)
#====================================================================
1
#
#********************************************************************
#*** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *****
#********************************************************************
#
#====================================================================
#
4.2
: STARTING STEP AND FREQUENCY IN SECONDS
#
IF NOT MULTIPLE OF DT, WILL BE TRUNCATED
#
SSAVIN SSAVE
#====================================================================
1800. 1800.
#====================================================================
#
4.3
: FLAG FOR CONCENTRATION COMPUTATIONS
ICONC
#
ICONC=0 NO ICONC=1 YES
#
ICONC=10 PLUME TEMPERATURE COMPUTATION
#====================================================================
1
#
# ******* FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE VALID ONLY FOR ICONC=1,
# ******* TILL END OF PARAGRAPH
#====================================================================
#
4.4
: STARTING STEP AND FREQUENCY IN SECONDS
#
IF NOT MULTIPLE OF DT, WILL BE TRUNCATED
#
SIN_CALCON SFREQ_CALCON
#====================================================================
300
1800.
#====================================================================
#
4.5
: AVERAGE DURATION AND SAMPLING DT IN SECONDS
#
IF NOT MULTIPLE OF DT, WILL BE TRUNCATED
#
MED_CALCON CAMP_CALCON
#====================================================================
1800.
300.
#====================================================================
#
4.6
: TOTAL NUMBER OF CONC ARRAYS
NUMMAT
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
#
4.7
: SUBSTANCE INVOLVED (NUMMAT ELEMENTS)
SPECIE
#
IN EVERY ARRAY
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
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#
4.8
: NUMBER OF SOURCES INVOLVED
#
FOR EVERY ARRAY (NUMMAT ELEMENTS)
NUMSORG
#
-1 INDICATES ALL SOURCES
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
#
4.9
: ARRAY OF SOURCE CODES INVOLVED
#
(NUMMAT ROWS x MAX NUMSOU COLUMNS)
VETSOU
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
#
4.10
: SPATIAL ORIGIN X,Y FOR ALL ARRAYS
#
METERS / RELATIVE ORIGIN OF MET DRIVER FILE
#
XMIN
YMIN
#====================================================================
0.
0.
#====================================================================
#
4.11
: GRID STEP IN X AND Y DIRECTION (METERS)
#
DX
DY
#====================================================================
20.
20.
#====================================================================
#
4.12
: NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN X,Y,Z DIRECTION
#
NX
NY
NLIV
#====================================================================
91
73
10
#====================================================================
#
4.13
: TOP OF CONCENTRATION DOMAIN (METERS)
TOP
#====================================================================
2000.
#====================================================================
#
4.14
: HEIGHT IN METERS OF FIRST LAYER
Z2
#====================================================================
10.
#
#********************************************************************
#*** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *** END OF PARAGRAPH *****
#********************************************************************
#
#====================================================================
#
PARAGRAPH 5. : OPTIONS FOR RESTART
#====================================================================
#
5.1
: FLAG FOR RESTART
LOAD_RESTA
#
LOAD_RESTA=0 STARTING WITHOUT LOADING RESTART
#
LOAD_RESTA=1 LOAD FROM RESTART
#====================================================================
1
#====================================================================
#
5.2
: SAVE RESTART FILE FLAG
SAVE_RESTA
#
SAVE_RESTA=0 WITHOUT SAVE
#
SAVE_RESTA=1 SAVE OF RESTART FILE
#====================================================================
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1
#====================================================================
#
5.3
: STARTING STEP AND FREQUENCY IN SECONDS
#
SIN_RESTA SFREQ_RESTA
#====================================================================
3600.
3600.
#====================================================================
#
#********************************************************************
#********************* END OF ENTIRE FILE *************************
#********************************************************************
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4.2 PEMSPE file
***********************************************************************
********** FICHIER ESPECES EMISES (SPECTRE OU COMPOSITION) *************
********** EMITTED SPECIES FILE
(DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES) *************
********** FILE ELEMENTI EMESSI
(DESCRIZIONE ELEMENTI ) *************
************************************************************************
********** CE FICHIER EST LU PAR LE MODULE 'LECEMI'*********************
********** THE PRESENT FILE IS DECODED BY 'LECEMI'*********************
********** QUESTO FILE E LETTO DA
'LECEMI'*********************
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NLAACT : NOMBRE DE LANGUES ACTIVEES
*
NUMBER OF ACTIVE LANGUAGES IN THIS FILE
*
NUMERO DI LINGUE ATTIVE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NDPUTI : NOMBRE D' ESPECES TRAITEES DIFFERENTES
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIES USED.
*
NUMERO DI SPECIE USATE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IP
: INDICE DE RANGEMENT ESPECE (VA DE 1 A NDPUTI - TESTE)
*
SPECIES LIST INDEX
(FROM 1 TO NDPUTI - TESTED)
*
INDICE LISTA DELLE SPECIE
(DA 1 A NDPUTI
- VERIFICATO)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NAMSPE : NOM ESPECE POUVANT ETRE EMISE ( 8 CARACTERES )
*
SPECIES CATEGORY NAME ( 8 CHARACTERS )
*
NOME DI CATEGORIA O SPECIE (8 CARATTERI)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IND
: INDICATIF DE L'ESPECE CONSIDEREE (LIE A PRADIO SI IL=1)
*
PARTICLE CATEGORY INDEX (LINKED TO PRADIO IF IL=1)
*
INDICE CATEGORIA PARTICELLA (LEGATO A PRADIO SE IL=1)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IL
: = 1 : ELEMENT RADIOACTIF DE PRADIO
=0 : NON
*
= 1 : RADIOACTIVE ELEMENT IN PRADIO FILE
= 0 : NO
*
= 1 : RADIO-ELEMENTO NEL FILE PRADIO
= 0 : NO
*
* "IL"EST UN INDICATEUR SERVANT A DONNER L'ORDRE DE FAIRE LE LIEN SUR
* UNE BASE DE DONNES AUTRE.(EX : CARACTERISTIQUES DES GAZ, TOXICITE,
* ETC...). DANS CE CAS LA "CLEF" FOURNIE PAR "IND" PEUT ETRE UTILISEE.
*
* "IL"IS A FLAG USED TO ORDER LINKAGE TO SOME OTHER DATA BASE
* (E.G.: GAS PARAMETERS, TOXICITY, ETC...). IN THIS CASE, THE "KEY"
* GIVEN BY "IND" MIGHT BE USED FREELY.
*
* "IL"E UN INDICATORE CHE PUO VENIRE USATO PER ORDINARE LA CONNESSIONE
* CON ALTRE BASI DATI.
* (E.S.: PARAMETRI GAS, TOSSICITA, ECC...). IN QUESTO CASO, LA "CHIAVE"
* DATA DA "IND" PUO VENIRE USATA.
*
* EXEMPLE - EXAMPLE - ESEMPIO :
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* ----------------------------* IL
: = 2 : ELEMENT GAZEUX LIE A BASE GAZ LOURDS
*
= 2 : GAS LINKED TO SOME HEAVY GAS DATA BASE
*
= 2 : GAS LEGATO A UNA BASE DATI GAS PESANTI
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* DIAM
: DIAMETRE SI L'ESPECE EST UNE CLASSE DE TAILLE (MIC.)
*
DIAMETER IF SPECIES IS A SIZE CLASS (MICRONS)
*
DIAMETRO SE LA SPECIE E UNA CLASSE DI DIMENSIONE (MICRON)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IT
: TYPE DE L'ESPECE EN QUESTION.
*
0:GAZ 1:AEROSOL 2:GAZ LOURD 3:CLASSE DE GOUTTES
*
TYPE OF THE SPECIES
*
0:GAS 1:AEROSOL 2:HEAVY GAS 3:DROPLET CLASS
*
TIPO DELLA SPECIE EMESSA
*
0:GAS 1:PARTICOLATO 2:HEAVY GAS 3:DROPLET CLASS
*
* ===> IT < 0 : IGNORE - IGNORA => GAZ
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* DENS
: MASSE VOLUMIQUE DE L'EFFLUENT (KG/M3)
*
==> MASSE VOLUMIQUE DU GAZ POUR LES GAZ
*
==> MASSE VOLUMIQUE DE LA MATIERE SECHE POUR LES POUSSIERES
*
==> MASSE VOLUMIQUE DE L'AEROSOL LIQUIDE POUR LES AEROSOLS
*
DENSITY OF EMITTED MATERIAL (KG/M3)
*
==> GAS DENSITY FOR GASES
*
==> DRY AEROSOL DENSITY FOR SOLID AEROSOLS
*
==> DENSITY OF THE LIQUID AEROSOL FOR AEROSOLS
*
DENSITA SPECIE EMESSA
(KG/M3)
*
==> DENSITA DEL GAS PER I GAS
*
==> DENSITA DEL PARTICOLATO SECCO PER PARTICOLATO
*
==> DENSITA DELL'AEROSOL LIQUIDO PER AEROSOL.
*
* ===> DENS < 0 : IGNORE - IGNORED - IGNORATO
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* VDEP
: VITESSE DE DEPOT SEC DE L' ELEMENT
(M/S)
*
DRY DEPOSITION VELOCITY OF THE ELEMENT (M/S)
*
VELOCITA DI DEPOSIZIONE SECCA
(M/S)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* RWASH : COEFFICIENT DE LESSIVAGE
(/SEC)
*
WASHOUT COEFFICIENT
(/SEC)
*
COEFFICIENTE DI WASHOUT
(/SEC)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* TDECAY : TEMPS DE DECROISSANCE (DEMI-VIE)
(SEC)
*
TEMPO DI DICADIMENTO (MEZZA-VITA)
(SEC)
*
DECAY TIME (HALF-LIFE)
(SEC)
* ===> TDECAY < 0 : IGNORE - IGNORED - IGNORATO
* ===> IL
= 1 : IGNORE - IGNORED - IGNORATO
*----------------------------------------------------------------------************************************************************************
*CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
*
* REGLES : 1/ LES INDICES IP SONT LES NATURELS CROISSANTS.
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* ------*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

IP INDEXES VARY FROM 1 TO NDPUTI
GLI INDICI IP VARIANO DA 1 A NDPUTI
2/ ON PEUT RAJOUTER AUTANT DE LIGNES DE COMMENTAIRES QUE
L'ON VEUT A CE FICHIER A LA CONDITION QUE CES
LIGNES COMMENCENT TOUTES PAR UNE ETOILE.
ONE CAN ADD AS MANY COMMENT LINES AS DESIRED AS LONG AS
THOSE LINES START WITH THE '*'
CHARACTER.
SI POSSONO AGGIUNGERE LIBERAMENTE COMMENTI SU QUESTO FILE
CON LINEE CHE INCOMINCINO COL CARATTERE '*'.
3/ LE CHOIX PRINCIPAL ICI EST DE NE FAIRE FIGURER QUE LES
PARAMETRES DESCRIPTIFS DES ESPECES QUI JOUENT UN ROLE
MAJEUR DANS LE PROCESSUS DE TRANSPORT-DIFFUSION, PAR
OPPOSITION AUX AUTRES PARAMETRES QUI PEUVENT AVOIR UN
INTERET DANS D'AUTRES CONTEXTES (CONDUCTIVITE, VISCOSITE,
FACTEUR DE CONVERSION DE DOSE,..). CES PARAMETRES PEUVENT
ETRE "LIES" A TRAVERS L'UTILISATION DES CODES "IL" ET
"IND", A LA DEFINITION D'UN AUTRE FICHIER. ON POURRA
EXAMINER LA TECHNIQUE UTILISEE DANS L'EXEMPLE DU LIEN SUR
LE FICHIER STANDARD DE RADIOELEMENTS (PEMRAD).
THE MAIN CHOICE HERE IS TO INCLUDE ONLY THE PARAMETERS
WHICH ARE ESSENTIAL FOR TRANSPORT AND DIFFUSION PROCESSES,
AS OPPOSED TO PARAMETERS THAT MAY HAVE SOME INTEREST IN
OTHER ENVIRONMENTS (CONDUCTIVITY, VISCOSITY, DOSE
CONVERSION FACTORS). THE LATTER MAY BE "LINKED",THROUGH
THE USE OF THE "IL" AND "IND" CODES, TO SOME OTHER FILE
OR GROUP OF FILES. SEE FOR EXAMPLE THE TECHNIQUE APPLIED
TO THE STANDARD RADIONUCLIDE FILE (PEMRAD).
LA SCELTA PRINCIPALE E QUELLA DI FAR FIGURARE IN QUESTO
FILE SOLO I PARAMETRI CHE SONO ESSENZIALI PER IL TRASPORTO
E LA DIFFUSIONE DELLE SPECIE. ALTRI PARAMETRI INTERESSANTI
IN ALTRE CIRCOSTANZE (CONDUTTIVITA, VISCOSITA, TOSSICITA)
POSSONO VENIRE "LEGATI" IN ALTRI FILE, MEDIANTE L'USO DEI
CODICI "IL" E "IND". VEDERE COME VIENE USATA QUESTA
TECNICA CON IL FILE RADIONUCLIDI (PEMRAD).
4/ TOUTES LES GRANDEURS DECRIVANT LES SOURCES QUI SONT
VUES COMME DES FONCTIONS DU TEMPS SONT INDIQUEES DANS LE
FICHIER HISTORIQUE DES SOURCES (PEMTIM)
IL EN VA AINSI DE LA TEMPERATURE, VITESSE EMISSION, ETC.
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ALL THE DATA DESCRIBING THE SOURCES THAT ARE CONSIDERED
AS TIME-DEPENDENT ARE GIVEN IN THE SOURCE TIME-HISTORY
FILE (PEMTIM) . THIS IS TRUE FOR TEMPERATURE, SPEED, ETC.
TUTTI I DATI CHE DESCRIVONO PARAMETRI SORGENTE COME
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*
FUNZIONE DEL TEMPO SONO INDICATI NEL FILE (PEMTIM).
*
PER ESEMPIO LA TEMPERATURA E LE VELOCITA DI USCITA.
*
*CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
************************************************************************
* NLAACT* = NOMBRE TOTAL DE LANGUES ACTIVEES DANS LES LISTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTIVE LANGUAGES IN THIS FILE.
*
NUMERO DI LINGUE ATTIVE IN QUESTO FILE.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------3
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NDPUTI * = NOMBRE TOTAL D'ESPECES DIFFERENTES
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SPECIES
*
NUMERO TOTALE DI SPECIE DIFFERENTI
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1
************************************************************************
*---------------------------------------------------------------------*IP* NAMSPE * IND*IL* VDEP * RWASH
* TDECAY *
DENS * DIAM * IT*
* * (8.C) *
* *
M/S * SEC-1
* SEC
* KG/M3 * MIC. * --*
*---------------------------------------------------------------------1*GAS1
* 998* 1*0.01000* 0.18E-03* +3.60E+03* 1.00E+03*
10.* 0*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------
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4.3 PEMTIM file
************************************************************************
********** FICHIER HISTORIQUE DES SOURCES
*********************
********** EMISSION RATE TIME HISTORY
*********************
********** FILE EMISSIONI IN FUNZIONE DEL TEMPO
*********************
************************************************************************
********** CE FICHIER EST LU PAR LE MODULE 'LECSOU'*********************
********** THE PRESENT FILE IS DECODED BY 'LECSOU'*********************
********** QUESTO FILE E LETTO DA
'LECSOU'*********************
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NLAACT : NOMBRE DE LANGUES ACTIVEES
*
NUMBER OF ACTIVE LANGUAGES IN THIS FILE
*
NUMERO DI LINGUE ATTIVE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMSOU : NOMBRE TOTAL DE SOURCES DIFFERENTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF SOURCES
*
NUMERO TOTALE DI PUNTI SORGENTE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* UNINAM : UNITE UTILISEE POUR L'EMISSION (GRAMMES , KG, BQ)
*
UNIT USED FOR EMISSION(GRAMS , KG, BQ)
*
UNITA USATA PER LA SORGENTE (GRAMMI, KG).
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IUNITE : INDICE REPERANT LA QUANTITE EMISE (1=MASSE 2=ACTIVITE 3=...)
*
INDEX REFERRING TO THE EMITTED QUANTITY (1=MASS 2=ACTIVITY)
*
INDICE PER LA QUANTITA EMESSA (1=MASSA 2=ATTIVITA)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* XABSOR : ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES POSITIONS (KM)
* YABSOR
ABSOLUTE ORIGIN FOR POSITIONS (KM)
*
ORIGINE ASSOLUTA POSTAZIONI (KM)
*
* LE SENS DEPEND DU CONTEXTE D'UTILISATION : EN FRANCE ON PRENDRA
* DES LAMBERT2, AILLEURS PEUT-ETRE DES UTM.
*
* THE EXACT MEANING IS CONTEXT-DEPENDENT, ACCORDING TO THE COORDINATE
* SYSTEM USED IN EACH COUNTRY(UTM OR OTHER).
*
* IL SIGNIFICATO ESATTO DIPENDE DAL SISTEMA DI COORDINATE USATO (UTM O
* ALTRO).
*
* L'ORIGINE DES Z EST TOUJOURS LE SOL : ON TRAVAILLE EN HAUTEURS.
* THE Z ORIGIN IS ALWAYS GROUND : HEIGHTS AGL ARE USED TROUGHOUT.
* L'ORIGINE DELLE QUOTE Z E SEMPRE IL SUOLO .
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ...ORI : ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES TEMPS (JJ.MM.AA HH.MN.SS)
*
ABSOLUTE ORIGIN FOR TIME (DD.MM.YY HH.MN.SS)
*
ORIGINE ASSOLUTA DEI TEMPI(GG.MM.AA OO.MN.SS)
*
* IJOORI=JJ IMOORI=MM IANORI=AA
IHEORI=HH IMNORI=MN ISEORI=SS
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NAMSOU : NOM DE LA SOURCE(16 C)
*
SOURCE NAME(16 C)
*
NOME SORGENTE(16C)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMPER : NOMBRE DE PERIODES POUR CHAQUE SOURCE
*
NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS FOR EACH SOURCE
*
NUMERO DI INTERVALLI TEMPORALI PER OGNI SORGENTE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* XE,YE
:COORDONNEES HORIZONTALES DE CHAQUE SOURCE (M / XABSOR,YABSOR)
*
SOURCE CENTER HORIZONTAL
COORDINATES (M / XABSOR,YABSOR)
*
COORDINATE ORIZZONTALI
CENTRO SORGENTE (M / XABSOR,YABSOR)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
HE
:HAUTEUR/SOL (Z-ZG)
DE CHAQUE SOURCE (M / SOL)
*
HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL OF EACH SOURCE(M / GROUND)
*
QUOTA/SUOLO (Z-ZG) DI OGNI SORGENTE
(M / SUOLO )
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* DXE ,DYE:DIMENSIONS DE CHAQUE SOURCE (M )
*
DZE
DIMENSIONI OGNI SORGENTE (M)
*
DIMENSIONS OF EACH SOURCE (M)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
Q
: EMISSION SUR LA PERIODE POUR CHAQUE ESPECE(UNITES)
*
TOTAL EMISSION DURING THE PERIOD FOR EACH SPECIES (UNITS)
*
EMISSIONE TOTALE SUL PERIODO PER OGNI SPECIE
(UNITA)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* DIASOU : DIAMETRE SOURCE (M) (SI NECESSAIRE)
*
SOURCE DIAMETER (M) (IF NECESSARY)
*
DIAMETRO SORGENTE (M) (SE NECESSARIO)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* UEMSOU : VITESSE HORIZONTALE D'EMISSION SUIVANT X (M/S)
*
HORIZONTAL EMISSION VELOCITY ALONG X (M/S)
*
VELOCITA ORIZZONTALE DI EMISSIONE SECONDO X (M/S)
*
STARTING FROM THE 3.1.11 VERSION THIS PARAMETER ASSUMES
*
A DIFFERENT MEANING FOR POINT SOURCES, FIRES AND
*
SOURCES MOVING ALONG LINES
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* VEMSOU : VITESSE HORIZONTALE D'EMISSION SUIVANT Y (M/S)
*
HORIZONTAL EMISSION VELOCITY ALONG Y (M/S)
*
VELOCITA ORIZZONTALE DI EMISSIONE SECONDO Y (M/S)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* WVERTI : VITESSE VERTICALE D'EMISSION (M/S)
*
VERTICAL EMISSION VELOCITY (M/S)
*
VELOCITA DI EMISSIONE VERTICALE (M/S)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* TEMPER : TEMPERATURE EMISS.(D.C) (SI NECESSAIRE)
*
OUTLET TEMPERATURE(D.C) (IF NECESSARY )
*
TEMPERATURA USCITA(G.C) (SE NECESSARIO)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ITS
: INDICATEUR TYPE DE SOURCE
(0:CHEMINEE 1:BOITE 2:ETC...)
*
SOURCE TYPE INDICATOR
(0:STACK
1:BOX
2:ANY...)
*
INDICATORE TIPO DI SORGENTE (0:CAMINO
1:SCATOLA 2:ECC...)
*
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* ITS EST DESTINE A OFFRIR UN PONT VERS D'AUTRES FICHIERS SI NECESSAIRE
* ITS MAY OFFER A BRIDGE TOWARDS OTHER FILES OR DATA BASES IF NECESSARY
* ITS DA UN PONTE VERSO ALTRI FILES O BASI DATI SE NECESSARIO
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------************************************************************************
*CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
*
* REGLES :
* ------*
1/ LES ESPECES EMISES DOIVENT CORRESPONDRE A LA LISTE DE
*
NATURES FOURNIE DANS PEMSPE: EN D'AUTRES TERMES LE
*
SPECTRE DE COMPOSITION POSSIBLE EST FIXE. SI UNE ESPECE
*
N'EST PAS EMISE, METTRE ZERO.
*
*
THE EMITTED SPECIES MUST CORRESPOND TO THE LIST GIVEN
*
IN THE PEMSPE FILE: IN OTHER WORDS THE SPECTRUM OF
*
POSSIBLE SPECIES IS FIXED. IF A GIVEN SPECIES IS NOT
*
EMITTED, ONE HAVE TO PUT ZERO.
*
*
LE SPECIE EMESSE DEVONO CORRISPONDERE ALLA LISTA FORNITA
*
NEL FILE PEMSPE: LO SPETTRO DI COMPOSIZIONE E FISSO. SE
*
UNA SPECIE NON VIENE EMESSA IN UN PERIODO, METTERE ZERO.
*
*
2/ LES DEUX ELEMENTS QUI SONT FORTEMENT DEPENDANTS DU
*
CONTEXTE SONT L'ORIGINE DES ESPACES (XABSOR,YABSOR)
*
ET L'ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES TEMPS. C'EST POUR CETTE RAISON
*
QUE LES COORDONNEES HORIZONTALES SONT DONNEES EN RELATIF
*
ET QUE LES PERIODES SONT FOURNIES EN DUREE, AU LIEU DE
*
FOURNIR DATE DE DEBUT ET DATE DE FIN. CECI PERMET DE
*
FAIRE GLISSER UN SCENARIO DANS LE TEMPS DE MANIERE
*
SIMPLE, EN MODIFIANT UNE SEULE DATE ORIGINE. PAR CONTRE,
*
LES PERIODES DEVIENNENT FORCEMENT JOINTIVES (METTRE 0.
*
EN EMISSION SI NECESSAIRE) ET L'ORIGINE DES TEMPS EST
*
COMMUNE A TOUTES LES SOURCES, MEME SI ELLES NE DEMARRENT
*
PAS SIMULTANEMENT (==> IL FAUT AJOUTER DES PERIODES OU
*
L'EMISSION EST NULLE POUR CELLES QUI DEMARRENT PLUS TARD)
*
*
THE TWO ELEMENTS WHICH ARE STRONGLY CONTEXT-DEPENDENT
*
ARE THE ABSOLUTE ORIGINS FOR SPACE (XABSOR,YABSOR)AND
*
TIME (...ORI). THIS IS WHY HORIZONTAL SOURCE COORDINATES
*
ARE GIVEN RELATIVE TO A COMMON ORIGIN, AN THE TIME PERIODS
*
ARE DESCRIBED IN TERMS OF DURATION, AS OPPOSED TO
*
A TECHNIQUE WHERE ONE GIVES START AND END TIMES FOR EACH
*
PERIOD. THIS ALLOWS TO SLIDE EASILY A SCENARIO IN TIME,
*
JUST BY MODIFYING THE TIME ORIGIN. NOTE THAT THE TIME
*
PERIODS ARE CONNECTED (ONE HAS TO PUT ZERO IF NO EMISSION
*
OCCURRED BETWEEN TWO EMISSION PERIODS), AND THAT THE
*
TIME ORIGIN IS COMMON TO ALL SOURCES, EVEN IF THEY DO NOT
*
START SIMULTANEOUSLY ( ==> ONE HAS TO ADD A ZERO EMISSION
*
PERIOD FOR THOSE SOURCES THAT START LATER).
*
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*
I DUE ELEMENTI CHE SONO MOLTO DIPENDENTI DAL CONTESTO
*
SONO LE ORIGINI DI SPAZIO (XABSOR,YABSOR) E TEMPO
*
(...ORI). ECCO PERCHE LE COORDINATE ORIZZONTALI DELLE
*
SORGENTI SONO DATE IN RELATIVO, E I PERIODI DI EMISSIONE
*
SONO FORNITI COME DURATE, INVECE DI DARE SEPARATAMENTE
*
LE DATE DI INIZIO E DI FINE DI OGNI PERIODO. QUESTO
*
CONSENTE DI FAR SCIVOLARE UNO SCENARIO DI EMISSIONE IN
*
MODO SEMPLICE, CAMBIANDO SOLAMENTE LA DATA ORIGINE.
*
PERO I PERIODI DI EMISSIONE DIVENTANO COSI GIUNTIVI,
*
(SI DEVE METTERE UNA EMISSIONE A ZERO PER I PERIODI
*
DI PAUSA TRA DUE EMISSIONI) E L'ORIGINE DEI TEMPI E
*
PER FORZA COMUNE A TUTTE LE SORGENTI, ANCHE SE NON
*
PARTONO SIMULTANEAMENTE( ==> SI DEVE PERCIO AGGIUNGERE
*
UN PERIODO DI EMISSIONE ZERO PER LE SORGENTI CHE PARTONO
*
PIU TARDI).
*
*
3/ ON PEUT RAJOUTER AUTANT DE LIGNES DE COMMENTAIRES QUE
*
L'ON VEUT A LA PRESENTE LISTE A LA CONDITION QUE CES
*
LIGNES SOIENT INCLUSES ENTRE LES DEUX LIGNES DE 'C'
*
ET QU'ELLES COMMENCENT TOUTES PAR UNE ETOILE.
*
*
ONE CAN ADD AS MANY COMMENT LINES AS DESIRED AS LONG AS
*
(1) THOSE LINES FALL BETWEEN THE TWO LINES WHICH CONTAIN
*
'C' CHARACTERS AND (2) THOSE LINES START WITH THE '*'
*
CHARACTER.
*
*CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
************************************************************************
* NLAACT* = NOMBRE TOTAL DE LANGUES ACTIVEES DANS LES LISTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTIVE LANGUAGES IN THIS FILE.
*
NUMERO DI LINGUE ATTIVE IN QUESTO FILE.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------3
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMSOU * = NOMBRE TOTAL DE SOURCES DIFFERENTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF SOURCES
*
NUMERO TOTALE DI PUNTI SORGENTE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* UNINAM = UNITE DE QUANTITE EMISE UNIQUE (GRAMME , KG, BECQUEREL)
* (A4)
UNIQUE MASS OR QUANTITY UNIT (GRAMS, KG, BQ....)
*
UNITA DI MASSA O DI QUANTITA UNICA.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------ug*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IUNITE : INDICE REPERANT LA QUANTITE EMISE (1=MASSE 2=ACTIVITE 3=...)
*
INDEX REFERRING TO THE EMITTED QUANTITY (1=MASS 2=ACTIVITY)
*
INDICE PER LA QUANTITA EMESSA (1=MASSA 2=ATTIVITA)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1
*----------------------------------------------------------------------ARIANET R2013.27
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* XABSOR* = ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES POSITIONS (KM)
* YABSOR
ABSOLUTE ORIGIN FOR POSITIONS (KM)
*
ORIGINE ASSOLUTA POSTAZIONI (KM)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------387.01 5013.3301
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES TEMPS
*
* ORIGIN OF EMISSION TIMES
*
* ORIGINE ASSOLUTA DEI TEMPI EMISSIONE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* JJ:MM:AA HH:MN:SS *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* 27:07:95 14:30:00 *
************************************************************************
* ISOURC * NAMSOU
* INDICE SOURCE
- NOM DE LA SOURCE(16 C)
*
*
* SOURCE INDEX
- SOURCE NAME(16 C)
*
*
* INDICE SORGENTE - NOME SORGENTE(16C)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*PUNTIFORME-GAS1 *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMPER *
NOMBRE DE PERIODES POUR CETTE SOURCE
*
*
NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS FOR THIS SOURCE
*
*
NUMERO DI INTERVALLI TEMPORALI
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2*
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* DUREE DE LA PERIODE EMISSION
*
* DURATION OF EMISSION TIME INTERVAL
*
* DURATA DELL'INTERVALLO DI EMISSIONE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
IPER* HH:MN:SS *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1* 2:00:00 *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
XE *
YE *
HE *
* ITS *
TEMPER *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
1415.*
716.*
8.*
*
1*
100.*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
DXE *
DYE * DZE * DIASOU * UEM * VEM * WVERTI *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
1.0*
1.0* 0.01* 6.50E+00*
0.00*
0.00* 1.09E+01*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*IP* NAMEMI * Q TOTAL * IND*
* * (8 CAR)*
*
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*GAS1
* 1.00E+10* 998*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
IPER* HH:MN:SS *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2* 2:00:00 *
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
XE *
YE *
HE *
* ITS *
TEMPER *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
1415.*
716.*
8.*
*
1*
305.*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
DXE *
DYE * DZE * DIASOU * UEM * VEM * WVERTI *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
1.0*
1.0* 0.01* 6.50E+00*
0.00*
0.00* 2.09E+00*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*IP* NAMEMI * Q TOTAL * IND*
* * (8 CAR)*
*
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*GAS1
* 1.00E+10* 998*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ISOURC * NAMSOU
* INDICE SOURCE
- NOM DE LA SOURCE(16 C)
*
*
* SOURCE INDEX
- SOURCE NAME(16 C)
*
*
* INDICE SORGENTE - NOME SORGENTE(16C)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2*STRADA-GAS2
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMPER *
NOMBRE DE PERIODES POUR CETTE SOURCE
*
*
NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS FOR THIS SOURCE
*
*
NUMERO DI INTERVALLI TEMPORALI
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* DUREE DE LA PERIODE EMISSION
*
* DURATION OF EMISSION TIME INTERVAL
*
* DURATA DELL'INTERVALLO DI EMISSIONE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
IPER* HH:MN:SS *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1* 4:00:00 *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
ITS=2 IS A LINEAR SEGMENT WHOSE LIMITS
*
ARE INDICATED IN THE TWO FOLLOWING RECORDS
*
THE FIRST ONE IS THE STARTING POINT
*
THE SECOND ONE IS THE ENDING POINT
*
*
*
XE *
YE *
HE *
* ITS *
TEMPER *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
10.*
1170.*
2.*
*
2*
295.*
*
1460.*
1420.*
2.*
*
2*
295.*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
DXE IS IGNORED BY SPRAY/11 IF LINEAR SEGMENT
*
DYE IS THE SEGMENT WIDTH in meters
*
DZE IS THE SEGMENT HEIGHT over topography
*
*
*
DXE *
DYE * DZE * DIASOU * UEM * VEM * WVERTI *
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
1.0*
30.0* 0.01* 6.50E+00*
0.00*
0.00* 2.09E+00*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
*
Q
IS EXPRESSED IN LENGHT UNIT (ex ug/m)
*
*IP* NAMEMI * Q TOTAL * IND*
* * (8 CAR)*
*
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*GAS1
* 0.00E+00* 998*
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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4.4 PEMPAR file
************************************************************************
********** FICHIER HISTORIQUE DES SOURCES PARTICULES
********
********** PARTICLE EMISSION RATE TIME HISTORY
********
********** FILE EMISSIONI PARTICELLE IN FUNZIONE DEL TEMPO
********
************************************************************************
********** CE FICHIER EST LU PAR LE MODULE 'LECSOP'*********************
********** THE PRESENT FILE IS DECODED BY 'LECSOP'*********************
********** QUESTO FILE E LETTO DA
'LECSOP'*********************
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NLAACP : NOMBRE DE LANGUES ACTIVEES
*
NUMBER OF ACTIVE LANGUAGES IN THIS FILE
*
NUMERO DI LINGUE ATTIVE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMSOP : NOMBRE TOTAL DE SOURCES DIFFERENTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF SOURCES
*
NUMERO TOTALE DI PUNTI SORGENTE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ...ORI : ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES TEMPS (JJ.MM.AA HH.MN.SS)
*
ABSOLUTE ORIGIN FOR TIME (DD.MM.YY HH.MN.SS)
*
ORIGINE ASSOLUTA DEI TEMPI(GG.MM.AA OO.MN.SS)
*
* IJOORI=JJ IMOORI=MM IANORI=AA
IHEORI=HH IMNORI=MN ISEORI=SS
*
QUESTI CAMPI NON VENGONO CONTROLLATI.
*
LA CRONOLOGIA DI RIFERIMENTO E' IN PEMTIM
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NAMSOP : NOM DE LA SOURCE(16 C)
*
SOURCE NAME(16 C)
*
NOME SORGENTE(16C)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* EPSILO : DZ MINIMUM FOR PLUME RISE
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMPEP : NOMBRE DE PERIODES POUR CHAQUE SOURCE
*
NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS FOR EACH SOURCE
*
NUMERO DI INTERVALLI TEMPORALI PER OGNI SORGENTE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ANUPAR : NUMERO PARTICELLE PER LA DETERMINATA SORGENTE E PER UN
*
CERTO INTERVALLO TEMPORALE DA EMETTERE IN OGNI DT
*
IL NUMERO E' REALE IN QUANTO POSSONO ESSERE INTERPRETATI
*
PER UN SEGMENTO DI EMISSIONE COME PARTICELLE DA EMETTERE
*
PER UNITA' DI LUNGHEZZA.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* IPLUME : FLAG PER L'ATTIVAZIONE DEL PLUME RISE IN SPRAY (1=SI 0=NO)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* SFFACT : FATTORE PER SIGMA DELLA BUOYANCY FLUX INIZIALE PER PLUME RISE
*
CONSIGLIATO IL VALORE 0.33333. LA SIGMA VIENE OTTENUTA
*
MOLTIPLICANTO IL VALORE MEDIO PER QUESTO FATTORE.
************************************************************************
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*CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
*
* REGLES :
* ------* COMPILARE ANCHE I PERIODI NELLE POSIZIONI CORRETTE, ANCHE SE NON USATI
* DA SPRAY ESSI VENGONO LETTI E LA ROUTINE VA IN ERRORE SE NON TROVATI
* NELLA POSIZIONE GIUSTA
*
*CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
************************************************************************
* NLAACP* = NOMBRE TOTAL DE LANGUES ACTIVEES DANS LES LISTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTIVE LANGUAGES IN THIS FILE.
*
NUMERO DI LINGUE ATTIVE IN QUESTO FILE.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------3
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMSOP * = NOMBRE TOTAL DE SOURCES DIFFERENTES.
*
TOTAL NUMBER OF SOURCES
*
NUMERO TOTALE DI PUNTI SORGENTE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* ORIGINE ABSOLUE DES TEMPS
*
* ORIGIN OF EMISSION TIMES
*
* ORIGINE ASSOLUTA DEI TEMPI EMISSIONE
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* JJ:MM:AA HH:MN:SS *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* 27:07:95 14:30:00 *
************************************************************************
* ISOURC * NAMSOP
*
*
*
*
* EPSILO *
*
*
*
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*PUNTIFORME-GAS1 *
1.*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMPEP *
NOMBRE DE PERIODES POUR CETTE SOURCE
*
*
NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS FOR THIS SOURCE
*
*
NUMERO DI INTERVALLI TEMPORALI
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2*
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* DUREE DE LA PERIODE EMISSION
*
* DURATION OF EMISSION TIME INTERVAL
*
* DURATA DELL'INTERVALLO DI EMISSIONE (NON CONTROLLATA)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
IPER* HH:MN:SS*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1* 2:00:00*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------ARIANET R2013.27
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* ANUPAR*IPLUME*
SFFACT*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------20.*
1* 0.333333*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
IPER* HH:MN:SS*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2* 2:00:00*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ANUPAR*IPLUME*
SFFACT*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------0.*
0* 0.333333*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ISOURC * NAMSOP
*
*
*
*
* EPSILO *
*
*
*
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------2*STRADA-GAS2
*
1.*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* NUMPEP *
NOMBRE DE PERIODES POUR CETTE SOURCE
*
*
NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS FOR THIS SOURCE
*
*
NUMERO DI INTERVALLI TEMPORALI
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1*
************************************************************************
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* DUREE DE LA PERIODE EMISSION
*
* DURATION OF EMISSION TIME INTERVAL
*
* DURATA DELL'INTERVALLO DI EMISSIONE (NON CONTROLLATA)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
IPER* HH:MN:SS*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------1* 1:00:00*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------* ANUPAR*IPLUME*
SFFACT*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------0.*
0* 0.333333*
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